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How Sundstrand Constant Speed Drives 

meet exacting requirements of modern aircraft! 

\ Rugged reliability 

| yf ls prove that sun |. SCTVICE rece 

tran { Constant Specad Drive > 

vith rand elect ( 

isand shoch 

the airplane May impo 

rature variations, G 
lial | reliable as thie plane > 

Crviciny. 

Ihe Sundstrand Drive ts the lightest, most compact drive 

ever built of COM] rable powell and performance. 

= Ceneentaen atte ae 

Meet all temperature and 

Versatile ' : 
altitude requirements 

i lication 
Wherever the plane will go, Sundstrat 

Three bast types | ickage,”” Drive > WII Operate eri | 

“sandwich, and ‘cartridge e to 65,000 feet 

are available. One of these types 

is suitable for virtually any at 

| lane A} } ication, 

ft) “Package-Type™ Drive 

SUNDSTRAND 

AIRCRAFT 

SHEST RAUL | HYDRAULICS 
SUNDSTRAND MACHINE TOOL CO. 

HYDRAULIC DIVISION, ROCKFORD, iit. 

Plan to visit our booth at the 10th Aircraft Electrical Society eft) “Cartridge-Type™ Drive 

Display, Los Angeles, October 15-16, 1953 



= Taanws Won.on Arniives 

New kind of De-Icer removes 

ice faster, cleaner 

HIS 1S TWA’S new Super Constel it isn't even a factor! In fact, these B. I For information on this or other BFG 
lation. Its wings are safety protected Goodrich De-Icers have been success uct i this coupon. Check the 

against ice with a new kind of inflatable fully flown on very high speed aircraft ite! rit ir name and address in 
De-Icer. Up close, you might see the And the new De-Icers last longer margin ww (Or pin to your com 
faint outline of dozens of small tubes They're tailored to exact s| 
running along the wings. They work then simply cemented on the airy 
like ordinary wide-tube De-Icers, by No stretching under tension. no 
inflating and deflating to crack off the mechanical atrachment ev re lighter ¢ [] Pressure Sealing 
ice so it can be carried away by the take up litre Ss pact , nbing Zappers 
airstream The new “Typ | ' al 7” Canopy Seals 

But they operate faster, with almost out of years of basic resea lus test Rivnuts 
three times the air pressure. This ing hundreds of tube arran ents © ‘ Hose and other 
quicker action removes ice both faster Mt. Washington, New ampshit Avtrin accessories 

and cleaner. There is a much longer where weather conditions af id lastilock Please have 
“rest period’ between each time the to-order” for outdoor icing test Adhesives representative call 
tubes inflate. This means that there is It adds up to another B. F. Goodrich , Mail to The B. FP. Goodrich Co., so little disturbance of the airflow that development for the aviation industry Dept. A-68, Akron, Ohio 



ELEVATOR 

FEEL TRIM 

Airborne Actuated 

on Navys F2'H-3 

The elevator feel trim system in 

this McDonnell jet is actuated by 

Airborne’s Model R-144M12-1 

LINEATOR®. A ball bearing jack 

crew enable thi actuator to 

operate at 11 inches per minute 

with an 800 Ib. load in either tension 

or compression 

The “T’% type LINEATOR fits many 

situations where light weight and 

hort length for a given troke, are 

desirable teature 

Perhaps you have a similar appl 

cation, Our literature in the LAS 

Aeronautical Engineering Catalog 

gives detailed data on LINEATOR 

and other actuators manutactured 

by AIRBORNI 
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TYPICAL 
APPLICATIONS 
Jet Engine 
Gear Boxes 
Helicopter 
Gear Boxes 
Accessory Drives 
Instruments 

Lad - 
NARROW 
WIDTH 

Here is the thinnest series of standard 

bearings made to the boundary dimen- 

sions of the American and Internation- 

al Standards Association. In conjunc- 

tion with other Fafnir Series, it offers 

the first broad selection of light-sec- 

tion, large bore bearings. Now, when 

design engineers are working on proj- 

ects that call for greater output per 

pound .. . where every inch of space 

and ounce of weight is at a premium 

. they ll find new weight and space- 

saving advantages in Fafnir M9300K 

Series ball bearings. 

At this time, the M9300K Series is 

being made with bore dimensions from 

15mm to 60mm, outside dimensions 

from 28mm to 85mm. Load ratings are 

determined by the new dynamic 

method of evaluation. The  Fafnir 

M9300K Series Bearings are special- 

precision bearings with a_ precisely- 

balanced design to adequately handle 

light to moderate radial loads and 

moderate thrust loads in either direc- 

tion. Write for bulletin providing sizes, 

dimensions and load ratings. 

Fafnir continues to keep in 

step with aircraft develop- 

ments. The Fafnir Bearing 

Company, New Britain, 

Connecticut. 

FAFNIR 

AIRCRAFT BEARINGS 

LINE IN AMERICA 



Forgings for the aircraft industry today demand the utmost in engineering 

and production techniques and in scientific laboratory control. This massive 

complicated landing gear component, weighing over 400 pounds, is typical of 

Wyman-Gordon's forging contribution to the ever-growing progress in aircraft 

design. Incrankshafts for the automotive industry and in all types of aircraft for- 

gings, steel and light alloy, Wyman-Gordon has pioneered in the development 

of forging 'know-how''—there is no substitute for Wyman-Gordon experience. 

Sivadend of the Industry [or Whore be Sisty-five Years 

oe 

VAY VN exe1@) 4 BI@)\i 

FORGINGS. OF ALUMINUM »* MAGNESIUM © STEEL 

WORCESTER, MASSACHUSETTS 

HARVEY, ILLINOIS DETROIT, MICHIGAN 



NEWS DIGEST 

First Photo of New Stratojet Tanker 

Bocing KB-47B Stratojet tanker 
right) is seen refueling a B-47B bomber in 

(upper 

mid-air using British-developed probe-and 
drogue system. The tanker plane carries the 

fuel tanks, lines, instru necessary pumps, 

Domestic 

Regina Airlines DC-3 crashed in thi 
Pacific Northwest last week on a 
tary charter flight from Monter Caht 
to McChord AFB, Orc I he 
killed 19 mid i ¢t min 
CTCW 

mah 

iccaident 
oldies 

Bell X-5, experimental ject with a 
variable sweep wing, will stage a demon 
stration flight this week at the National 
Air Show in Dayton, Air Research and 
Development Command announced last 
weck. Other ARDC aircraft scheduled 
for the show: Bell X-1B research rocket 
vet to make first flight; Martin B-57; 
Martin XB-51; project FICON, Repub 
lic YRF-84F and Convair B-36 A-bomb 
team; B-47 Rato and drag chute landing 

Aircraft Industries Assn. reported last 
week that U. S. manufacturers have de 
livered 10,000 jet planes and 40,000 
engines to the air force 

CAA airways expanded 14,000 mi 
during the year ended June 30, boosting 
total length of very-high-frequency 
omni-directional ranges (VOR) in the 
U.S. to 52,000 mi. A survey of air 
navigation — facilities alternate 
VOR airways were from 
18.000 to 20,000 mi.. 
routes were extended 
19.000 mi 

Turboprop XL-19B, Cessna Aircraft 
Co.’s turbine-powered liaison plane, ha 
been delivered to USAI 

shows 
increased 
and transocean 
from 15.000 to 

Scandinavian Airlines System has 
signed an interline agreement with New 
York Airways that sets up helicopter 
taxi service for SAS passengers at New 
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mentation and hose and reel inside its 
bomb-bay. The receiver B-47 has a probe 
mounted in the upper nose. It is estimated 
the B-47 can be converted from bomber to 

hours, in tanker and vice versa in a few 

York Id] ld Internat 
dia nid NX itk Airport 

Financial 

Lockheed Aircraft Corp., 
Calit last week repor 

$389,111,000 for the first half of thi 
first 

eam 
Ings wer exceeding $9, 
058.000 made luring the entire 1952 

veal Ba klog $1.687.350.000 

B itt 
ra ] 

anh 
of ( ihe 

your, mor than doubling 195 
half total of 29 000. Net 

$9.074.000 
SISS 

Aircraft Corp., 
; 

Consolidated Vultee 
ports a net mcome San Diego, re} for the 

half-vear ended Ma | totaled $3,573 
7 th $4.0] 196 for the 
orresponding period of 1952. Sale 
iulded up to $194,254,574, an increa 
of $10,418,779. Backlog as of May 31 

timated at more than $1 billion 

OMIpPAle d 

va 

National Airlines reports a record net 
profit of $4,034,468 
ended Jun ) nearly doubling fiscal 

( dpe rat 

during the veatr 

195. earnings of SI.963.0S¢ 
limbed 16.4 

914.001 
ing tf cmt 
high of 

Viger Line had 
profit of 

Flying 
high net 
1952-53 fi 
pared to § 
enues totale 
of 18 

Northwest Orient Airlines reports net 
of $685.475 mcome operating 

first 
ire d 

revenuc f $35,192.08 or the 
seven months « ! cal omp 
with ! net 0) MN 2 : | Be ind 
$29,946,463 in 1 g the 
January-Juh period of 

This 
Stratojet tanker-receiver team, now assigned 
to operational suitability tests at Eglin AFB, 
Fla., was scheduled to be demonstrated at 
National Aircraft Show, Dayton, Sept. 5-7 

creasing the plane's tactical usefulness 

Hawaiian Airlines had a net profit of 
4 during the first half of 1953 
than doubling earnings of $19,577 

month of last vear 
Clinbed $296,765 

first half of 1952 to 

mor 
for the first 
Operatin ! nu 
hig cr than th 

10 

International 

Air France Constellation crashed and 
urned on 10,230-ft. Mt. Cermet near 
farcelonnette, brance, last veck, killing 

ot cight 

} 

passengel ind the crew 

British Hawker Hunter piloted by 
Neville Duke treaked three 
kilometer Ours it Littlehampton, 
bengland, four times at an average speed 

7 last week, fastest officially 
recorded au peed in history But the 
flight failed to set a record, be 

juse it was less than 1% faster than 
715.69.nph. mark set last July 

USAT Lt. Col. W. EF. Barnes in an 
1 S¢ 

Ove 

ot 1 ph 

new 

Air-to-air guided missile designed in 
Canada is being put through flight 
test Board of Defense re 

ouree av an F-86 
though the Cana 
igned to carry mi 

inadian 
Authoritative 

lin the trial 
P-100 as di 

being con- 
Royal Canadian Air 

production im Canada, The 
new jct may meet the demands of 
RCAF pilots, who protest modern fight- 
ers are too hea and complex. ‘The 
Csnat weighs two tons against eight tons 
for the F-S6 and costs $60,000 
pared to the Sabre’s $150,000 

Britain Folland Gnat | 
dered | th 

Force to 

com 



Air evacuation of wounded men from front line: 

to rear area hospitals is possible today with the 

development of the Chase Assault Transport 

Casualties no longer risk wound complication or 

loss of life because of delayed evacuation, as mod 

ern techniques, made possible by the Chase C-123 

Transport, move casualties directly from combat 

zones to base area hospitals. No other plane is 

built to take the brutal punishment of these hazard 

ous front line assignments 

Combat infantrymen, quickly recognizing its 

unique value, dubbed it “Operation Lifesaver 

The Aviation Week 
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Headline News 

Soviet H-Bomb Stirs Air Power Debate 
Chase Splits Into Two Companies 
F-86 ‘Gimmick’: Improved Wing. 
SAC to Get New Hampshire Base 
Kaman Phases Out HTK at New Plant 
83,235 Feet Up.... Ds asics 
Hard Selling to Rule SBAC Show 
Research Reply. 
Civil Plane Shipments Drop 19 

7 

Aeronautical Engineering 

AF Gets Data From Supersonic Sleds 

. 

Avionics 

AF Beacon to Light Up Avionics Maze 

° 

Equipment 

PCA Get- Set for New Plane- 

o 

Aviation Safety 

Board Criticizes Training of Pilot 

oe 

Financial 

Giannini Progresses in’ Avionics 
ATA A«k~ Repeal of Transport Tax 

* 

Air Transport 

| Canada Airline Serves Camps 
Air Subsidies Face Economy Tests 
Italy Routes to | S.-Backed Line 
Idlewild, La Guardia Work $256,603 
Convair Collision Puzzles CAB 

| Bi-Nation Airport Nears Completion 
Italian Lines Form Air-Rail Service 
Air India Head Hits Nationalization 
Philippines Relax Transport Pilot Rales 7 
Interchange Links Southwest. Northwest 

| PAA Offers Around the World Flights 

a 
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NEW JET COPTER—Para-Copter 2 pictured above and 
below with designer George Schinidt, North Bellmore, L. I 
N. Y. is powered by two pulsejets of 105 Ib. thrust each. It 
has 17.4-ft. rotor diameter and speed of 132 mph. 

MARLIN GETS T-TAIL—Fisst photos (above right and below 
having horizontal tail mounted atop vertical fin. Stinger-like 

New Developments 

In Aircraft Design 

el ctronk 
of new Martin P5M-2 prototype, a P5M-1 modified to -2 configuration 

projection houses I -tail offers acrodynamic advantages overt 
conventional empennage design in addition to resulting in decreased height and structural weight of this structure 



Fireproof Polyken tape insulates fiber sleeve from intense 
arc welding heat. 

Fiber insulating sleeve gets fireproof jacket of Polyken 
Tape No. 290. 

TAILORED TO YOUR JOB 

Poluken, 

INDUSTRIAL TAPES eo 

POLYKEN PRODUCTS DEPARTMENT OF THE KENDALL COMPANY 

Now they 

fireproof 

insulation with 

Maker of welding rod holders 

stops breakdown of insulating 

Sleeves with new Polyken 

fireproof tape 

Tweco of Wichita was building a fine welding rod 
holder — but the product had an ‘Achilles heel”’ that 
was making service costs soar. The fiber sleeve 
used as electrical insulation deteriorated under heat 
radiating from the 6000° F. welding arc. Plainly, 
the insulation needed insulating. But how? 

Many materials were tested. But only one pro- 
vided all the needed qualities— fireproof Polyken 
Tape No. 290. This tape protects the fiber sleeves 
so well they last 2 to 3 times longer. It sticks tight 
and stays stuck even under prolonged high tem- 
peratures. In fact, the older it gets the tighter 
it sticks. 

Tape No. 290 may not be the answer to your 
problem, but it’s 10 to 1 there is a Polyken Tape 
that’s tailored to one of your jobs. Tape can do 
things you never imagined—and save you time, 
money and effort in the bargain. Let our engineers 
study your case— you've nothing to lose but your 
problem! 

Polyken, Dept. AW! 
222 West Adams St., Chicago 6, Illinois 
For physical properties, samples and further 
information on No. 290 and other Polyken 
‘Tapes, please send me your FREE BOOKLET, 
Tape isa Tool. 

Name Title 

Company 

Street Address 



WHO'S WHERE 

In the Front Office 

Edward C. Wells, vice president-engi 
neering of Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle, is 
chairman of a new committee formed to 
direct engineering and sales policy. Com- 
mittee members: John O. Yeasting, vice 
president-finance; Fred P. Laudan, vice presi- 
dent-manufacturing, and James E. Prince, 
vice president idmuinistration 

W. C. Rockefeller has resigned as execu 
tive assistant to the chairman of the board 
and as a director of Consolidated Vultee Air 
raft Corp., San Diego, to join Atlas Corp 
Maj. Gen. Alden R. Crawford, retired Air 

Materiel Command engineering executive, 
lias been appointed general manager of Re- 
public Aviation International, S. A., Lugano 
Switzerland, overseas subsidiary of Republi 
Aviation Corp 

Vice Adm, Ralph E. Jennings (USN Ret 
as joined Doman Helicopters, Danbury, 

Conn., as executive vice president 
Thomas E. Orr, former chief engineer of 

Aviation Products, Wichita, and W. R. 
Dakan, Jr., one-time midcontinent branch 
manager of Wm. R. Whittaker Co., Lo: 
Angeles, have formed D&O Engineering Co 
to provide midwest sales representation for 
aircraft equipment suppliers 

} i 

Changes 

W. C. Holmes is new chief of the power 
plant engineering department, Northrop Ait 
craft, Inc., Hawthorne, Calif. Max J. 
Fayrweather has been appointed assistant 
superintendent of flight service administra 
tion 

Whitney Collins has been promoted to 
hief engineer of Continental Aviation & 
Engineering Corp.’s new Gas Turbine Di 
vision, Detroit 

F. W. Borchers has been named general 
ales manager of Bristol Co., Waterbury, 

Conn 
Herman Adcox last week became general 

trafic and sales manager of Pioneer Air 
| Ine 

Neil B. Berboth is new assistant general 
manager for California Eastern Airways 

Michael Jukich has been appointed chief 
of engineer design, Plant Engineering Divi 
sion Goodyear Aircraft Corp., Akron, Ohio 
Other division changes: A. D. Sharp, head 
of engineering equipment and services; J. W. 
Krosse, chief of manufacturing engineering 
and R. M. Patterson, manager of plant 
planning 

Lemuel H. Allen, Jr., has been appointed 
superintendent of electronics for North 
Central Airlines 

Robert L. Graham has joined Ford Tustru 
ment Co.. Long Island Citv, N. Y., as assist 

director of public relation 

Honors and Elections 

Harry Brackett, test pilot for Chance 
Vought Div. of United Aircraft Corp., re 
cently was designated the “outstanding 
member’ of his graduating class at the Test 
Pilot Training Div., Naval Air Test Center, 
Patuxent River, Md 
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INDUSTRY OBSERVER 

© Douglas X 3 has Tea hed Ma | 
of the supersonic speed range. X 
Bill Bridgeman and | 

1 1.25 (about S00 mph in its exploration 
is still being flown by Douglas test pilot 

by two Westinghouse 134 turbojets with 
ifterburners. ‘The stubby, double-wedge airfoils with straight leading edges 
have proved extremely effective in the transonic zone. X-3 is still under 
powered to reach its design peed of Mach 3 

powe TC 

> Modification program that will be required for the Republic F-84F and 
the Wright J65 engine that powers it are causing USAF brass to take a hard 
look at the North American F-100 as possible replacement for the USAF 
and MDAP fighter-bomber requirements. No decision has been reached yet. 

ha ord re | thie nfters il be rween Oo erhaul for ill General J lec 
except one, boosted to 1,200 hr [he xception is the afterburner: I | } 

> Short Brothers have a private venture research plane designed to test a new 
type “isoclinic’’ wing, described as a wing which can deflect without twist 
(Aviation Week Nov. 12, 1952, p. 22). The tailless research craft is not 
technically eligible for the British SBAC show at Farnborough because its 
powerplants are French (two Turbomeca engines). But observers probably 
will have a chance to see it nearby. 

American's Super Sabre F-100 is getting thi paper shuffled to begin 
flight ts at kdwards AFB. Calif ifter gettme through the 

l in fast time with only a few routine problem 

> Use of a high-frequency radio marker beam to give the pilot of an airplane 
a fix on where he should start his approach glide is proposed by NACA 
analysts as one means of getting greater utilization out of existing airport 
runways, or decreasing future runway requirements 

© Bocing B-47 bom vith nose fittings for rece 
oon will have 

living Boom refucling 
mm extra kit which will enable them to convert to the probe 

drogue system. The new fitting will be designed to attach into the 
nose ouplin for the | ¢ Boom so either tem mav be used 

> Temco Aircraft Corp. is starting to tool for a new McDonnell subcontract 
at Dallas to produce rear fuselage assemblies for the Air Force F-101 Voodoo. 
This is in addition to McDonnell F3H-1 Demon Navy jet fighter subcontract 
for outer wing panels, center wing sections and aft fuselage sections. Latter 
subcontract amounts to about 35° of the Demon airframe, 

P USAF has dropped the “X for experimental” letter from the designation 
of the giant six-engine Convair XC-99 cargo transport, presumably so the 
plane recent trans-Atlantic flight to Rhein-Main, Germany, would be as 
in yperational not experimental plane he C-99 landed back at Kelly AFB, 

k after it left, covering a total of 10,000 mi. on the roundtrip 

> CAA likes the National Bureau of Standards’ electronic transmissometer, 
which records visibility changes on Washington National Airport's instm- 
ment runway No. 36, going into operation automatically when visibility 
lowers to 14 mi. and indicating its readings on dials in the control tower. 
Three more transmissometers will be installed this fall at the main New York 
airports, International, La Guardia and Newark 

> NACA has interchan le | k-S6D Sab for highspeed research at 
Ames Laboratory, Calif. In one configuration, as the YF-S6D, it has a low 
tail, in anoth tch to production F-S6D high tail 

> British Royal Aero Club circles are wondering why USAF hasn't made 
some of its recent trans-Atlantic jet flights official record hops by coordinating 
through the U.S. and British representatives of Federation Acronautique 
Internationale. The recent B-47 hops and the F-84 nonstop flights from 
Albany, Ga., to Lakenheath, England, both of unofficial records. 



Washington Roundup 

No Cut in Plane Spending Airworthiness Status 

Ihe President >2-billion slash im federal spending Industry engineers antic ipate 
for this fiscal vear isn’t goimg to affect the aircraft pro lind part of the airworthine revi on new tt 
gram. Defense Secretary Charles Wilson's original esti gory performance requirements which CAB 
mate of an $8.3-billion expenditure—$6.3 billion by Au ( or Oct. 5 im Washington. It is understood 
korce and $2 billion by Navy—for aircraft and related of th lajor transport manufacturer e not ] 
materiel pur hases may be ligh Ihis is not the result ni on qu tions raised at thi 
ofa purposeful effort to hold down pend ng, howeves or p yonement until later in the ve 
but 1s because production on some types is not coming is ve urworthiness review will not be 
wong as fast as anti ipated mportant to the industry as one in preceding yi 

Defense officials caution, though, that th er relatively limited industry attendance is expe 
mendations of the Jomt Chiefs of Staff after their review hington when the general sessions start § 
of the mulitar program ind the decision 
tional Securty Council m hange the * ge . 
ered Airline Buying 

) [ S urn 
H . ran manufactur 

Wilson on Profits ¥ hil powercd transpor 
Defense Secretary Wilson isn’t budging to Democrati in reason: They want 

re to put his busin ingenuity to work and save ( i re traft 

+} La) 

poe for the government by toughen ng up m negotia I 
tion and renegotiation of defense contract It is pointed ul rans-Atlanti ppecat 

ut, tor example that even a | i\ y ¢ ! I I ¢ DC-7 and Supe! Conm 
billion would be million ( Comets en long-haul 

lexa Rep, Geor r¢ Mahon queried \\ ! 1e—particularl onon 
think thi overmmecnt 3 tting it 

f the contracts with imdust 
Wilson I think the 
Mahon Phen 

! that field purel 

Atomic Development 

USAF’s Main Target 

lop Aw bor cwihan iV publicity o1 SAI 
iwonmm toward Defense Ulrich oO kK 

isnt so. Relations ar ood, they \ R target of Selective Screening 
USAI opposition: Assistant Secretary W J. MeNeil, 
Detense Department comptroller. They blame him com USAF top than bra 
pletely for this vear’s cuts in Air Force funds Thi rocurement program with a 
oppositon to McNeil goes back to USAF’s beginning play f marginal usefulne 
during the regime of the late James Forrestal as Defens« cials describe if a stripping 
Secretar I I 

Some observers think USAF is aiming to woo and 
Kyves and Wilson from MeNeil 
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Vew Red Development Threatens U. S.: 

Soviet H-Bomb Stirs Air Power Debate 

Re-evaluation May Push Air Force and Navy 

Strength Past Goals Set During Korean War. 

By Robert Hotz 

he blast of Russia’s hydrogen bomb last month is stirring a new debate 

on the future of American ait power. 

Most military observers agree that the combination of the Soviet hydro 

gen bomb development with production of a fleet of long-range turboprop 

bombers (Aviation Week Aug. 31, p- 11) poses the gravest military threat 

to the United States in its history. 

> New Ontlook—Last week as top mil e Renewal of USAF monopols 
tarv and civilian official f t 

wer Administration begat Trapp! t tt Rs 
vith imphi itions of thi 
in the militar quation 

ult Russian ex} 
were evident in Washi: 
© Adequate air power 

I vnen Con ( I 1 ] 
e Complacency of official Washington 

the K 

mim 1 Shatt | e Bitter political 
e Joint Chiefs of Staff 

; } 

Nhat 

« Nlor 

> 11-Bomb Carrie: 

Halfway Point 

| 
bhi I] lil 

bout 1S months before 
> Likely Results \mong 
ikelv to result from the current cor 
cration of the Russian hydrog 
e Increased emphasis on mili 
power. Both USAF and Naval 
are likels to expand bevond 
Korean war goal 
e Bitter debate on the type of 
required to meet future [ 
Heavy political pressure will | 
for increased emphasis on ait 
but | SAI will hold out for contit 
top priority for Strategic Air 
mand’s long-range striking force 
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use of Navy carrier-based aircraft for 
hydrogen bomb warfare, although long 
range Navy flying boats such as the Con- 
vair PSY and Martin P6M conceivably 
could be adopted for this work. 
> Trained Air Power—The growing Rus- 
sian air threat also will mean increased 
emphasis on existing air power and less 
reliance on Reserve and National Guard 
squadrons 

In event of a Russian air attack, there 
would be insufficient time to mobilize 
Reserve or National Guard squadrons. 

This type of atomic or hydrogen blitz 
would have to be parried with combat 
groups already in position to fight. 
> Increased Defense—It appears obvious 
that, whatever other types of warfare 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff recommend, 
top priority will be given to the task 
of providing methods of effectively 
countering the Russian air threat 

This undoubtedly will mean accelera 
tion of many defensive trends already 
underway in USAF such as 
© Reliance on more and smaller ground 
radar for better coverage at all altitudes 
¢ Supplementing ground radar nets by 
radar picket patrol planes to cover sea 
and arctic approaches to North America 
@ Increased trend toward all-weather, 
electronically controlled interceptors. 
¢ Development of automatic electronic 
ground control systems for receiving, 
correlating and transmitting to inter 
ceptors all data on invading planes. 
@ Development of longer-ranging and 
more accurate air-to-air missiles 

However, USAF feels that no matter 
how much time, money, manpower and 
materiel are invested in an air defense 
system, it will not be able to prevent 
major damage from an atomic or hydro 
gen bomb offensive 

One of the critical matters the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff must decide is how much 
of the total military resources available 
to invest in this type of effort. 
© Offensive Force—Trends in offensive 
air power will involve 
e USAF construction of a fleet of hy 
drogen bomb-carrying B-52s capable of 
long-range Operations at just under sonic 
speeds. Utilizing refucling the B-52 
should be able to reach any significant 
Russian target from North America. 
@ Continued use of the B-36 fleet as a 
supplement to the B-52 long-range 
striking force. B-36s would deliver 
atomic weapons via parasite fighters or 
air-to-ground missiles without being re 
quired to penetrate Russian short-range 
fighter ielicios (Aviation Week Aug. 
31, p. 12). 
¢ Expansion of the B-47 Stratojet me 
dium jet bomber fleet to provide an 
other atomic striking force capable of 
operating over a wide variety of ranges 
by using interchangeable tanker and 
bomber versions of this aircraft 
e Use of the NATO fighter-bomber 
flect with atomic weapons as an offen 
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sive weapon agailst Russian alt bases, 
fuel storage depots and other installa- 
tions vital to Soviet air power in Europe. 
e New role for the Navy carrier task 
forces in delivering relatively long-range 
atomic attacks on key Russian targets 
within limits of carrier plane range. 

I'he development of atomic bombs 
that can be carried by carrier-based fight- 
ers and attack bombers has increased 
greatly the striking power of the carrier 
task Progress in jet engines has 
increased the range of carrier planes. 
© For the future, USAF is aiming at de 

upersonic bomber fleet 
capable of making long-range penetra 
tions at twice the speed of the B-52. 

General trend for the supersonic 
bombers is toward smaller and more effi 
cient aircraft, but the pace of this trend 
probably will be governed by the speed 
with which the hydrogen bomb pack- 

reduced. No future USAF long 
bomber is likely to be built with- 

out hydrogen bomb capabilities. 
P Stockpile Priorities—Another critical 
task for the new Joint Chiefs of Staff 
will be the assignment of priorities for 
the use of atomic weapons for the use 
of particular igainst specifi 
types of targets 

Even with the vast resources now de 
voted to atomic weapons production in 
this country, there probably will not be 
ufhcient munitions of this type to 
illow all of the services to use them 
for all of the purposes they desire 

JCS will have to determine, for ex 
imple, how much of the weap 
ons stockpile will be devoted to trig 
ger mechanisms for hydrogen bombs 
and how much for new A-weapon 
> Military Chessboard—It is apparent 
that the U.S. and Russian strategic air 
commands now are the opposing queens 
on the international military chessboard 

All of the other pieces board 
will be devoted to protecting them from 
the enemy or to clearing the way for 
the full use of their power against the 
toe. Both will be the top-priority targets 
in any future wat 

Neither opponent can afford to at 
tack the other while the _ retaliatory 
power of the other’ and 

fleet remains in existence 

force 

veloping a new 

ave 15 
range 

yCTV ICE 

itomu 

on the 

hydroge li 
atom 

USAF Position 

Air Force now is in a_ position 
where it is building materiel r 
quired for 143 wings, but is training 
personnel for only 120 wings 

Theory is that personnel] 
easier to get than materiel, and the 
USAF will be in a good position 
to continue its expansion if the 
Joint Chiefs of Staff approve. 

There is no serious talk in the 
Pentagon of cutting the Air Force 
below 120 wings. 

are 

Chase Aircraft Splits 

Into Two Companies 

Two aircraft firms emerged out of 
one last week: 
¢ Stroukoft Aircraft Corp., owned by 
Michael Stroukoft 
@ Chase Aircraft Co., owned by Kaiser 
Motor Corp.’s subsidiary, Willys Mo- 
tors 

Stroukoff, founder and chief engi- 
neer of Chase, parted company with 
Kaiser Motor which had owned 
49% of Chase. In dissolving the part- 
nership, Kaiser paid Stroukoff $1,750,- 
000 (Aviation Week Aug. 17, p. 420) 
to form a new corporation and bought 
the remaining 51% of Chase. 

With the name and remaining stock, 
which amounts to 510,000 shares of 
the total one million shares, Kaiser also 
gets rights to the Chase-designed 
C-123B assault troop transport, produc 
tion of which brought the two firm 
to the parting of the ways 
> R&D Issue—Stroukoff says he will get 
all Chase leases at Mercer County, N.]., 
Airport including the privilege to buy 
up all Chase furnishings, fixtures and 
machines 

Stroukoff Aircraft Corp. also expects 
to get all Air Force research and de 
velopment contracts formerly held by 
Chase. Kaiser claims this is a point 
the Air Force must decide 

If they are awarded Kaiser, however, 
that firm claims it would fall heir to the 
Chase facilities at West Trenton, which 
it now owns. Last week the matter was 
still up before USAF for a decision. 

Last Monday morning Stroukoff Air 
craft Corp. reported all of its engineers 
from the former Chase company had 
pplied for employment in the new cor 

poration and would be employed by it 

Co. 

immediately. 
> C-123 Situation— I lius 
end a two-year partnership fraught with 
bickering. From all appearances it 
cemed to be a happy arrangement to 
ill concerned—Stroukoff, Kaiser and th 
Air Force 

Though Kaiser now retain the right 
to the C-123B, production contract for 
which its subsidiary, Willys Motor Co., 
lost in June—along with the C-119 Fly 
ing Boxcar contract—the company has 
revealed it will not bid to produce the 
transport because it has leased all air 
craft space at its big Willow Run, 
Mich., plant to General Motors Corp 
(Aviation Werk Aug. 31, p. 15 

Companies invited to bid on the 
C-123B now that USAF has been as- 
sured the Army wants this assault trans 
port are North American Aviation, Inc., 
Glenn L. Martin Co., Consolidated 
Vultee Aircraft Corp. and Lockheed 
Aircraft Corp. USAF will decide on the 
quantity to be produced once bids have 
been examined later this month. 

comes to an 
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EXTENDED LEADING EDGE, small wing fence (ahead of star) are detailed in closeup 

no imcrease im the 
i pilot can impose 

¢ ult ot the modifica 

that the new leading 
uffeting give ) pilot an 

G illowing him to 
c<unum G betore buttet 

Thus mean improved maneu 
( ity at h altitude 

> Disadvantages—Penalty paid for this 
rformance is higher stall 

id a yaw-and-roll effect at 

ll that pre ed the 
it necessary for pilots to 
iid faster landing pattern, 
peed above 150 knots on 

ipproach and using caution 
i wing on the turns. Touch 

d must be increased 10 knots 
Knot munimnum, thu requir 

ger landing roll 
varning in the form of a buffet 

it approximately 120 knots with 
n. Shght roll and yaw in 

ite directions begins around 115 
ind, at 105 knots, the aircraft 

ind drops off on one wing. Sabre 
ilso must exercise greater cauhon 

udden flarecouts during landings 
> Combat Performance—lighter pilots 

Korea were willing to accept these 
idvantages in return for the in 
ed performance Ihe war isn’t 

n in the trafhe pattern,” one re 
irked 
Sabre pilots of the Fourth and 5Ist 
hter Interceptor Wings in Korea 

the extended leading edge credit 
for greatly increasing their combat effec 
tiven¢ n MiG Alley 
> Test Pilot's Idea—The new wing de 

n was suggested by North American 
ge Welch 

vith Ray Rice, NAA en 

F-86 ‘Gimmick’: Improved Wing since chief, and Pred. Prill, F-86 

New leading edge steps up Sabre performance. enables 

it to outturn MiG-15 in high-altitude combat. 

By William J. Coughlin 

Los Angeles—A_ hitherto-secret im 
provement in the wing design of North 
American Aviation’s b-S6 Sabre jets wa 
the undisclosed “gimmick” that boosted 
the U.S. victory margin in MiG Alle 
during the ing months of the 
Kor wl Wal , Call be re’ aled 

An extended leading edge that 
lavs buffeting of a high peed call im 
proved performance of the Sabre and 
enabled U.S. fighter pilots to outturn 
Russian-built MiG-15s in high-altitude 
combat 
© Guarded Secret—Sometim¢ 
as the “6-3 leading edge’ because it 
slightly increases sweepback of the 
Sabre wing by extending it forward six 
inches at the root and three inches at 

k nown 
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PARASITE FIGHTER MECHANISMS REVEALED 

New of USAT 
fighter team provide closeup look at mecha 

this new tactic 
1c, mm 32 lop 
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(Aviation 
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details 
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in flight 
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> Important Gimmick—The extended 
leading edge alone was not re pon ible 
for tle Sabre high kill 1 
the final months of the 

\n improved radar 
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Mian of the Senate \ppropriat ons Com 
mittee 

Congress authorized $46,558,000 and 
ppropriated $44,025,000 through hiscal 
ear 1953 for the Portsmouth bas¢ 
[hrough May this vear, $3,396.437 had 
been gated towards it 

Kaman Phases Out 

HTK at New Plant 

Kaman Aircraft (€ 
opened its new Nay 
Bloomfield, Conn ind 
tit tarted phascout T it 

the HTK 
ncwe!l ind ore 

the HTKs now 
in the new plant 

Cr larger HOks, iPpron 
1,000 Ib. heavier, with a more Bocing 

and designed to carry four 
ms—Or a pilot, medical attendant and 

two litter patient AVIATION Werk 
Mav 11, p. 15 

Ihe HOK uses the same t pe 
two-blade rotor ( 

earlicr Kamans, with changes in rotor 
pitch actuated ervo-flaps and small 
urfoils about one-third the distance in 
board from tips. 

However, the HOK 
new and improved de 

CHIZiTi¢ 

ntermeshing 

ervo-flap re a 
m with hinges at 

both ends instead of one hinge in th 
middle as was the « ec on the earl 
model 

Phe new Kaman plant has 
q. ft. of floor space on an 85-acre site 

LOS.000 

providing a good heliport and room for 
future expansion 

J71-A-7 Will Power 
ie % _ 
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DOUGLAS SKYROCKE I 

Los Angeles 

rocket-powered research plane, which was carried aloft) by 
Superfortress and then released to set new unofhcial height record of 83,235 ft 

$3,259 Ft. Up 

®@ Marine pilots Skyrocket 

to new altitude mark. 

®@ But speed run falls short 

of 1,238-mph. record. 

Na Nia 
1] 

Lv. COL. MARION CARL, USMC, wear 
ing newly developed high-altitude flying suit, 
steps ont of Douglas D-558-11 Skyrocket 

flight to 83,235 ff following 

O00 ft. betore | 
caded up again,” he 

Douglas Re 
epening 

‘le with hi 
OOO ft. “Th 

ried it over 

earch 

1 Pie 
oOuninyY 

» > Not Official “wand iT eration 
yu Internationale not 
nis mark as official since pr 

that amcraft have to 
round under their own 

to quali is official 
va too buss it the 
mb to look around 

r OVCT you have the 
itro] hie nd Ihe 
illow around a bit and 

omg Over 1 hie 
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tendency is to come traight down after 
you do push over. You don’t regain 
full control until you pick up speed 
again 

The full-pressure suit Carl was wear 
ing was developed for Navy BuAer by 
the David Clark Co. of Worcester, 
Mass. Similar to the B. F. Goodrich 
full-pressure suit, it i on flight 

50,000 ft. tor protection in the 
event of failure of cockpit pressurizing 
» Coached by Veteran—NACA has been 
flying the Skyrocket for the past two 
years in an altitude and highspeed 1 

for use 
above 

earch program. Carl, operations officer 
at the Marine Corps Air Station, Quan 
tico, Va., was coached for his record 

issault by NACA pilot Scott Crossfield, 
who has made 20 flights in the D-558 
11. Crossfield rode in the B-29 mother 
hip on all of Carl's flight 
Crossfield said the only change made 

in the Skyrocket Bridgeman’ 
record flights has been removal of the 
ving fence Ihe NACA 
ported thi little difference in it 
flying and that the prob 
lem of highspeed oscillations first re 

till remain 

ince 

pilot re 
made 

characteristi 

ported by Bridgeman 
Carl, who has 154 Japanese 

to his held the world 
record of 650.796 mph in the Doug 
las Skystreak from August 1947 to Sep 
tember 1945 

planes 
credit, speed 

Hard Selling to Rule SBAC Show 

By Nat McKitterick 
McGraw-Hill World News 

Farnborough, England—Hard selling 
is the order of the day for the 1953 
Society of British Aircraft Constructors 
flying display and exhibition. By and 
large, the show features production 
models of the interesting prototypes 
that caught the headlines at the last two 
displays 

SBAC notes that “almost without 
exception, every type of aircraft put 
into quantity production in British 
factories goes for export in one way o1 
another.” 
> NATO oo. Jn the military side, 
visitors see what amounts to the whole 
of Western Europe’s contribution to 
NATO air defense—barring France's 
Dassault Mystere 

Through off-shore purchase contracts 
and direct sales and licensing agree 

ments with European governments, the 
British industry has made a 
big virtue of this necessity 
> Turbine Transports—On the civilian 
side, visitors—especially Americans—will 
sce the only competitors to U. S. trans 
port builders, that still 
has 1 mcasul ible lead in the ncw bu l 
ness of turbine airliners 

Salesmen for the de Havilland 
Comets, Bristol Britannias and Vickers 
Viscounts will be talking operational 
experience hinting of big 

aviation 

a compe titor 

and new 
projects to come 
> RAF List—Military aircraft fresh off 
the secret list will be in short supply. 
But for the first time in public, the 
Handley Page Victor crescent-wing 
bomber, powered by four Armstrong 
Siddeley Sapphire jet engines, will take 
its place alongside RAF Bomber Com 
mand’s other two Vs—the Avro Vul 
can, four Bristol Olympus jets, and the 

FIRST PHOTO OF STRATOFORT FORMATION 

Boeing eight-jet XB-52 (foreground) and 
YB-52 Stratofortresses are seen together in 
the air for the first time, their sharply swept 
wings accenting their streamlined shapes. 
Powered by P& WA J57 split-compressor jets 

18 

10,000-Ib.-thrust class, each of the 
planes grosses more than 30,000 Ib. and 

185 ft. The 
quantity production for the AF Strategic Air 
Command at Seattle, Wash. 

in the 

spans big bombers are in 

Vickers Rolls-R 
Avons 
And for the first time, production 

will be shown of RAF Fighter 
Command’s two winners—the Vickers 
Supermarine Swift | + (Avon 

ind the Hawker I. | 
vith afterburner ind | 

Valiant four 

models 

with 
1 ifterburne! 

In the all-weather cla the Gloster 
delta (two Sapphire will be 

put through its paces, as will the de 
Havilland 110 (twin Avon 
of which crashed at last year show 
The DH 110 will be Royal 
Navy indicating which way it 
development is leading. Final design 
of the twin-boom fighter is likely, how 
ever, to be altered considerably. 
>» New Shorts—The newest aircraft at 

Short Bros. S.B. 6 also 
designed for the Royal Navy Dhe 
S.B 6 is a carrier-based inti-sub 

aircraft with accent on 
It will be powered by an Arm 

trong-Siddeley Mamba turboprop that 
The British Navy 

hopes to so equip many of its carrie 
Short Bros 

in the 
adjustable wing test 

with 
deg. The 

Javelin 

pre totype 

wearing 
colors 

the how, 

Marine endur 
mce 

runs on diesel fuel 

two new entries 
The S.B. 5 

aircraft will be 
pe gged back at 60 

adjusted 

also ha 
research category 

hown wing 
aircraft's wings ar 

manually before flight 
> 2,000-Mph. Rocket—Also on the 
ground, visitors will get a slight hint 
of the way Britain’s missile program is 
developing. An early Armstrong Whit 
vorth mussile, with rockets 
group around the main body of the 
vehicle, will be on display 

Last week Minister of Supply Dun 
can Sandys announced that Britain had 
developed ‘“‘a 2,000-mph. guided anti- 
aircraft rocket which no piloted aircraft 
could hope to outmaneuver.” 
> Loudest Song—The virtues 
props will be the loudest 
transport salesmen at the show. 
Bristol Britannia ippear for the 
first time with its regular engines—Pro 
teus 705s. Both Bristol and Vickers are 
developing bigger and better turboprop 
ventures than the Britannia and Vi 
count 

De Havillands, curr 
worst of the 
turbojets, will plug the Comet 3 proto 

booster 

of turb« 
ong of civil 

The 
will 

ntly getting the 
hassle over turboprops and 

type, which will be flving next ve 
Latest DH spec 

up to 2,500 mi i Capa 
ity of from 58 to 76 passenger 

In circus tents just off the tarmac, 
nearly 200 firms serving the aviation in 
dustry will display their war 

Such ideas will be demonstrated as 
trengthening fighter fuselages by fill 

ing them with a plastic “foam” of high 
trength and constructing fuselages with 
deuble-curvature without big 
stretch presses. 

for the Comet 3 show 
i range ind 

using 
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Convall... first choice 

all Over the world \ 

Wh HAVE MILITARY VERSION 
TRANSPORT AND) FLYING 

PiLel HELPED 
WITH GET-LP-AND 

EASIEST TO KEEI 
MECHANICALLY PEREECT! 

MORE AIRLINES HAVE CHOSEN THE CONVAIR THAN ANY OTHER MODERN PASSENGER PLANE 
Now Fiying: Acrolineas Argentinas « Aero O/Y (Finland) « Alitalia (Italy) « 
American « Braniff « Canadian Pacific « Chicago & Southern + Continental 

¢ Delta « Ethiopian « Hawaiian « K.L.M. Royal Dutch « Linee Aeree Italiane 
(Italy) « Northeast « Orient + PAL Philippine « Pan American + Republic of 
Indonesia « SABENA (Belgium) « Swissair (Switzerland) + Trans-Australia « 
United « Western — Soon to Fly: Aeronaves De Mexicos AVENSA (Venezuela) 
«C.M.A.(Mexico) « Cruzeiro do Sul (Brazil) «J.A.T. (lugoslavia) « National « 
Real S. A. (Brazil). Ask your favorite airline or travel agent to make your 
next flight a Convair —the world’s most popular passenger plane 

U
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(GERFIE Texas 

For the U.S. Air Force, the Convair is setting mew records for versatility and per- 
formance ... another evidence of Convair's Engineering to the Nth Power 



STEEL PRODUCTS__ 

the Source 

for Gears and Geared Units 

Want production of a single gear? A complete geared unit? The Steel 

Produets Engineering Company can do the complete job, under one 

roof, We have our own engineering staff for design, test and develop 

ment work, in addition to tool design, manufacture and approved quality 

control Our facilities include complete up to date machining equip- 

ment, plus plating. heat treating. and welding. 'f you want precision 

contract manufacturing in a “package” make Steel Products your source. 

tw ° 

“4 THE STEEL PRODUCTS ENGINEERING CO. 

"7 

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS + SPRINGFIELD, OHIO 



Research Reply 

© AF defends its human 

resources projects. 

® But work is cut sharply 

for lack of funds. 

Air Force is curtailing sharply its re 
search on human resources, mainly be 
cause of money limitations. But USAF 
has come to the defense of projects in 
this category, which have been the tar 
get of much sarcasm from Congress. 

Projects that Sen. Herman Welker 
ingled out for criticism (AviATIoN 
Week July 20, p. 13), USAF explains 
like this 
e “Occupation factors in determining 
suitability of jobs for women.” “Of 
course, the advertisement says that you 
must never underestimate the power of 
a woman,” Welker observed, “but 
somehow, I doubt that pilots of the 
Soviet air force are as familiar with that 
advertisement as we are, and, therefore, 
are not likely to have it in mind as they 
fly their MiGs in aerial warfare against 
USAF aircraft.” 

USAF’ explains: “The 
vears have criticized for 
manpowel by putting ‘the square peg 
into the round hole.’ In plain language, 
this project involves determining where 
i woman can replace a man, and then 
developing an efficient method to place 
each WAF recruit on the job for which 
she is best suited As a result of this 
project, the Air Force can now assign 
WAFS with the same degree of cer 
tainty of on-the-job as with 
males.” 
e “Survey of Aleutian volcanoes.” “It 
may be that this was undertaken as a 
source for sulfurous passages for testi 
mony before Senate committees,” 
Welker suggested, apparently referring 
to Gen. Hoyt Vandenberg’s opposition 
to cutbacks in USAF’s budget. “‘T have 
detected than casual similarity 
between observations lately on 
this budget and the smoke and fumes 
usually as with voleani 
tions.” 

USAF reports: “As recommended by 
the former Research and Development 
Board, this project is a joint enterprise 
of the Army, Navy, Air Force and the 
geological survey. USAF’s interest: Vol 
canic eruptions in the strategically im 
portant Aleutian area are of military 
significance since they can produce ex 
tremely flying conditions. 
can, in whole island 
eas to disappear, and can cause pro 
found changes in terrain and_ trafh 
ibility conditions 

“For example, there have been erup 
tions in four different volcanoes in the 
Alaskan area in the past two months 
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e “Determination of the e “Research on the vocational interests 
derlying human comfort. Ni of Air Force officers.” “I am sure this 
this research,”” Welker commented Welker declared vill strike 
conducted in officers clu [can think terror into the hearts of Russian pilot 

I earnestly hope that this publ re 
project will so 

mtu frighten, and distre the So 
mmand that the world’s di 

irmamen will at last receive 
Ru nm up} t 1 th United Na 

h thi Is Uustl 
1 

principles un 

project 

of no more likely plac vela 
laboratory for these vital experime 

Air Force says that 
seat and other crew 
to the efh 
planes 
directed t 
cramped in cockpi 

tion of this particular 
body conn T 
positions vital ict high 

t cttort operating hi 
I parti 

omfort of the fighte: ilo t i 
USAI’ reports [his project 1s 

BRITISH TEST GUIDED MISSILE 

British guided missile is seen heading sky four paired rocket units during the initial 
tages of its ascent Lower view shows 

framed by the 
they fall earthward 

ward after being fired from the Ministry of 
Aberporth, Wales 
being boosted by 

Supply test station at missile icttisoned boosters 
Top view shows missile till smoking as 



iimed at hortage, 
killed people, through better utiliza 

tion It 
reserve officer 
leave the 
que ntly bee 

| 
olving a > Mayor 

involve taking of 
, who might, for example 

pilot 
cxpr nicnced 

or cngmeci It also involves testing 
thre job aptitude of West Point and 
Annapolis graduates coming to USAI 

Italian Amphibian 

Passes Certification 

(McGraw 

inventory 

, 
and ubse 

cientists 
CTVILCC a 
One 

Hill World New: 

Rome—A twin 
engine Piaggio P.136L amphibian, pow 
cred by Lycoming engines in place of 
the Franklins previously used, ha 
passed its type certification test [he 
plane is fitted with three-blade Piaggio 
constant-speed propellers 

With the Lye oming engines, the new 
P.136L’s top speed is given as 181 
mph.; service ceiling is 17,700 ft 
weight has been increased from 5,400 
to 55,842 Ib. With normal useful load 
of pilot, four passengers and baggag: 
the twin-engine amphibian ha 
Cxe ceding O00 mi 

J ’ ‘ 
USAF Sets Heavy 

Press Program at 10 

Air Vorce 
remain at 10 presse 

USAF has decided to 
presse left after the 
in June from 17. However, two pre 
slated for Reynolds Metals Co 
now be transferred to two other firm 
(Aviation Werk Aug. 10, p. 17 
putting the company out of the new 

program 
Reynolds had been slated for an 

$,000- and a 12,000-ton extrusion pre 
after the initial cut. But when Al’ r 
quired the company to build it 
housing at Phoenix, Ariz., for the 
extruders, Reynolds decided it 
not afford to provide its own 
for an Air Force project 

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Div 
will get the §$,000-ton extruder for 
its Halethorp, Md., plant, and Harvey 
Machine Co., ‘Torrance, Calif., will get 
the 12,000-ton pres 
12,000-ton extruder 

Here’s the way the 10 pre 
line up 
e Forging: Wyman-Gordon Co., 50, 
OO00- and 35,000-ton at North Grafton, 
Mass. Alcoa, 50,000- and 35,000-ton 
it Cleveland, Ohio 
e Extrusion: Harvey, 12,000- and 8,000 
ton at ‘Torrance, Calif.; Kaiser, two 
$,000-ton at Halethorpe; Curtiss 
Wright Corp., 12,000-ton at Buffalo, 
N. Y. and Alcoa, 13,200-ton at La 
have tte, Inc 

new ersion Of the 

Gross 

¢ 1 rang 

heavy pre program wall | 

keep thi 
program was cut 

will 

own 
two 

could 
funds 

in addition to its 

es finally 
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Hail Warning Service 

Protects Aircraft 

Twenty-three city fire 
been linked in 

tations in 
1 hailstorm 
raft based 

Denver have 
varning system to protect a 
it Stapleton lield 

Ray Wil on, Vice pr id 
of Frontier Airline 
and immediatel 
ation from the 

nt-opceration 
ted the plan 

received full cO-Oper 
Denver Fire Depart 

, Suge 

ment 
Firemen keep a lookout for hail and 

notify the U. S. Weather Bureau sta 
tion at Stapleton of storm sign 

Weather bureau employe write the 
warning on ‘Telautograph, a network of 
lectrically controlled writing pads that 

transmit the message to the control 

iirline offices and 
ontro] centers 

Ihe tower send 
oncerning the path 

in the 

towel! mall plane 

information 
the torm t 

i] mg 

] prairie 

First CF-100 Mk. 4 

Rolls Off Avro Line 

First production model of the all 
rocket-armed CF-100 Mk. 4 all-weather 
fighter has been completed by Avro 
Canada, ‘Toronto 

Phe plane, whi h may be named thx 
Jaeger by the Royal Canadian Air Force 
uries 120 el iimed and 

fired rocket in it wingtip pod 

Ihe installation initially was t ted o1 
 ¢ irl cr ¢ | le] 100 model 

tronically 

( omplete aircraft 

By weight of airframe 
Under 3,000 Ib 
3,000 Ib. and more 

By sumber of places 
l- to 5-place 
More than 9 plac e 

$y total rated hp. all engines 
I p to 399 hp 
100 hp. and more 

Potal value of complete aircraft and 
parts (000 omitted 

Aircraft total 
Aircraft parts 

Total value of aircraft engines and 
000 omitted 

Aircraft engines 
parts 

Engine parts 

Civil Aircraft, Engine Shipments 

20 985 
1,726 

$13,060 $12,473 $13,191 $70 
6,636 
6,424 

1953 1952 
January-June 

1953 
May 

1952 
June 

335-2, 263 1,655 

604 
,640 
964 

6,537 
5,936 

$766 28 ,7 
9 425 42 

ivi ane Shipments Dro 0 Civil Pl Shi; its Drop 19% 

Civil 
339 planes valued at $21 millon dut 
ing June, a joint report of the Censu 

uircraft manufacturers shipped 

Bureau and Civil Aeronautics Admin 
tration reveals. In May, manufacturers 
hipped 417 planes valued at $17.4 mil 

lion 
Bac klog de reased by 17 planes from 

the preceding month. Unfilled 
for 377 planes were reported at the end 
of June by 21 aircraft companies. Back 
log for June 1952: 575 
© Engines Increase—Civil 
gines shipments totaled 524, adding up 
to 400,600 hp. This 1s an 

in number and 2 

orders 

aircraft en 

increase of 
in horsepower 

from May shipments of 
egating 391,300 hp 
Value of engine shipped during Jun 

Was »f > I million, a 2 increase Ove! 
May shipments. 
> First-Half Tocals—lor the first 
months of 1953, the industry shy 
2,263 civil aircraft totaling 4,974,600! 
lb. valued at $100.2 million. In the 

period of 1952, the industn 
shipped $95.8 million worth of aircraft 

Engines shipped during the first halt 
1953 increased 31% in number, 

19% in horsepower and 29% in valu 

Sdn 

ct mpared to the corresponding 
of last vear 

pcti rd 
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istant hydraulic fluid Skydrol is the 
being used by | air linesin hydrauli 
tems, cabin transmissions, or both 

Skvdrol is th 7 fire istant fluid which can 
be used in all hydraulically operated aircraft unit 

TECHNICAL FACTS on Skydrol speci < MONSANTO 
_ ! l i cation ind test data are contained in ~ vt em 

CHEMICALS ~ PLASTICS 
m\ thi 4 ige illustrated engineering re , 

ort. Write us for your copy: Monsanto 
Chemical Con iny, Organic Chemicals Division SERVING INDUSTRY 
800 North Twelfth Blvd., St. Louis 1. Missouri. WHICH SERVES MANKIND 

He, 



REMARKABLE DESIGN 

NEW SILICONE 

DEMONSTRATED BY TEST... 

SE-100—IDEAL FOR ELECTRICAL 

AND MECHANICAL APPLICATIONS! 

General Electric’s new silicone rubber coating 

compound, SE-100, combines outstanding heat re 

sistance, electrical and physical properties for a wide 

variety of electrical and mechanical applications. 

SE-100 may be coated on glass or organic fabrics for 

service at high or low temperatures or where resistance 

to weather, ozone, corona or chemicals is required. 

High temperature resistance Elevated temperatures have no appreciable effect on 
the 1000-1200 volts per mil dielectric strength of glass cloth coated with SE-100 

SE-550 —STILL FLEXIBLE 

AFTER 24 HOURS AT —120 F! 

G.E.‘s new extreme low-temperature silicone 

rubber, SE-550, combines high strength and clonga- 

tion with maximum low-temperature usefulness. 

SE-550 shows practically no increase in modulus at 

—100 F and retains useful flexibility at —-120 F. This 

flexibility is achieved without sacrifice of high- 

temperature resistance or any of the other desirable 

properties inherent in silicone rubber. 

Flexible at —120 F: A glance at the blue curve shows the difference (Young's 
Modulus in fiexure) of SE-550 versus organic rubber after 24 hours 

SE-360 —MORE ‘‘COME BACK’”’ 

THAN ANY KNOWN RUBBER! 

G.E.‘s new low compression set silicone rub- 

ber, SE-360, is designed to provide more positive 

sealing action in parts subject to compression at 

elevated temperatures. In addition to its outstanding 

low compression set, SE-360 has unusually low 

shrinkage when cured. This means parts with more 

uniform properties, closer tolerances and opportunities 

for your fabricator to cut scrap loss. 

Compression test: Same-size pieces of ordinary silicone rubber and SE-360 are com 
pressed for 22 hrs. at 350 F. Note how SE-360 (right) “comes back’’to original size. 

24 



POSSIBILITIES OF THREE GREAT 

RUBBER COMPOUNDS 

CONFIRMED BY APPLICATION 

G.E.’s SE-100 silicone rubber 
is finding steadily increasing appli- 
cation in the electrical industry for 
coating cloth, tapes and sleeving; 
for coating glass-served wire; for 
encapsulating coils. Among the 
many mechanical uses for SE-100 
are ducts and tubing; gaskets and 
seals, diaphragms 

FOR MORE INFORMATION 

about these new G-E silicone rubber com 
pounds, just mail the coupon! 
also receive a free copy of “Imagineering 
with Silicone Rubber which 
other G-l itheone rubber products 
tells how you can put them to work 

will 

describes 

Gaskets for emergency hatches 
(shown here at 50 below zero F) 
astra domes and access windows on 
the Douglas Globemaster are now 
made of G.E.’s SE-550 silicone 
rubber because it remains flexible 
and maintains a seal at extremely 
low temperatures; does not stick 
to metal after long inactivity. 

O-rings, gaskets and seals 
are being designed with G.E.’s new 
SE-360 silicone rubber for applica 
tions where sustained resilience at 
high temperatures is required. Air- 
craft, automotive and railway de 
sign engineers find SE-360 ideal for 
jet engine parts, transmission seals 
and Diesel gaskets 

CLIP AND MAIL TODAY! 

General Electric Company 
Section 1351-6A 

( and 

Waterford, New York 

Please send me product data on ( ) SE-100 
550 ( ) SE-360, including a free 

copy of “Imagineering with Silicone Rubber,” 
1 want this information for ( ) Reference pur 

Name 

Firm 

GENERAL &@ ELECTRIC 

( ) An immediate pplic ition on 

Zon 
an General Lie! 



AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 

At Edwards and Holloman AFB... . 

AF Gets Highspeed Data 

From Supersonic Sleds 

| ¢ By David A. Anderton lift and drag characteristi t sor test facility used for 
peed pe ial project 
ek jection seats have been blasted into 

Ihe world’s fastest scheduled railroad he air from special test cars roaring Edwards Tracks 
ervices are operated by the U. S. Air down the track at near sonic speed Operat.n t opposite pu 
lores These railroads also are the ¢ Parachute deployment ha been  Tdwards tracks are | 
hortest and straightest and have more checked and improved through | ends of Rodgers Dry I 
ignals per length of rail than most con made on these railroad lak the 2,000-ft. d 

vential railroads have in miles of road ® Complementary Tools—These tra } outh of it the 10,001 
service, ‘They run the only rocket pro are used to test anything that requ railroad 
pelled passenger service in the world high acceleration, high decelerition > Characteristic Static—R 

USAP’s railroads are the three test and transonic speed Ilorner, technical director of the Flight 
tracks operated by the Holloman Air Ihe railroads are complementary l'est Center, said the track facilities are 
Development Center and the Air For tools to windtunnel work. ‘They | very useful, although they have not yet 
Mlight Test Center one great advantage over a windtunne! pre ved themselves aerodynamicalh 
P Research Tasks—Originally planned a Failure of the model does not wipe out Slight misalignments in the track pro 
launching tracks for the first pilotles the test facility duce acceleration forces that add erro 
urcraft, the rails have been used for a Two of the test tracks are located at to the qualities being measured. [ach 
wide variety of research task the Air Force Flight Test Center, test vehicle and track combination add 

l'ypical examples of new jobs include: Edwards AFB, Calif its Own characteristic “static” to am 
¢ Long and continuing series of acro- eA 2,000-ft. deceleration track used test. Horner said if the test center get 
medical experiments conducted by and primarily for crash investigation and 00 runs per year on the highspeed 
on Lt. Col. John ‘T. Stapp and other — human factors research track, engineers consider that they ar 
volunteers to determine the stress limit e A 10,000-ft. track used for a variety of | doing very well 
of the human body. highspeed tests under fi id > Launching Experiments—The Fng 
@ Full-scale tail sections have been tions neering brain of Northrop Aircraft, 
tested for aerodynamic flutter The third track is at Holloman Air Inc., can be credited with much of the 
@ Smaller models have been tested for Development Center and is a 3,600-ft development of the two railroads at 

IN DECELERATION TESTS such as this one at Edwards, Lt. Col. John ‘T. Stapp hit a deceleration rate of change of 1,200G/sc« 
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PARACHUTE, DEPLOYMENT test by Cook Resear 

4 we r 

TRACK for missile launching at Holloman AFB. 

oe 

Edwards Northrop became interested 
in track operations during the war by 
building rocket-propelled sleds that 
were used to launch a series of pulse jet 

built for the Air Force Th 
first sleds largely w made of alumi 
num alloy tubing with magnesium axle 
carrying magnesium flippers, which fit 
ted over the rail and held the sled o 
the track 

These sled launching 
were the forerunners of the highspeed 
tests made today Northrop enginecrs 
reasoned that such a vehicle might be 
used for transonic aerodynamic test 
that could not be it that tim 
in any windtunnel 
> First Lessons—lirst acrod 
were performed on the 2,000-ft. t 
Cre ot the ile 
modified with be 
model airfoil ahead of the 
( rude VC hi ke 

missiles 
cre 

experime nts 

in ick 

Thal 

m launching sled 
1! mal 

1] 
] b 

om to hold a 
sled 

roared down the tra 
i) 

i 
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oe 

ch labs at Edwards checks means of slowing test missiles for their recovery. 

Ret 
tr: aie oe “ais 

AFB test from rocket sled in Kdwards 

of rolling 
onstru 

a ked to 
vould be 

of an inch in 100 
Thi felt that perhap 10 
ihied toler would be a 

Builds Railroad—Northrop 
to do the job itself. Si 

onstructed a rail 

the reaction 
and railroad 

They 
lav track that 

wert 

l/i¢ 

1? } i ince 
n i} 1, 

throp 
cit 

»N or 
iia 

nl 

lir } iG ind lined up during 
void distortion from ex 
refraction ised b t} if 

tandard 
ote 

lamped 



In the Stratosphere 

C tained to be one of the most versatile photo- * 

or Scraping Tree -Tops eee reconnaissance planes ever designed, the U.S.A.F. 

twin jet RB 66A, above, is built by Douglas to 

DOUGLAS RB66A Gets operate in the stratosphere or to scrape tree-tops 

in low level missions. Electro-Snap Hermetically- 

Sealed Limit Switches are used in this aircraft 

DEPENDABLE SWITCHING because only they have the operating versatility 

to match that of the RB 66A. Hermetically-sealed 

WW to make them environment free, Electro-Snap 

with NE Hermetically - Sealed Limit Switches perform equally well at any alti- 

_ tude, in any weather or humidity condition and 

at any temperature. 

Also for Industrial Use 

Industrial models of the hermetically-sealed switch 

are available to give industrial designers the same 

superior performance aircraft designers are get- 

ting. Electro-Snap Hermetically - Sealed Limit 

Switches can be used anywhere for dependable 

control of automatic sequence movements, safety 

interlocks, positioning and limiting movement of 

machine members. 

LIMIT SWITCHES ee at oon whe 
West Lake Street, Chicago 24, Illinois. 

gs ee 

Stendord Basic Switch Sub-Minioture Basic Switch Dovble-Pole Switch 



© Dependable Anywhere 

ALL PARTS HERMETICALLY-SEALED 

Only Electro-Snap Limit Switches have al/ of the 
electrical mechanism hermetically-sealed in a 
dry, inert gas. This complete sealing makes 
Electro-Snap switches free from corrosion, 
accumulation of dust on the contacts, oil satura- 
tion, tampering, or misadjustment and explo- 
sion-proof. 

LONG LIFE—RATED AT 2 MILLION 
MECHANICAL CYCLES 

NO MOISTURE CAN GET IN 
TO CONDENSE OR FREEZE 

ICE CAN'T JAM — THERE ARE 
NO SLIDING PARTS 

UNAFFECTED BY HEAT OR COLD 
RUGGED CASE — EASILY MOUNTED 
LIGHT AND COMPACT 
Switch weighs .38 Ibs.; has outside dimensions of 
approximately 21/7,” x 114” x 114” (exclusive 
of actuator lever). A variety of actuators and 
mounting methods are available. 

MANY CIRCUITS 

Furnished in all circuit variations of $.P.D.T 
and D.P.D.T. switching action. 

An industrial model of the Electro-Snap Hermetically-Sealed 
Limit Switch protects drills worth hundreds of dollars on 
avtomatic drilling machine above. Oily location for switch 
beneath hydraulic cylinder caused other switches to short 
out and move work in wrong sequence. Result——high drill 
breakage. This trouble has been completely eliminated by 
use of Electro-Snap Hermetically-Sealed Limit Switch. 

TYPICAL INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 

ON MACHINES where coolant, oil or splashing causes other 
switches to fail 
BOTTLING OR BREWERYS for conveyor operation where 
spillage causes shorts 
IN REFRIGERATION INSTALLATIONS as interdoor, interlock 
or control switch 
IN LAUNDRIES where humidity and heat causes switching 
trouble 
IN CORROSIVE ATMOSPHERE 
ON DRIERS, FURNACES, HEATERS, ETC 
poe 

ELECTRO-SNAP SWITCH AND MFG. COMPANY 
4226 West Lake Street i 4 
Chicago 24, Illinois 

Please send data sheet with complete information about 
ELECTRO-SNAP Hermetically Sealed Limit Switches to 

City Zone State 
poe eer ere oS anaes anaranawanan anasananananamanel 
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where a leakproof joint is 

required . . . we recommend 

PASTUSHIN 

FLUID-TIGHT 

Rivets 

says 
BRANIFF 

AIRWAYS 

“We use Pastushin FLUID- 
TIGHT rivets for tank repairs to 
obtain good sealing qualities,” says 
G.C. Younie, Braniff’s Chief Main- 
tenance Engineer. “We recommend 
them for problems in sealing fuel 
tanks where leak-proof joints are 
required.” 

Braniff, like many other airlines 
and aircraft manufacturers has dis- 
covered this fact: Pastushin FLUID 
TIGHT rivets save maintenance 
man-hours, and do a_ better job 
wherever full-strength, permanent 
leak-proof joints are required 

Pastushin FLUID-TIGHT rivets 
are fully approved by Air Force, 
Navy and C.A.A, 

“ i 
ADVANTAGES 

e Completely leak- 
proof 

© Easy to install 
¢ Full rivet strength 

values 
e Replaces standard 

AD rivets with- 
out loss of joint 
efficiency 

e Uses conventional 
riveting tools and 
methods 

© All sizes and shapes 
available 

Write for full 
information 
and 
catalog PI.2 

PASTUSHIN 
INDUSTRIES, INC. 
501 Proirie Avenue 
Hawthorne, Calif, 
OSborne 6-7721 

varied construction and appearance. 
Uhere is no typical sled to illustrate the 
design for the prin iple used 
Common feature is rocket propulsion 

Solid propellant rockets 
tiple unit to produce the thrust needed 
for the test 
> Braking System—Ihe test crew is 
atished with relatively low speeds on 
this particular track. Maximum sled 
velocity is 250 ft. per second 

After the brief burning period of the 
10ckets, the sled begins to decelerate 
because of friction between the mag 
nesium slippers and the rail. It enters 
the brake at about 230 ft. per second 

The brake is located 1,250 ft. from 
the start of the track and is approy 
imately 50 ft. long. ‘Vhere are 45 paired 
brakes in the 50-ft. length. Actuated 
hydraulically and brought to 

nitrogen, the  brak 

ire used in mul 

higher 
pressures with 
clasp braking keels on the bottoms of 
the sleds. The keel extends over 1] 
brake lengths and, by using all 11, the 
test crew gets the highest deceleration 
of 55G. 
> Arresting Gear Principle—Dcpending 
on the deceleration, the velocity with 
which the sled leaves the brakes ma 
vary to a maximum of about 120 ft 
pel second 

A cable, stretched across the track 
near the extreme end, acts as the final 
brake for the test sled. This works along 
the general lines of an aircraft carricr 
arresting gear; the cable is wound on 
hydraulically loaded reels on each sick 
of the track. 

he sled is stopped by cable tension 
ipplied through the hydraulic reels. 

The braking portion of the track 1 
located between the 
and the telemetering building 
P Recording ‘Tests—A concrete slab has 
positions for four cameras to photo 
raph the test Just beyond th« 

track is an eight-foot-high gray plywood 
backstop that serves as a backdrop for 
the photograph 

Loads on the subject are measured by 
four accelerometers that telemeter then 
iiformation to recording equipment 
Ihree Potter counters are used to 
record entrance velocity, rate of G 
buildup and exit velocity. Strain gauges 
on load blocks also can be used to meas 

control building 

ubject 

ure loads 
[he space-time recording system uses 

i permanent magnet attached to the 
led to actuate coils in each of the boxes 
mounted along the track. Current gen 
crated in the coil flashes a neon bulb, 
nd lighting of bulbs i 

recorded by high-speed cameras. 
> 200G Decelerations—An overhead rail 
suspended from A-frames is used to pro 
duce decelerations that begin at the 
maximum level of the track and increas« 
to 200G, 

Chis track mounts a special seat fired 
i gun from the standard USAF ejec 

SUCCESSIVE 

oe 

LT. COL. STAPP (r.) discusses deceleration 
test with George Nichols of Northrop 

tion seat. ‘The test riage 
livdraulically, which produ 
tions from five to 200G 

Karlier tests were made by letting ; 
trengthened portion of th eat im 

pinge on a lead cone and, in thi 
manner, decelerations from 50 to 200G 
ould be produced 

> 1,000-mph ‘Track—Robert King, civil 
ian head of the track branch, empha 
izes the novel method of construction 

of this 10,000-ft. facilit 
foundation of the track is a con 

tinuous reinforced conerecte beam with 
in inverted ‘I-section steel beam em 
bedded with the top of the ‘I lightls 
ibove the top of the concrete Lhe steel 
rails are bolted to the ‘T—with a svstem 
of bolts that permits vertical and lateral 
idjustment tor alignment of the tracks 

We test just about anything on 
this track,’ said King. “We've run seat 
cycection tests, pal ichute recover \ 
tems, jettisonable crash location 
te icrodynamic flutter, some stru 
tures work and even acceleration tests 
on missile guidance 

Speeds obtained on the track 
upersonic, nearing 1,000 mph 

> Sled “Bone Yard’’—As on the 2,000 
ft. track, there is no typical led, and a 
bone yard” of old sleds shows the 

cxtreme variety of design. One de 
veloped by Cook Research looks like a 
missile fin; another, for ejection seat 
studies, looks like a speedboat 

A bright yellow sled mount 
frame with four shutters in a vertical 
plane. This is a pusher sled with three 
47,000 Ib. solid-propellant rockets as a 
powerplant. The sled is the first stage 
ot a two-stake svstem; it snuggles into 
the back of the test sled itself After 
the rockets on the first stage have 
burned out, the shutters are tripped so 
that they close and the sled 
by aerodynamic drag 
> Liquid Propellants—King 
propellants are coming into use now 
with one set operating on the track, one 

a huge 

topped 

ud liquid 

on order and another expected to run in 
1 few months 

The fuel ving is tremendous, bi 
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cause the cost of liquid propellants for 
run is approximately 1/25 that of 

olid propellants for the same sled 
peed 

© Water Brake—One of thc big research 
programs conducted on this track wa 
the development of a water brake to 
low the sled from its entrance velocit: 

of more than Mach 1 to a complete 
halt 

Original brakes scooped in water 
from a channel between the rails and 
by turning it 180 deg. in the vertical 
plane, stopped the sled by transfer of 
momentum. But turning the wate 
vertically produced negative unbalance 
ind vertical loads too severe to satisf: 
the test group. As a 1 sult, they hav 
gone to lateral turning of the water 

Water braking is extremely effective 
The current “best” brake is cusped and, 
in section, looks like a midship fram 
of a racing yacht. ‘The brake will stop 
its test sled from an initial speed of 
450 mph. to a dead halt in several 
hundred feet. ‘This is even more r 
markable considering that the sub 
merged area of the brake during de 
ccleration is only 8/10ths of a square 
inch. 
P Space-Time Curve—l'very 400 ft 

SEAT EJECTION takes place at speeds 
up to 1,100 mph. in Edwards tests. 

ROCKET SLED built by Northrop. Striped }, 
poles aid in photographic interpretation. | 
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test at AFFTC, 
mounted on boom, t p left 

SLED positioned for static 
Nlodel is 

mistrumcntation 
position ( ’ i mto a ( 

laid under the track to the bli 
Qn the test itself i 

1 telomy fom 
1 Bendix recen 

curve tor 
data furnish 

rinanent 
OOO tt 
road at 

TOW 

pel 
ck 
1+ 

ible 
HLOUnse led 
Pein feruig 

tclligence to 
Thi 

at clop d 
pac tine 

from 
oil mid p 

thre 
An acc 

tiach 
Caiheta 

magn 
track 
on cle 

used on 
oft 

runs past a of high peed 
on 16 

towers toward thr 
\ steer grazed neat 

That 
mountam lon 

drink 

portabl trusswork 
brake 

thr 
usted 

vatcr 
end of 
King 

down even 
the brake 

thre 
' track not ud 

\ COME 
morniug t out of 

Holloman Track 

tracks 
rail at 

Younger brother of other test 
in the United State the rocket 
Holloman is designed for 

Phat work today 
lerge portion of the track's prog 

But other parachute tests, 
it ey 

IVVAISSHL 
launchin form 

un 
pro} t 

icrodynamn 
different 

Coie 
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Design speed capability of the track 
is Mach better. Acceleration 
deceleration currently is limited to plu 

C3, but the Rocket Track 
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to 200G 
Water braking is 

brake at 
fired 

0) or ind 

Or mit 
Branch at 
boost that figure 
> Braking Dams 

by 

ning 

used 
istallin i cach end 

track, test 
cclerated in cither dire 

In contrast to the 
nel of varving depth used at Edward 
on the 10,000-f. track brakes at 
Holloman have depth regulated by a 
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ordinary 
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ontinuous chan 
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ripped dams are out as the 
through them 
© Control Center—lhe block 
vhere ind 
the track are located is a cool, 
ground concrete cavern. A long 
leads to well level 
through a heavy steel door. 

Straight thead is a 20-ft. wid 
of the track that 
end of a large per 
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LEADS taped to Col. Stapp transmit story of body's responses to deceleration 
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Gilfillan Radar Traffic Control Saves 

Airlines *100,000 in One Month’s Operation 

at Chicago's Busy Midway Airport 

11,000 FT 

+ 9,000 FT 
STACKED pA 7,000 FT Y 
PLANES AL “s 

~m 5,000 FT 
‘ 
i 

we CHICAGO x 

; <a | MIDWAY 
| AIRPORT 

INSTRUMENT 
LANDING BEAM 

STACKED 
PLANES 

OLD LANDING ovStem: 
IFR landing rate one aircraft every 4 

us 
g RAD wit 

‘ead > 
om ~ 

ae 1 <u LANDING 
en pr | “| 

‘ART AIRPORT HERE 

ee ale 

i. 

ap 

STACKED PLANES 
ELIMINATED 

OR MONITORED 
FINAL APPROACH 

STACKED PLANES 
ELIMINATED 

vane Lenn over: 
FR te aircraft every 

Formerly, aircraft flew over airport for orientation, circled in to landing beam—a system resulting in 

aircraft “stacking,” delays. Today, Gilfillan Radar guides aircraft direct from 30 miles out to touchdown. 

‘Delays in landing air liners at Midway airport in 
bad weather have been virtually eliminated thru 
the extended use of radar aids by the airport's air 
traffic controller team, often cited as best in the 
nation,” writes Wayne Thomis, Aviation Ed 
the Chicago Tribune. 
In December, 1952, without radar con trol aircraft 
lost 283 hours 58 minutes flight time milling over 
radio “holding points.” In January, 1953, with 
radar traffic control, “holding time” was reduced 
to 4 hours 26 minutes. Weather conditions during 

itor ol 

the two months were almost exactly comparabl 

‘As a result,”’ writes Mr. Thomis, “airlines saved 
$100,000 in this one month: increased scheduls 
reliability and passenger satisfaction; increased 
safety in Chicago's high density traffic 

Today, incoming aircraft are picked up by Gilfil 
lon Air Surveillance Radar (ASR-1) 30 miles out 

guided to final approach gate. There, Gilfillan GCA 
Radar (PAR-1) takes over, guides or monitor 
final approach 

During several peak traffic periods, a new record 
for civil airports was set by 
10 aircraft in a 15-minute period 
Bob Ziegler, Chicago District CAA Supervisor 
commented that combined use of Gilfillan ASR-1 
and PAR-1, for traflic control as weil as landing 
increased salt by pinpointing aircraft position 

wo and achieving positive 5-mil 
eparation between air¢ Gilfillan Radar also 
illows PPI landings on any runway at the airport 
The PPI landing was also pioneered at Chicago 

redit goes to CAA, the Midway Traffie Controller 
Team and the Airline Pilots who pafticipated in 
the six months experimental period that perfected 
radar traffic control at thi Lirport 

landing as many as 

in a 50-mile 

in GCA, Radar and Electroni¢s Research, Design and Production— 

the aps name is... Gilfillan 

: 

GC 

Los Angeles 
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USAF CONTRACTS 

Following cent USAT 
contracts announce ir Materiel 
Command 

Pesco Products Div Lar 
Bedford O1 tor a 

Ryan Industries, Ine., 
it Mich magazine 

| en 5 ty bh 
Seaboard Electric Co., 41 
w York, N. Y 5 serve ont 
Seeger Kefrigerator Co., So! 
au Minr tank ass} py 

) t ea 67 ea $6,465,177 
solar Aircraft Co., Pacil Highwa 

San Diego alif -36 shroud ass , LOO 
ea., $40,106, blanket assy. tailpipe adapter 
pipe a t 497 ea 957 ea 
$394,241 

Sperry Gyroscope Co. Div 
Great Neck N Y ] 
029.490 

Tucker Sno-Cat Corp 
Model 74 Sno-Cat 

lot, $21 ; 
H. W. Tuttle & Co., 261 W. Maur 

Adrian Mict feed mechanisn 
gun heater 00 Ca 10,000 ea $93,125 

Witeor, Witheck Aircraft © 
Box 1, Gainesville Tex C-47 

, eA $300,000 cargo version 
Acragage Corp., Wampus Le 

Conn., panel mounting, 6,264 ea 
Aerial Machine & Tool Corp., 

St lang Island Cit N y 
houlder, 12,629 ea 18,695 ea $1 
Ainsworth Manufacturing Corp., 2201 

Franklin St., Detroit 7, rack 177 
l ) ea 151 ea., $656,420 

Air Products, Ine., P.O. Te 
town, Pa oxygen generato 
part $817,818 

Aireraft Engine Service, Inec., \ 
overhaul of R2600 aircraft en 
: us ao 

Aireraft Products Co., 
ced Lane, King Man 
reel power units 

5,116 
American Associates, Inc., 

Providence, R. I., gun camera 
$425,006 

American Machine & Metals, Ine., 
States Gauge div Seller ille, Pa 
mitter, torque pressure, 513 ea., $44,02 

American Optical Co., Southbridge, Mass 
$8” lenses cone, 54 ea., 12” lense 225 ea 
71.197.088 

CHECKS FOR SLIPPAGE 

lorque at which the shaft of aircraft 
camera will slip can be determined in the 
field with this 4-lb. torsion tester. It is 
operated by engaging test shaft with that 
of camera and turning knurled chuck with 
fingers until slippage occurs. Readings are 
taken off the scale, graduated in 2-gram 
centimeter increments, up to 40 gram 
centimeters. Suited for checking light spiral 
and torsion springs, it can be made in almost 
any capacity by changing calibrated spring 
within unit. The tool was developed origi 
nally for Bolsey Corp. of America, aircraft 
camera makers, by John Chatillon & Sons, 
85 Cliff St., New York 38. 
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SEEING IS BELIEVING 

Supplying the right answers to pilots and navigators 
by means of accurate, reliable instruments has been 
our work for more than twenty-four years 

AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS AND CONTROLS 

OPTICAL PARTS AND DEVICES 

MINIATURE AC MOTORS 

RADIO COMMUNICATIONS AND 

NAVIGATION EQUIPMENT 

Current production is largely destined for our defense 
forces; but our research facilities, our skills and tal 
ents, are available to scientists seeking solutions to 
instrumentation and control problems 

® KOU SMAM sreumen com 

ELMHURST, MEW YORK + GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA + SUBSIDIARY OF Standard COM PRODUCTS CO., mic. 
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“Golden Year” Cessna 170 
AMERICA’S MOST VERSATILE, 

LOW-COST PLANE 

TYPICAL CESSNA 170 LOAD: Two passengers, seven cases each holding 50 sample shoes. Total weight: 645 Ibs! 

From Four-Place Luxury Ship 

to Two Passengers Plus Cargo 

.-- IN JUST 6 MINUTES, 57 SECONDS! 

FIRST, UNSCREW 3 BOLTS 
located at the front of the seat. 

Ww 

TO REMOVE THE REAR SEAT 
all you need is an ordinary speed wrench. 

AND IN LESS THAN 7 MINUTES, NEXT, REMOVE SINGLE BOLT 
the seat is out, cabin is ready for cargo. located at the rear of the seat, 

36 

Here’s a quick-change artist that’s adaptable to 
any business assignment! The luxurious Cessna 
170 carries 4 passengers in roomy comfort or, 
it’s a heavy-duty hauler, capable of speeding a 
quarter-ton of cargo to destination. The Cessna 
170 can be fitted with skis, floats or cross-wind 
wheels, adapted for ambulance work, aerial pho- 
tography, crop-spraying or blind-flight instruc- 
tion AND, IT’S AMERICA’S LOWEST- 
PRICED, 4-PLACE, ALL-METAL PLANE 
BY SEVERAL THOUSAND DOLLARS! 

For additional information, write Cessna on your 
company letterhead or mail coupon today: 

Cessna Aircraft Company 
Dept. AW-9 
Wichita, Konsos 

Please send information on the new “Golden Yeor” Cesna 
170 — -* =), 
Nome oe _ Age 
Address J - — 
City 5 il County == = 

(Te insure prompt reply, please fill owt cowpon eccurotely.) 
ALSO SEE: THE 150 M.P.H. CESSNA 180 AND LUXURIOUS 
5-PLACE CESSNA 195. 



Are Paquipment Corp lirvatr 
! Kel regulate 

: l ‘ 
Aviation Engineering division, 

nicke ‘ et Ii mS-15 Northern 
Woodside 7 N Y temp. indicat 
eu = o¢ 

Bausch A Lomb 
i e=ter = 

ray ea., § 
Bell A Howell Co., 
licag ojecto i6 

Optical Co., ¢ 
’ h 

1 a5 

agazine -«t, 114 
nder ' ets ‘ 

‘ 7 000 ea 
Bendi, Aviation Corp., 
i | 

y « $44 364 
Bendix Radio div 

Boeing Airplane Co eattlh 
it h « ea ‘ 
Borman Engineering tne 

HH yw 

The Kuda Co., Harvey, 1 

Burke A dames, Ine 

Butler Manufacturing Co., 
! \Ve i 

Chicage Aerial Survey Co 
iti . ‘ nl ib = 

176 en i i 
{ 6a ; 

Cine Preduacts 9 Supply Corp I 
) ‘ , ha ftt i i 

indls et $i 
THIS IS ONE 

of many Stainiess 
f r4 11 

Civil Air Transport 
t t \ Wasl 

Steel nozzle assem- er ee i i 
' 
Collins Kadio Co., blies for jet engines 

built by Ex-Cell-O 
Corporation, one of 
the world’s largest 

Columbus Engineering 

ht it ‘ if t i 
! ete haft ea.. $174 , 
Continental Motors Corp producers of aircraft 

Mich., eng , precision parts. 
Daystrom Eleetric Corp 

Pou eepsie, > \ rdis 
‘ ‘ $50 

TTT Decker Aviation Corp 
\ve r} delphia, ga 

ng Be Dmeteriece atngg Mig There's something of Ex-Cell-O in practically every plane made in 

the U.S.A. today. Dinghies division 

nctores Ate Chines, Sm ‘ Illustrated below are typical blades, nozzles, hydraulic actuating 

| sia en ee assemblies and fuel control assemblies, precision built by 

Ex-Cell-O Corporation to aircraft builders’ rigid specifications. 

PICTURE MAKER 

Axonometnc drafting tool, the Wilkinson 
Adapto- Arm produces pictorial drawings (in 
isometric, dimetric and triimetric) by tracin 
normal orthographic views of object 1k 
veloper claims it is first completely mech 
mical link between three views of normal 
orthographic projection and single view of 
axonometnc, and that properly used, it 
maintains high accuracy Price of the 
Adapto Arm is $26.50. The Wilkinson Co 

Box 365, Amold, Md > Seite CORPORATION DETROIT 32, MICH. 
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rait for RCAF program, a., $93 General Electric Co., 1 River Rd., Sche- waukee, fuel servicing =« 
Kastman Kedak Co., 443 State Street, nectady, N. Y., parts for motors & screws, $5,834,932 

Rochester, N. Y., 6” lens, aerial photograph 1k ef 1,992 ea., $242,778. I Houde Engr. div., Houdaille-H 
000 ea., $332,999 General Scientific Corp., 6151 W. 65th St., Corp., Buffalo, N Y., shimmy damp 
Thomas A. Edison, Inc., 51 Lakeside Ave Chicago, 24” lens, aerial photograph, 200 ea., ea., 77 ea., 25 ea., $97,608 

Vest Orange, N. J., positioning mechanisms, $216,540 Interstate Engineering Corp., 2250 
Gibbs Manufacturing & Research Corp., perial Highway, El Segundo, Calit 

t., Chicago Janesville, Wise., antenna attachments, 500 assy. NLG shock absorber, 18 «¢ 69 eA $195,478 
Ficor, Ine., 1501 W. Congre “ : ; 

nverter. rotar’ 129 en 96 ea $45.46) i ontrol box, 500 ea control indicators, é y. NLG, 60 ea., $35,090 
Elliott Co., Jeannette, Pa., spare parts for 1 ea., $173,159 witch, 94 ea., 39 ea., $137,- dack & Heintz, Inc 

penerator set $82,004 9 inverter, 1,600 ea., 161 ea 
eS + 4 — =e ¢ » e 

Fairchild Camera Instrument Corp., Rob Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co., Inc., 1144 286; inverter-VA, 200 ea 
, olenoid assy Market St Akron, Ohio, wheel assy., $478,923; governor fé 

0 @@ 1,200 ea 12 Ca $7,852,503; 20,000 ea., $273,210 
s¢ . rake assy ain 1 f ea brake Kindred Aviation Co., 

Farrand Optical Co., Ine Hronx Blvd i y 17 ea., $120,19 : Burbank, Calif 
i] th St jew Yor is len cone Gorden Enterprises , . ahuengi 4 ea $108. 980 

‘ $1029 . Ivd rth Hollywoor if coupli Lear, Ine., 110 I en ] f ‘ \ ] ‘ ] | I - y <a ‘ i } bletcher Aviation Corp., ‘6 W. Colorado é hutter wind, 1 F id Mict 
Vasadena, Calif kit a \ 7,501 ea en haft a 

6.650 ea.. 6.650 ea., $2,469.56 Grimes Mfg. Co., | ric lang The Leece-Neville 
tar formation light, 2 ig i y Ave leveland. Ot} 

light assy.-ine 5 ‘ 21,- $124.000 
Link Aviation Ine 

The Heil Co., f \ f 1a I pare parts for E-2¢ 
0 pare part Cc I 
Lockheed Aircraft Corp., 

nodification of F'-80 

bins Lane Syosset N ’ 
99 ea guide assy § eA” eaf a 115 4 

, 607 e * 656 159 @a ey 

Franklin Machine Products . ire 
ern Rad Vest Trenton, > iil 

Indicator 

Lycoming Spencer div 
“ iamsport Pa er 
$1,794,644; overhaul & 
raft engine 150 ea 

Resonance -— meee athe 
Mechanical Products Ine 182 

the key to vibration analysis) ‘cei 
Meletron Corp., % e High 

$40,211 if il Melstrom Manufacturing 
Corp., 

HH} ] Street, Perth Amb N. J 
) @a eA 1 €a., $26,482 

iit Metal Hydrides, Ine Bever!] 
drogen generato 140° ea 

.* $1 315 
Michigan Hrass Co 

Grand Haver Mict 
$41,482 

Morse Inatrument Co 
Hudson, Ohio, processo ! 

printer, projector-EF-1 
5 

Munston Mfg. & Service, Ine., 
Islip, L. I., N. Y., antenna loading fa $299 949 

W. H. Nichola Co., 40 Woerd 
than Ma gasket incay R 2K 
ap gasket, 810 ea., 9.850 ea $30 
North American Aviation, Ine 

International Airport, Lo 
illon bomb-ba. t 4 

i ! 
$858,647 

Pacific division, Bendix Aviation Corp., 
1600 Sher in Wa North Ho 
alif valve assy.-power brake 
7h ea, $80,841 
Pacific Optical Corp., 

‘ Angele t ley 
i $152,074 

The Perkin-Elmer Corp., Ma 
Electronic means are available by which the vibration charac- walk, Conn., 26” lens cone 

teristics of a propeller—be it for a ship or for an aircralt— Phastron Co 
; : Pasadena, Ca 

can be analysed accurately, enabling the designer to ensure a ea, $98,469 
¥ . E : ’ Propeller div Cur 

sale component without excessive weight or unloreseen vell, N. J., design bis 
KCA Victor division 

f America 
ALL! ea i i 

to 1000 ea. $1231 

resonances The technique has been established in the (amder 
course ol experience over many years. ue 

- Kadioplane Co., 
The de Havilland Prope ller ¢ ompany has evolved not only Calif., g 

y : =] 218 
technique but also equipment, and both are availab'e to RecesGeh Care. 444 Ma 

t or} Mi 
designers in the many industries that need precise knowledge pray 

i Red Bank division, [ter 
iatontown. N. J.. inverts 

ea., $793,913 

DE HAVILLAND "tit Ataton, m 

PROPELLERS LIMITED, crrsmtem 

Electronics Division, Hatfield, Hertfordshire i 

of vibratory strains to be certain of engineering success. 
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NAVY CONTRACTS Verminets ore hermetically Molded Nylon cap pro 
sealed by exclusive process a tects the terminals 
developed for Cannon's widely ~ 

= acclaimed hermetically sealed ‘ Molded ‘'Siica cap ty nnectors J 
The foHowing contracts were an wi = protects the return ° » ‘ ; nd © per 4 

nounced recently by the Navy’s Aviation y ——e 
Supply Office, 700 Robbins Ave., Phila- Insulation test: 1000v ac 
delphia 11. 

Permofiux Corp., 4900 W Girand Ave i The armature (plunger) and the 
Chicago 39, headset assy., $13,109 ea., $161,- 

Phileo Corp., Govt. & Industria! Div., 
1700 Wissahickon Ave., Philadelphia, com 
ponents for radar equipment, $439,48 

Kadiant Mfg. Corp., 2627 ltoosevelt Rd 
Chicago 8, target, 6730 ea., $293,047 

Koflan Co., Cor. Route 1 & Camp Meeting 
Rd., Topsfield, Mass., fairlead assy $188 
040 

Koral Electronics Corp., 795 | 140th 
New York 54, frequency meter, $44,784 

Sargent Enginering Corp., 
St, Huntington Park, Calif F T 

~_ “on woeses RU - Scintilla Magneto Div., tend viati 
Corp., Sherman Ave., Sidney 

anvil are high quality annealed 
Armco magnetic ingot iron 

tenance parts for variou ngine ; l > ~" 
George Senn, Ine. 200 0 hermetic sealing St., Philadelphia, thinne $56.1 
Sigmund Eisner Co., . . 

Red Bank, N. J., anti-ex ire flying eul 
45,000 ea., $1, 1,200 in this new 

Sperry Gyroscope Co., of t 
Corp., Great Neck, N. } 
dicator, $34,598 

Stein Bros. Mfg. Co., 
Bivd., Chicago 7, anti-ex 
28,500 ea., $795,159 

Superior Paint & Lacquer Works, 625 2 
Maywood Ave., P.O. Box 71 Huntington 
Park, Calif., enamel and paint, 22,270 gal 
$34,229 

Transitron, Ine., 154 ring St New 
York 2, signal generator > @a., $59,076 
signal generator, 33 ea., $40,767 

United Aircraft Products, Inc., 1116 Bo 
lander Ave. Dayton, services and material 
to overhaul pump, 500 ea., $67,81 

Van Brode Milling (o., Ine. Clinton, 
Mass., accessory kit, $1,469.5 

White-Rodgers Electrie Ce., 1209 Cass 
Ave., St. Louis 6, servos for F6F-5K alir- 
craft, $49,927 For pressurized or corrosion resistant 

service, Cannon's dc Solenoids offer posi 
tive hermetic sealing, sound construction, 
painstaking workmanship and high 
est quality materials. A vitreous insulat 

il ing material is heat-fused to shell and 
fonk. . . . contact terminals, cr ing a perfect seal 

non hydraulec Other parts are silver brazed. The en 
tire solenoid is tl copy n chr 
plated to insur 
corrosion resistan 
service. Solenoid 
first hermetically 
type, is built for contit Automate governor 
dc systems. Firt 

Penctent-reve contel lover renders intermitt 
by the 
cally sealed solenoid 

, same uncompromising ¢ non to detail ” 
. . ‘— f ' lmeior ’ SOLENOID STROKE (INCHES 

PROP SILENCER of sound design, ¢ 
manship that has made nam f solenoids of the hermetically sealed 

Prop vibration is said to be reduced drasti- 

cally by securing this new constant-speed than 38 years. For complete informati | windings, cam meet various charac- 
propeller to the engine by means of an write for new Solenoid Bulletin DCS4 } 1 specific applications within 
elastic coupling, according to the developer, 1953 showing 105 different assemblic the limits indicated above 
Piaggio P.148 trainers, prop has a 21-deg. 
vibratory stresses are reduced 70% and 
vibration frequency 50°%, with vibration to ad VY] ‘} °) ‘] J SRA a, 
plane phew. completely eliminated. In- | Lr LS La 34s all 
tended for the Lycoming 0-435 installed on | Since 1915 

Piaggio P.148 trainers, prop has a 21-deg. CANNON ELECTRIC COMPANY, LOS ANGELES 31, CALIFORNIA 

pitch range and may be installed witheut Factories in Los Angeles, Toronto, New Haven. * Representatives in principal 
: . , cities. Address inquiries to Cannon Electric Company, Dept. 1-110 Los 

modification of the engine. Angeles 31, California 

non synonymous with quality f ies, through modification of the 
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AVIONICS 

; cab 
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PERFORMANCE CURVES may be recorded on and reproduced to nearly any desired degree of accuracy from punch cards 

AF Beacon to Light Up Avionics Maze 

New information center will answer equipment designers’ 

questions on the availability and application of components. 

By Phillip Klass evaluate nev omponent But eve Eventually WADC ho to expand 
this does not offer positive assurance NCIC operation ncompass hun 

Dayton—The advent of sonic and that all new omponent development dreds of different ty of component 
to an equipme nt manu from resistor té LO1 material supersonic aircraft and missiles has set vill b 

ivionic equipment engineers sear hing facture 
for components capable of operating in © Information 

from electron tubs ( 
Center—To help direct Abnormal Ratings—] 

more weed environments than befor | hain 1d soit ‘ 
hy unending. As airplan 

ceeds continu 
ust find n 

lable them to in 
temperature iltit 

of then 
matler Or 
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t if extent u 
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Windpipe for a peaceful H-bomb 

You can call it an H-bomb if 
Fechnically, itisa hydrogenatior 
pressure vessel. Uses for it are 

Resear« hers in rubber pla tie 
leum.and solvents pilot their | 
polymerization and other 
gizzard under high pres ure 

lo peed-up ch 
8 times a minute. Pre 

in itself a neat 
60,000 | 

jaw-tel 

emical react 
urizing 

trick 
1 ure required 

or concerned 
American Instrument Compar In 

pressure equipment, introduces the pre 

Round and Shaped Tubing available in Carbon, Alloy, and Stainless Steels; Nickel ond Nickel Alloys; Titanium, Zirconium, and wae Copper 

<< Gr
 ¢ ? SY

 ou” 

MALL TUBING 
NAME IN $ 

West Coast: Pacific Tube Company 
THE BIG 

5710 Smithway S$ All analyses .010° to % ' O.D. 
Los Angeles 22, Calif. UNderhill 0-133] Certain anolyses (.035"° max. wall) up to 1%’ 0.0 



Built to get there 

NOW! 

F-94C Starfire combines 

defense with economy! 

No fighter interceptor can get into the air 
quicker, and none can climb faster than the 
Lockheed F-94C Starfire. This new all-weather 
interceptor for the U.S. Air Force is now de- 
fending key Americ an ¢ ties from possible ail 

attack. The Starfire was designed to reach tar- 
vet altitude in record time 
Combining greater flight availability and 

lower maintenance costs with superlative per- 
formance, the F-O1C Starfire actually delivers 
hiore defe tise for yout dollar. 

Lockheed 

Look to Lockheed for Leadership 



Lockheed 

Builds Plane No. 25,000 

and Jet No. 5,000 

Lockheed airplane Number 25,000 
rolled off the production lines re- 
cently in Loekheed’s Burbank, Cali- 

fornia. plant. Significantly. it was an 
F-O4C Starfire Jet Interceptor, new- 
est member of Lockheed’s ploneering 
jet aircraft family. Later. another 
Lockheed Starfire became the 
5.000th Lockheed jet to be built. 

here's a reason for the quantity 
production of | 94C Starfires. Here’s 
a military jet that does an outstand- 
ing job and saves money, too. EVALUATION and storage of components data is illustrated by flow chart 

Here’s How It Does It aA wv ; bic " e-valned date 
Economy is important with the Air ! | th nal rating ! my j dimensions, rating, and 
Force. and here’s how the Starfire r t nerally avail nal ture fairly straightforward 
helps on the budget b] m it manufacturer VAL recognized — that 

id ha hed by indivi fuln would be greatly in 
An economical airplane is one that mae y ot exten Li uld extrapolate from 

performs its mission with greatest ng mais wonent ratings to give 

efliciency and offers maximum avail- litt] der th a WAT ympone! rformance information 
ability on the ready line. Maximum pokesman h Lit t is estimated under abnormal operating conditions 
time between servicings means lower \ of large electroni ul xtreme temperature for short 

to 40% rvice life 
to design elec > Curves on Punch Cards—This meant 

tron juny] uld be saved that curve-type data would have to be 

maintenance Costs More important, 
it means fewer planes are needed. 
The L.S.A.F provide s both types of 

there I ailable a quick and a recorded on punch cards giving com 
economy with the Starfire. ” 

te source of information on the g onent performance as a function of 

2-Man Team Helps neenng ti of SI lec ts operating conditions—for example 
- . : . tronic component omponent life as a function of oper S > . . Sts > F hes } Since the Lockheed $ tarfire is a PECIC Advanteses—The Electr iting temperature, voltage, or load 
2-place Interceptor, it utilizes the co- Components Information Center, a Battelle ha developed techniques 
operative efficiency of a 2-man team prese ntly envisioned ippear to he ( mploy ing standard transparent grids 
to compute the tactical problem and able to solve these problems. Here ar for be near and non-linear coordi 
perform all other split-second opera- ome of its advantage T vhich make it possible 
tions of intercepting an enemy at e Single source of component data for o transfer a curve to punch card 
600-mph-plus speeds. equipment designer iVIng Cal yf i hniqu in be applied to curves 

many sources as now required TD rtesian, polar, or tri 
e Centralized pool to which ; oul coordinate Any desired degree 

equipped with automatic electronic of data on component performance ca if n be obtained: ver 
This all-weather interceptor is 

controls Hughes Radar System, end their information , ' DO iowever, might require 
Westinghouse Automatic Pilot, Sper ible dissemination e { nore than one punch card 
ry Zero Reader—and other advanced © Rapid replies to req or inforn > Getting the Data—The accuracy and 

devices. making it very nearly an au- tion (in 24 hour r | ug! ( ompleten f the answers which 
use of jutomat | l I 4 ] ] ( IC p! id obviou | neo be tter 
chine than the data ich goes into its punch 

A “Pilot's Airplane” > Organizing KC ne key to the This means that manufacturer 

Reports coming in from the field a of ECI( ~ ' dardized test procedure 

indicate that Lockheed has again | 

tomatic airplane 

matic pun h | machine vhicl HOV t I data. Wherever possi 
; 99 th i! m ol ! ( I Va i tablishec \ or produced a “pilot's airplane.” Air eto wi | | . am I . . ~~ : 

Force pilots like the Starfire and like ri ee ee “o a ty te = . Sp e sp = Tbs call 
to fly it. They find it simple to fly the required an ment life i functio 
and rock-steady under actual instru | hy dic 44 iff itine condition 
ment conditions. 

Here is the happy combination of 

1 important factors in one reliable 
airplane: (1) Superlative perform 
ance (2) kasy maintenance (3) 
Pilot popularity (4) More defense 
for your dollar. 
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Human Engineering... 

to simplify 

airborne systems 
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and permit 
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be considered 
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feasibility 
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Basic aircraft systems 
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Airborne system components 

(,round equipment 
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type in the ECIC files. ‘This report also 
DEPENDABLE describes test procedures which are te 

performance be used in obtaining this data, and 
hows the work sheets (forms) on which 

E data is to be sent to ECIC for process 
o ing into punch cards 

DEPENDABL deli ve ry lest procedures and work sheets fot 
other components ar expected to fol 

— BACKED UP BY Types of Cards-As ECIC is 
planned there will be three different 

POTS LY Lele f NC lest tt dati ye gm | i of punch cards cach used fo ps alge 
® Application data cards. ‘I hi 
letailed technical information 
individual component 

lor example, there would be 
of AL for a 1,.000-ohm, 3-y 

’ ‘ istor made by Company “X,” anc 
As manufacturers of shielded inother set of ADCs for the company 

ignition cquipment for O.E.M. 1,000-ohm, 4-watt resistors, et 
e Summary data cards. ‘These contain 

use by the industry’s leading en- bbreviated technical data on groups of 
gine and airframe builders, our omponents, made by the same manu 

. a " facturer, which are identical ey ept for 
engineers take pride in produc- their resistance, capacitance, inductance 

ing products that far surpass | “' | 
° °° ° oge ° for example, one SDC would be pre 

each individual job specification. pared for Company “X” for all of it 

With offices in all principal cities ¢-watt composition fixed resistors, show 
ing the range of resistance values avail 

for immediate liaison and serv- ible. Another SDC would show all of 
ice, we welcome the opportunity the company’s 4-watt composition fixed 

‘ . »cf P istors, ete to coordinate our design and de- Chdacs at Ge UNC lets ave sentch 

velopment staff activities with ing through the more numerous appli- 
your needs. ' 2 cota | cards, when detailed 

performance data is not required 
@ Procurement data cards. ‘These con 
tain general information (such as mili 
tary-assigned type and part numbers, 
unit list price) that is particularly useful 
in the procurement of components 
> Application Data for Resistors—Som« 
idea of the thoroughness of the ECIC 

NEW TRANSISTORS 

Westinghouse Electric Corp. has  an- 
nounced availability of two new transistors 
in sample quantities for use in amplifier, 
ocillator and = switching § circuits. The 
WX-4813 (top) is a junction transistor pro 
viding a 30-db. power gain when used with 
a grounded emitter and base input. The 

Codperalive @= Industries, Inc. [aie 
frequency of 2 mc. when used as a grounded 

100 OAKDALE ROAD CHESTER, NEW JERSEY base amplifier under small signal conditions 
ng Offices, Boston, Philndely troit, Chicago, Wich Westinghouse Electronic Tube Div., Dept 

| Wert Ferpate, Maneater. Pie I'-194, Box 284, Elmira, N. Y. 
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ind the questions it is capable 
gained from the 

g data which will be required 
iposition, carbon-film, and wire- 

wound fixed resistor 
e | pe of re tor pe of 
tion nd deg 

of an werTing ith D6 
fol] Will 
for ¢ 

construc- 
idjustability 

ECIC n la hed and 
latu 

e \| 
es) 
ft 

men 

ek 
e|’ 
@ Shay 
@ Pin 
listed 
eVol 
@ Miniatunzation 
ing in itt 
e Weivcht 
e Terminal tvp 
@ Case material 
@ Protec: 

rating 
dentifies 

Hi 

pcr 

ind ma 
istor elements 

method 
used to protect re 

from thei external ¢ 

tive covering 
terial 

nvironment 
@ Fungus inert (tvpe cf treatment used 
to protect resistor 
ec 

against fungu 
wrosion resistance 

@ Maximum and minimum te mperature 
the 

temperatures whi 
maximum and minimum 

h the resistor can be 
not in Operation, and 

then be energized and operated within 
all specification limits 

oper ifive 

subj ted to when 

© Maximum and minimum temperature 
non-operative (the maximum and mini 
mum temperatures to which the resistor 
can be subjected when not in operation, 
without affecting its performance in its 
norma! operating temperature range) 
© Hlumiditv (indicates whether resistor 
has passed humidity tests of MII spec) 
e Altitude (indicates whether resistor 
has passed barometric altitude tests of 
MII spec 
e@ Vibration ind ~~ shock 
whether resistor has passe d 
ind shock tests of MIL spec) 
e Shelf life (length of time that resistor 
can be stored and still meet all spec 

nents 
@ Service life opel 
it rated loads that « 
der normal operating condition 

All of the 
orded 

the use of spe 
No. 2—Th ond application 

ontaims the follo 

(indicates 
vibration 

require 
iting lift 
in be expected un 

in service 

information can 
punch card 

roregomeg 
he m a single 
throug! ial cod 
Pm AIM 
data d ving infor 
natio 

@ Elect il tolerance 
1h TROMMNAL Te 

permissible des 
tion f istance 
e | thin which 
nominal ratings of resistor can be t 
© Tempecratur cemcien per 
hange 1 TCS! ill vitl tt 

e Volt 

The 
ntage 

mperature 
rcentage change 

i}t il ed by It ig 
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neth (ability of 
| AN spec torsion a 

ise (maximum surf 
iture which resistor ¢ 
emai within 

iaterial 
| ed to msulat 

uurtiac 

] coded identi 

> Variable Data 

‘AN 6248-2 
3000 PSI 

Y 

Dept 

AN 6201-1 
1500 PSI 

rating 

resistor 
nd 

ice 
in 

s 
i 

istive 

/ 

» GLADDEN PRODUCTS Corporation 

105. 635 Weet Colorado, Glendale 1. California 

Serving the Aircraft Industry for Over 30 Years 



New! 

CASTER & WHEEL | 

DARNELL CASTERS 

& E-Z ROLL WHEELS 

Always
 

SWiv
’ EL

. 

and R
O’ C

- 

SAVE EQUIPMENT 

SAVE FLOORS 

SAVE MONEY 

and TIME 

LD XAVIER FEST AL ARCS eel LD 
DOWNEY, (Los Angeles County) CALIF. 

v 
60 Walker Street, New York 13,N.Y. 
36 North Clinton, Chicago 6, Illinois 

fompct 
resistor in 

imbient ter 
and 250¢ 
@ Lite vs. load 
howing life 

four different 
from minus 40¢ 
@ fit humudit 
curve howing 

| to p 

hhunidit 
fire fro 
@ Life: bration 
ibration 

@ [if 
ek 
ratio of resistan 
is a function of impr ( quency 
@ Resistance load 1 of seven 
Tae howme ratio istance to 

unplitude i 
iltitud 

stance 

stance 1 i function of 
en differ 

from minus 65C to 

nominal re 
rated 
cnt temperature 
plus 200¢ 

The procurement and 
rr 

\ olt ip vork mY? 

nunary data 
Canh Cal BY I ord d ma in rie pun hy 
card 
The Job Ahead—A major 
ae Sa 
umount of data which is needed before 

in be registered in ECIC’ 

hurdle for 
getting together the vast 

componcnt 

place il 
WAD( 
anutacturers, 
nents for their ¢ 
their data to ECIC 

I Quip nt wil 
like ¢ t ) 

" Hope ‘ 

ooperat 1 
can obtain copies of the EK 
heets from the General I 

Section of the Electronic Comp 
Laboratory, WCRE, Wright 
clopment Center, Dayton. ¢ 
WADC’ hk 

moving 

ymponent t 

ctronu Cor 
lowly in 

Now that Battell 
data 

lun for fixed re 
planning to set up a pilot-cun ECIC 

for fixed resist If the a 
ment industry makes use ot 

vill undo 
expanded to include oth 

requiremect 

cope of operation 

components 
Unless 

registered 
every al tilable < 
ECIC will los 

biggest talking points as a ngie 
informatiotr 

industr 
for ali component 
once ECIC gains 
component manufacturer 

ifford not to 1 
with ECI¢ 

cannot 
, 

product 

Dg nd ag) | beens I 
7 FILTER CENTER 7 

PN-IT Damper for F-102--\linneapo 
lis Honeywell has contracted with Con 

iw damper vair to supply th 
ystems for the new Convair F-102, 

not for their F2Y (Skat is reported 
in this column on Apr. | However 
observers report that the Convair F2% 
damper spe recently sent out for bid 
closely resemble the F-10 1 

\LH 

pit h and \ 

WNper 
in edge p [his could give 

over competition 

Automation— I clecom 
built 

which 

P Step ‘Toward 
puting Corp., Burbank, Calif., has 
a working model of a drill p 
take its operating instruction 
IBM pun h card he card 
two servo system which sit 

from 
operate 

| ion i 
work rest 
reduction 

moveable bed on which th 
lelecomputing makes data 
equipment which “reads out” on punch 
cards or tape 

> New Thermal Design Manval—Avi 
onic equipment engineers faced with 
heat dissipation problems will be inter 
ested in a new manual prepared by the 
Cornell Acronautical Lab under Navy 
BuShips contract. Entitled “A Man 
ual of Standard Temperature Measuring 
Pechniques for Miniaturized Electron 
Equipment,” this is classified “re 
stricted’”” and mav be obtained from 

Code 
rding to 

Bureau of Ships, Navy Dept 
8I1SC, Washington, D. C., a 
i CAT pokesman 

> Boost For High-Temp ‘T ransistors— 
\ new duPont process for making high 
purity silicon in sizeable quantity should 
peed the advent of higher temperature 
ind higher power transistors and recti 
fict Silicon will operate up to twice 
the temperature of germanium, duPont 

ivs. Present price tag on duPont 
ibout $430 per lb.. but th 

licon used in a transist 
ents, the compan 

> New Rugged Sub-Min ‘lubes—Gen 
eral Electric’s tube department has an 

ed the addition of two 
miniature receiving-tvpe tubes to its line 
of high-reliability vacuum tub 

the GL-6111, a 
ode designed for general purpo mM 

ipplications; each ction has 
in individual and electricall inde 

ithode The GI l 
triode suitab] 

voltage amplifier 
inverter applications Gl 
GL-6112 has a low noise 

noun 1eW ub 

(One 
medium-« twin tri 

plifie: 

px nicl nt 
high-s. twin 
} tre que nc 

> National Electronics Conference— 
\pproximately 100 technical paper 
cheduled to be given at th iil 
ual National Electronics ( 

28-30, at the Hotel S! 
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EQUIPMENT 

TCA Gets Set for New Planes, Engines 

®Carrier’s expansion to 

add 26 aircraft by °55. 

® \ j<counts, Super Connies, 

Freighters in new fleet. 

By George L. Christian 

Montreal—Between now and 19 
Trans inada Air Laine will take d 
livery of three new and different typ 
of airtrames mounting three new and 

different types of powerplant PHREE BRISTOL FREIGHTERS lead off Trans-Canada's expansion program. 
The total number of aircraft will be 

26 In order of delivery, they ar 
three Bristol Freighters, eight 
heed 1049E Super Constellations, and 
15 Vickers Viscounts. None of these 
aircraft is a replacement; they will be 
added to TCA’s present ficet of 23 
North Stars and 26 DC-3 
P it's All New—With this flect of new 
aircraft, TCA will take on a host of 
new equipment. First, of course, are 
the three new tvpes of powerplants 
@ Bristol Hercules, a radial sleeve valve 
engine, for the Freighter 
e Wright R3350 ‘TurboCompound, 
which wall drive the Super Connies 
TCA cugimeers are pleased with the 
thought that other carriers’ Super Con- 
nies and DC-7s will be racking up com 
mercial experience with the Turbo-Com- 
pound before Trans-Canada gets it. 
@ De Havilland Dart turboprop, a com 
pletely new commercial type for this 
continent, will power the Viscounts. 

With the new planes will come many 
new accessories—AiResearch cabin super- 
chargers and supercharger controls, 
Bendix fuel injection pumps, Rotol pro- 
pellers and Maxarat automatic braking 
units, to mention but a few 

» load th expand d fleet 
to split airfram 

Nort} 
r Mor 
will he 

> Bie Jump—1 
TCA fleet ref 
mendous growth 

FIFTEEN VISCOUNTS will ¢ PCA turboprop transport lead in North America 

PWhy the Viscount? 

7 000.000 om 
modit ton-m nost 5 000.000 
mdi ton) mil 
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yooo Fre, 
9000 FEe> 

ALTITU D E 

J&H announces new 1500 va unit with 

improved regulator for closer voltage 

and frequency control—adaptable to 

J&H Inverters now in field. 

Jack & Heintz’s new FI37 Inverter 

Motor-Generator) is the first in its volt- 

ampere rating to complete Air Force alti- 

tude eveling tests for 50.000-foot operation 

and has now been released for production 

by the Air Materiel Command. 

Featuring an improved speed and voltage 

control, the FI37, a 115-volt, 400-evele, 

single-phase rotary inverter, delivers 1500 

va output at 50,000 feet and at +20° C 

ambient temperature. 

Improved electrical insulation, rede- 

signed commutator and brush arrange- 

ments. new housing configuration for better 

air flow, and the new FRS speed and 

voltage regulator assembly represent 

major advances in high altitude inverter 

performance. 

J&H looks to the Future 

The F147, capable of 2500 va at 50,000 

feet, at +20° C ambient temperature, has 

completed cycling tests at Jack & Heintz 

laboratories. We are also pioneering the 

design of an environmental-free 2500 va 

inverter for still higher altitudes and 

ambient temperatures, in accordance with 
an Air Force development contract 

Our engineers will be glad to work with 

you in developing inverters or other 

Rotomotive equipment to meet your spe- 

cialized needs. Write Jack & Heintz, Ine., 

Cleveland |, Ohio. 

Jack « HEInTz 

CLEVELAND 1, OHIO 

Field Offices: New York City - Washington, D. C. 
Dayton - Dallas - Los Angeles + Seattle 



HIGH ALTITUDE INVERTERS 

_J&H 90,000-FOOT F137 INVERTER APPROVED FOR PRODUCTION | 

w& REDESIGNED 
COMMUTATOR 

AND BRUSH 

ARRANGEMENTS 

% IMPROVED 
ELECTRICAL 

INSULATION 

%& NEW HOUSING 

CONFIGURATION 

FOR BETTER AIR FLOW 

NEW FRS SPEED AND VOLTAGE REGU- ) 

LATOR FOR F137 INVERTER. PROVIDES 

INSTANTANEOUS OPERATION WITH NO 

WARM-UP PERIOD, VOLTAGE REGULA- 

TION CLOSER THAN PLUS OR MINUS 5% 

AND FREQUENCY REGULATION CLOSER 

THAN PLUS OR MINUS 2.5% 

\ 

Aircraft Generating Equipment—a-c and d-c—including Control Systems and Components «+ Electric 
Starters » Actuators and Special Aircraft Motors « Custom-built Commercial Motors « J&H Eisemann Magnetos 



@ Power control. Rotol engin 
power and propeller rpm. synchroniza 
tion Control is a remarkably precise unit 
av TCA cnegineer It tics the thre 
slave engine Nos. 2, 3 and 4) to thi 
master engin No [he contro 

» exact that 

; i ! 
@ Anti-icing windshields. 

P North Star 

INBOARD VIEW shows how exhanst gases are crossed over in TCA’s North 

\merncan iicdist | it po ible and to 
/uminernan \ | t high idle rpm 
nterior of th CCA id that the flat pitch of th 

th iverag 
that brake 

ed Using 

rier vord 
mdustrial engine 

lean, functional ru 
urcraft through such de ( ( most too violent 
ition of servi clean din ' e Wheel brakes fhe Viscouw 1 North Star 

nonius Color schem Dunlop multiple-disk brakes equipped tead of thi 
/ammnerman tad done mten yh vith th Maxarat auto-braking unit &'CA ad 

Glenn | Niartin t hivdrautically controlled anti of a “half 
) +-0)-4 Kid device Craft 1s al quipped — sontes it j 
Canadiin alin I Sritisl vith pedestal mounted, non-differen Airline spoke 

| 1 | VLOSE mitcriol ( ’ hand brake ] plane wal 
by an Amencan firm e Cabin superchargers. PCA says the  qomesti Ba 
© About the Viscount ( re al ngine manufacturer (Rolls-Royce) pr ternational 
omments PCA engineers | ) WHE ferred that the hor cpowcl required tO plan ir oO} 
ibout the 15 Viscount pre ze the Viscount ibin be ex anand domed 
® Propeller brakes. Cold weut! ti racted from. thi rin 1 mechan ome 4000 Th. unde 
last winter revealed the eft vom ‘ i) <tra "y vodtrey | Cl ero veight of SO.400 Ib 

the crafts propellers as aecrod rae bleed an " 4 > Merlins—Rolls-Royvce M 
brake The Rotol prop blad ‘ possi lity i ower the North St 
fo imto reverse pit h: imstead t Vv go if 1 uy k into tl ( r ind bad p 
to almost flat pitch, actualh 

Reasons for the 
» keep starting tor 

OUTBOARD DETAIL shows plenum chamber and three large ports for gas exhaust 
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exchanged, and the two lefts, but rights 
cannot go on lefts and vice versa. 
» Muffling the Merlin—The high noise 
level and low cylinder block time of the 
Merlins are debits. Passengers have 
long objected to the blast the engines 
create in the cabin. So TCA set out 
to muffle the Merlins A crossover 
exhaust system was developed by the 
carrier's enginecrs and put into produ 
tion by Canadair (Aviation Week May 
12, 1952, p. 72 

With the crossover, exhaust gases 
from stacks facing the fuselage are 
dumped into 2 collector From the 
collector they are ducted over the top 
of the engine via one large, oval-section 
line to a plenum chamber where in 
board and outboard gases join. Ther 
ire dumped overboard through three 
large-ported exhaust stacks, aided by ait 
taken in at the front to help cooling and 
to evacuate exhaust out of the exit 

Crossovers reduce cabin noise level 
in the audio range by about 6-S decibels 
And they involve no sacrifice in engin 
performance, according to TCA engi 
neers. Moreover, the additional weight 
of the crossovers was more than com 
pensated for by replacing existing 
liquid radiators with aluminum units, 
» modification accomplished simultane 
ously with the crossover change 
> Longer Life—Currently, Merlin over 
haul period is 1,000 hr. But cylinder 
blocks are changed every 500 hr. How 
ever, TCA is on the verge of extending 
the engine’s overhaul period to 1,200 
hr. and the cylinder block’s to 600 I 

Factor behind this extension is an 
exhaust valve change which conducts 
heat awav from valve better than in the 
old installation. Bain believes that 
block life mav gradually be extended to 
900-1,000 hr., in which case the whok 
engine will be changed as a unit instead 
of changing blocks onl 
New Plug System—TCA has a new 

spark plug system. The company re 
cently instituted the practice of using 
new plugs only—the Lodge LR3R pla 
tinum electrode unit. Plugs operate the 
life of the cylinder block—500 hr.—and 
ire scrapped. The platinum electrode 
are salvaged. When cvlinder block time 
is extended to 600 hr., plug life will 
move up the corresponding 100 hr 
TCA engineers are very pleased with 

their “new plugs only” system. ‘They 
say that “spark plug irregularities have 
almost vanished . and it is cheaper 
to scrap used plugs and install new ones 
than it is to operate a sparkpluy over 
haul facility . . . we have experienced 
no inflight featherings, engine repairs 
or engine failures attributable to spark 
plugs in the three months,” TCA has 
been using new plugs only for the past 
four months 

Plugs had been pulled every 300 hr 
and overhauled one or more times de 
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Special Purpose Clamps 
by Breeze. 

—_— ‘ € 

~ But This 

Special Purpose @aamap Clamp 

WON'T BLOW its TOP! 

Heavy corrugated band 
for extra strength. 

Heavy stainless steel 
welded lugs. 

Hex nut for high 
torque tightening. 

Boit safety-fastened — 
can't get loose. 

A jet engine exhaust is a volcano of 

heat, pressure and vibration. The 

clamp that goes around it must with- 

stand these conditions—and hold 

tight. 

Breeze makes a clamp for this ex- 

acting use, and for a wide variety of 

other applications where stock items 

just won't do. 

Just as Breeze AERO-SEAL hose 

clamps have set higher quality stand- 

ards in their class, so Breeze fabri- 

cated-to-order ¢ lamps have the extra 

strength and other properties for 

every special use. Any design, any 

metal, any quantity. Tell us your 

clamping problems. 

THER BREEZE PRODUCTS 
Flexible Metal Tubing and Conduit, 

Aircraft Actuating Systems, 
Special Drives and Gear Boxes, 
Special Electrical Connectors, 

Metal Bellows, Ignition Shielding. 

ANOTHER 

PRrooUCT 

CORPORATIONS, INC. 
41 South Sixth Street, Newark 7, N. J. 
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pending on condition. Plug chang 
in the new system coincides with block 
change, resulting in a significant man 
hour saving 
P Super Superchargers—T'CA’s estimate 
of the Englisn Godfrey cabin super 

used on its North Stars is 
that the blowers are “superb.” 

The airline, now well into its third 
vear Of operating the 

charger: ; 

machine: 
they operate for the low figure of 21 
cents per flying hour, according to Bain 

This is how ‘1'CA arrives at the 21 
cent figure: Godfrey blowers’ original 
cost was $1,865 per unit. Amortized 
over a seven-year period, this results in 
depreciation cost of approximately 10 
ents per unit flying hour. Line service 
overhaul cost for first three years of 
operation averaged 4 cents per unit 
flying hour and replacement of damaged 
components cost an average of 7 cents 
for the same period. ‘Total comes to 
21 cents per flying hour. Mechanical 
irregularities internal failure 
within — the upercharger have been 
pleasingly few. In the past few months, 
the only failures have been in the shear 
ection of the blower drive shaft. 
‘Iwo other features of the Godfrey 

superchargers that ‘TCA likes: 
© They are cheap. ‘The carrier estimates 
that in 1952 it saved over $500,000 in 
operating and overhaul costs by using 
the Godfrey units instead of the Doug 
las-designed superchargers, such as in 
talled in DC-6s and -6B 

e They are light. ‘The ‘CA Godfrey 
superchargers and pre 
tem weigh 132 Ib. per plane less than 
the Douglas to the 
company's engineers. Half of the weight 
aving is attributable to the supercharg 

ers themselves, other half to the system 
'CA’s Clayton Glenn designed the 

inass flow control mechanism for the 
North Stars’ pressurization system. The 
carrier's engineers say that, to the best 
of their knowledge, it is the first such 
system ever installed on a commercial 
aircraft whose basic control is electrical 
® Chlorinated Water System—The air 
line has an interesting new approach 
to the water system aboard its Super 
Constellations and Viscounts. ‘The 
planes will have a chlorinated water 
system which will serve both for drink 
ing and washing; chlorine is filtered out 
before being consumed 
TCA cites these advantages for its 

chlorinated system 
eFliminates heavy, fragile vacuum 
bottles, several of which are normally 
carried to supply passengers and crew 
with drinking water 
e Chlorine helps keep water system 
clean and free of slime, by killing bac 

sd VS 

due to 

ssurization sys 

system, according 

teria. 
e System weighs 15 Ib. installed, less 
than the vacuum bottles it displaced 
I'he charcoal cartridges, used to filter 
out the chlorine, cost $1.25 a piece to 

54 

and rate 15s 
or twice a year There ar 
tridges in the tem 
> How it Works—Chilorine is intro 
duced into the water either in capsule 
form or is 

replace replacement Once 
three cat 

yphoned into the water 
cart used to supply the plane. Pro- 
portions are 10-12 parts of chlorine to 
1,000,000 part of water. Prior to con 
sumption, it is filtered out through 
charcoal filters produced by Fw rpur 
Filter Co., Chi igo. 

There are five outlets in each Super 
Connie, one in the galley 
cach of the 
tories. Since 
on these planes, 

ind two in 
lava 

water 
men's and women’ 
there is no carry-on 

a supplemental 20-gal 
tank is being installed next to the main 
tank. 
© Plastic Hose—Polvethylene 
hose is effective for 
through the aircraft, carrier officials say 
It is light; it is sufficiently expandable 
so that water can freeze in it without 
rupturing the walls; and it is relatively 
cheap 

Installation is easy be« 
makes it 

plastic 
routing water 

flexibility 
imple to bend and route as 

desired, and it may be used with 
standard flare fittings at joints. It i 
noncorrosive and will last almost in 
definitely. T'CA has had it installed fo: 
over two years on its North Star 

ist 

which operate in as cold a climate a 
commercial aircraft ever encoun 

ter, without experiencing trouble 
with the water system 
> Around the Shop—A tour of the air 
line’s facilities at Montreal and Winni 
peg brought out some interesting item 
¢ TCA is planning 7-lir.-a-day utiliza 
tion as a starter for the Viscount 
lirst of the turboprop aircraft will be 
delivered in the fall of 1954, 
engines will come due for overhaul by 
Mav of 1955. TCA will overhaul it 
own Darts and is 
struction of a test house for that en 

Actually, the new over 
aul building will be a multiple affair 
housing overhaul facilities for recipro 
cating engines, turboprops and pur 

most 
any 

so first 

now starting con 

gine engine 

jets 
The airline expects the Darts’ over 

haul period to be up to 700 hr. by th 
time its own come in for first overhaul 
it is sending men to the United 
Kingdom to take familiarization courses 
on the engine, airframe and certain 
ICCcessorics 
TCA plan only to 

the overhaul of the Dart 
time comes, it also plans to continu 
overhauling the DC-3’s R1IS830s and 
North Star’s Merlins. ‘Turbo-Compound 
R3350s on the Super Connies will be 
farmed out for the time being. Later 
'CA may take them into its own 
hops too and farm out the R1830 

e The line’s engineers like the English 
Lucas gasoline aircraft heater. They 
say: “It incorporates all the best think 

take 
when the 

not Over 

ms turbine design I here of g 
very little difference between the Luca 
heater and one can of a jet engine.’ 
Fuel flow modulated so over-all re 
ult is an automatically controlled, con 
tant temperature air output irrespec 

tive of altitud imbient temperature 
nd other variable TCA pre fers thi 

to the svstem widely used in th 
U S of ( ling the he iter 
bv turning them on and off. Another 
good point is the two-stage heater igni 
tion using the torch igniting 
principle. 

Heater output is 250,000 Btu., and 
“adequate heating is super-important 
to TCA, flving in the weather we do,” 
the company says 
e The carrier will test the Scintilla 
miniature, high-energy heater ignition 
vstem as soon as it becomes available 
An equivalent British system, made by 
Rotax and a Lodge plug, will 
ilso be tested. TCA has the British 
ystem, but has not yet installed it 

e Emergency lighting chosen by TCA 
is the Venner emergency inertia switch 
with light. Feature is a refraction lens 
which diffuses the light rays. The unit 
costs |e than $60 and weighs les: 
than on pound The light’s 
ource is a silver 1] battery. It will 

be installed on all Viscounts and TCA 
is considering installation on its entire 
flect of aircraft. Fngineers have not 
vet decided whether to shine lights on 
the emergency exits or place them over 
thre exits 
e Bendix-Scintilla airborne 
malyzers will be installed on 
flect of Super Constellation: 

All the North Stars and DC-3s ar 
wired for the Scintilla ignition analyzer 
One minor bue giving trouble is oil 
leakage past the oil seal into the 
engine-mounted analyzer timer. But 
TCA has high praise for the analvzer 

that since the tarted 
using analvzer coupled with the insti 
tution of the “new plugs only” philoso 
phy il] dela ‘ 
malfunctions have plummeted 60% 
e TCA uses both three- and four bladed 
propellers on its North Star In the 

three bl ded prop ire in ed on 
Atlantic flights because of slighth 
cruise performance. Four-bladed 

vircraft be 
takeoff 

onstanth 

svstem 

using 

power 

ignition 
TCA’ 

Engineer sAY 

due to ignition svstem 

main 
fran 
be tter 
units are used on domesti 
mse of slighth 

clinb performance 
@ TCA’s Super Constellations will have 
eats for 54 coach passengers and onhk 

9 first-class passengers. “This mean 
that we can treat the latter like littl 
gods,” say TCA spokesmen 
@ Radio equipment identical to Sea 
board and Western’s will be put on 
rCA’s Super Connies. TCA believes 
this to be one of the first examples of 
two airlines (and of different nationali 
ties) agrecing on common equipment 
for their aircraft 

uperior ind 
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| Grumman Widgeon Conversion. Amphibious flying e' featuring 260-h.p. air-cooled, geared engines by Lycoming 

4/ 

Safest offices 

over earth 

~"LYCOM ING 
port, Pa Akeg Brits 

Piper Apache Seats 4. Dependably p red byt | aw led Ly comi 1g engines 

Riley Twin Na: ion Conversion. 4-place executive plone powered by two 150-h.p. air-cooled Lycoming engines. 



AVIATION SAFETY 

CAB Accident Report: 

('y 
Sup 
Wi cl 
it J 
nade 

is! f a rans World Airlin 
(Constellati ittempting j 

Nery i 
llon. | wit \ | hall | I i 
qiuuat rnning o | it port’ 

| captain di ! ! mi from earlier 
model Conn 

Board Criticizes Training of Pilot 

mdi ite fh 
Ih pilot pu 

+} Hh tf 
Civil Acronautics Board nism and it Our 

M| CROUSE-HINDS 

N Automatic Wind Tee 

giver you all 5 features... 

j OPERATOR CONTROL 

AUTOMATIC NO-WIND RETURN 

FREE FLOATING 

AIRPORT LIGHTING 
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a 

Crouse-Hinds Automatic Wind Tee serves as 
a continuous day and night indicator of wind 
direction or preferred landing direction, This 
tee give ou three different settings which the 
operator may select by remote control from the 
tower 

1. Operator Control: The tee may be 
rotated during low wind periods to the desired 
position the rotation switch on the control 
panel located in the control tower 

2. No-Wind Return: During low wind 
periods the tee is automatically driven to the 
predetermined no-wind position the preferred 
landing direction, usually the longest runway. 

‘ 

3. Free Floating: The tee can be made 
free floating, responding only to the flow of air, 
by a switch on the control panel 

switches f 
trolling the tee operation The panel a 

The control panel provide 

cludes the selsyn position indicator which 
the actual position of the tee at all time 

\ standard Free Floating Wind Tee 
without the remote control feature can also be 
furnished 
Tetrahedron conversion: Existing 

tetrahedrons can be easily converted to wind 
tees by installing Crouse-Hinds Type WT body 
on the tetrahedron base 

Wind tees are one of the hundred 
the complete line of airport lightin 
all buile to Crouse-Hinds high 
itv, from the finest materials by 
workmen. 

Write for additional information 

CROUSE-HINDS COMPANY 
Syracuse 1, N.Y. 

Bos 

use Hinds Company of Canada, Li 

FLOODLIGHTS ° CONDULETS * TRAFFIC SIGNALS 

runway, t 
NO Wyre 

tHE ACCIDENT 
[rans World Airlines’ Flight No. 35 

crashed during an emergency landing at Fal 
lon, Nev ibout 1853 PSI Dec. 7, 1952 
Ihe aircraft 1 Lockheed Model 1049 
N 6904C, 
were no personal injuries 

was extensively damaged. There 

HISTORY OF THE FLIGHI 
Flight No. 35 originated at New York In 

ternational Airport (Idlewild), for San Fran 
cisco, Calif., with one stop at ( hicago, Hl. 
Ihe first leg of the flight was routine and at 
Chicago the crew was changed, according 
to schedule 

Ihe new crew consisted of Capt. Irving S 
Kravitz, First Officer J. S. Hager, Flight Fen 
gineer HE. L. Burns, and Hostesses Loi 
Farley and Jacqueline Smith 

Departure from Chicago was at 1020 
ibout 20 minutes behind schedule, due to a 
ervicing delay. There were 35 passenger 
Clearance was in accordance with Instru 
ient Flight Rules. The aircraft's center of 

gravity was within prescribed limits and its 
gross weight was 117,802 Ib. ‘This compares 
with an authorized maximum of 120,000 Ib 
nd an allowable weight of 118,000 Ib. for 

the runway used 
The flight proceeded in routine manner 

until near Lovelock, Nev., when, at about 
1740 and at an altitude of 16,000 feet MSI 
(mean sea level), a complete power loss was 
experienced from No. 3 engine. While the 
flight engineer was attempting to restart 
that engine it overspeeded. The captain 
then reduced lirspeed to about 170 mph 
and No. 3 propeller was feathered. Weather 
it Reno, about 95 miles ahead, was 2,000 
feet scattered, overcast at 20,000 feet. San 
Francisco weather, about 260 miles ahead 
was 20,000 feet and 10 miles 

Capt. Kravitz decided to continue on three 
engines to San Francisco, the destination 
Shortly, the flight passed abeam and a few 
miles to the north of the Naval Auxiliary Ain 
Station at Fallon, Nev. The crew noted that 
weather conditions there were good 

About 25 minutes after the failure of No 
3 engine, No. 4 engine failed. Power could 
not be restored, and at 1829 No. 4 propeller 
was feathered and an emergency declared 

At this time the flight was about 10 
minutes east of Reno, Nev., and the weather 
there was checked at once. It was found to 
be 1,500-foot ceiling and 3 miles visibilits 
with snow (below minimums) so the flight 
turned back for Fallon, which was about 40 
miles away 

The flight contacted the CAA radio sta 
tion at Fallon and ascertained the landing 
conditions. These included unlimited ceil 
ing and visibility and a northeast wind of 
five or six miles per hour. This wind w 
nearly aligned with Runway No. 7, which 
was to be used, and which is 7,000 feet in 
leneth 

Fallon Airport is at an altitude of 3,840 
feet MSL, and the flight arrived in the a 
it an altitude of 9.000 feet MIST Th 
captain decided to use wing flaps at the take 
off position while circling Fallon, and sent 
the flight engineer to the cabin to crank the 
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Safe-sealed pump aids flight of the 

FO
EI
NG
 

OF RCEIGHTIERC 

RG-9540 HEATER FUEL PUMP -—<¢ 
hp electric motor driven, weight? less thar 
4 |bs., rated capacity 35 gph at 25 psi dis 
charge. Severa! hundred of these pumps 
have been manufactured for Boeir g 

LEAR-ROMEC “Yim 
Abbe Road, Elyria, Ohio 

Grand Rapids Vivision, Grand Rapids 2, Michigan 
Learcol Division, Los Angeles. California 
Leor, Incorporated, Grand Rapids 2, Michigan 

DRY AIR COMPRESSORS ENGINE DRIVEN FUEL PUMPS 

er may use 
de-icing Extra 

$i 
lustrated, 

"4 
upply of 
ivard 

iby a primary 

of fuel from 

fluid 
luced by 
lor detailed 
if ilog 

the Franlives Y Phys Fh. ‘ 
Venn, wy J 

OTHER 
LEAR -ROMEC 
PRODUCTS: 

Air Motors + Rotary Hand 
Pumps + Fivid Regulator 
Valves + Airborne Air 
Compressors * Centrifu- 
gal and Turbine Pumps 
Camera Vacuum Pumps 
Pneumatic Motors + De- 
hydrators * Absolute 

WATER INJECTION PUMPS Oil TRANSFER PUMPS Pressure Switches 



revolution 

STOCKHOLM 

The Viscount has started a 

revolution in’ medium-range 

flying in a very quiet way. 

By reducing considerably the 

noise and vibration, this tur- 
ee 

<a CVPRUTD boprop airliner makes the 

journey between European capitals a new and 

restful experience. There's littke engine roar in 

the cabin to make conversation an effort — and 

no ‘trred-out’ feeling at the end of the trip. It’s 

a new kind of air travel in the Viscount — one 

of the fine aircraft claiming world attention in 

this vintage year of British flying 

VICKERS 

VISCOUNT ..... 

15 oN ORDER 

| 

| 
| 

flaps down manually Ihe flight engineer 
went to the cabin, but before he was able 
to locate the necessary crank, he was recalled 
to his station when the captain decided to 
dispense with flaps. Meanwhile, the first 
officer had manually pumped down the land 
ing gear which extended fully and wa 
lox ked. 

On orders from the flight deck, the host 
esses had reseated some passengers in accord 
ance with the “Buddy” system for emer 
gency landings. ‘This, briefly, means placing 
an able-bodied-male close to, and alerted to 
help in the evacuation of those who might 
need help, such as infants-in-arms, children 
and elderly people. Passengers seated neat 
emergency exits were briefed in their us 
Six male passengers were reseated near the 
main rear cabin door and instructed in th 
use of the emergency evacuation chute All 
safety belts were tastened and checked 

Previously alerted Navy fire trucks took 
up strategic positions on the airport as the 
aircraft approached Fallon 

The aircraft made contact about 126 teet 
down the runway and at an airspeed of 
ibout 150 mph. Capt. Kravitz immediately 
put the nose wheel on the ground to effect 
steering and attempted to apply brakes. He 
discovered at once that he had neither nos« 
wheel steering nor brakes. The hand pump 
selector valve was set on “Brakes the brake 
sclector valve was left on “Normal” and the 
fist officer used the hand pump in an at 
tempt to get hydraulic pressure 

Almost concurrently the captain placed 
Nos. 1 and 2 propellers in reverse pitch. ‘The 
aircraft veered to the left and off the runway. 
Propeller controls were moved to restore 
forward pitch on Nos. 1 and 2 propellers 
The aircraft continued to the left of the 
runway, into soft dirt, through a ditch two 
and one-half feet deep and through several 
piles of gravel. The right wing with the right 
landing gear was torn from the fuselage at 
the wing fillet. A part of the right empen 
nage was torn free as it passed over the 
right wing. 

As the right wing stub dragged on the 
ground the aircraft swerved to the right. It 
came to rest a short distance beyond on its 
nose wheel, left main wheel and the aft 
part of the fuselage. The crash occurred 
after dark at 1553; all airport lighting facili 
ties functioned properly 

Fire trucks were along side the aircraft 
within a matter of seconds and prevented a 
possible fire by applying fire extinguisher 
(Foamite) at places where fire might develop. 
Lhe cabin lights had gone out but the emer 
gency lights were turned on manually and 
the main cabin door was quickly opened. 
Because of the aircraft's tail low attitude 
the bottom ot the door was close to the 
ground. This allowed most of the occupants 
to leave fron: that door without need of 
ladders or chutes. The other occupants left 
through the forward righthand door via 
chut The entire evacuation was orderly 
and lasted about two minutes despite the 
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F-94C 
Starfire 

The World's 

Brainiest Airplane 

...controlled by radar 

WHERE INCO NICKEL ALLOYS ARE 

Up it goes—carrying pilot and radar operator to USED IN THE F-94C 
bomber-lane invasion heights of 45,000 feet. Then the Engine and Airframe 
electronic brain ol this intere eptor takes over guides 

the plane at speeds exceeding 600 mph locks on Alloys are used for jet engine parts and insulation 
target aims and fires twenty-four 2.75 in. rockets to withstand elevated temperatures and stress; air 
from the nose behind the radar hood — another twenty frame parts to endure shock and vibration fatigue 

Nickel 
1 his Is Lockheed ’s new H 9 Starhre. powered by park piug parts 

four stand by in special wing pods 

Pratt & Whitney aircraft's J-18 turbojet engine and ‘ 
; Monel 

afterburner. I< packing the latest radar to find the 
; Lock wire for castellated nuts enemy at night in storms anytime, protecting our . g Small fuel line tubing 

“K’" Monel 
Fuel nozzles 

coast and borders from bomber mvasion 

Inco Nickel and Nickel Alloys in vital parts contribute 
to the Starfire’s performance 

Inconel ' 
Wherever corrosion resistance, heat resistance, <trength Fire wall 
and ductility are needed, its a good bet that Inco Gaskets 
Nickel or an Inco Nickel Alloy has been used Tail insulation pipe 

Ste Cabin heater parts 
Inco’s Technical Service Division has a vast amount of 
research and service data available to enable engineers Nimonic” 75 
to specify the alloy with the right properties for each t 
job. Write them. #f the Siarfire Inco Nicxel 

ised for lead wires, vacuum THE INTERNATIONAL NICKEL COMPANY, INC 
67 Wall Street New York 5. N. Y 

Inco Nickel Alloys tu, 
MONFI eR MONELe UK MONFL © “R 

s VONELeINC ONE e1\c Ont 
INCONET \ erNcoLoy e\IMONE > sar, corrosion, and heat special 
NICKEL e LOW CARBON WAL eD 

per wires through wire walls 
ignetic instrument parts, con 

r ferrules, R-F shielding gas 

| is used in a variety of other 
ved strength and toughness; 

and electrical characteristics. 
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SPRACO ¥4 PRODUCTS 

(?) 
J 
( 

FUEL INJECTION NOZZLES 

SPECIALISTS IN DESIGN AND PRODUCTION 

SPRAY ENGINEERING COMPANY 

ENGINEERS AND MANUFACTURERS 

108 CENTRAL STREET~ SOMERVILLE 45, MASS. 

wire harness bands 

Wires can be added or replaced one- 

, handed, without removing the bands. 

Spring tension prevents accidental opening. 

Resilient, moisture-proof lining insulates 

wires, cushions them against chafing. Lining 

will not pull loose. Illustration shows band 

with swivel-type attaching clip. Other types 

available for mounting with rivet, snap- 
- 

fastener or snap-on clip. Made in standard 

sizes from 844" to 2” diameter 

Monadnock, with a wealth of O NA Dp N OC K 
fastening expertence, wu elcomes inquiries 
from manufacturers who seek reliable ILL San Leandro 
development and production facilities. Colifornie 

subsidiary of UNITED-CARR FASTENER CORP, 

fact that the aircraft's attitude—tipped later 
ally down about 30 degrees to the right and 
also tipped down aft—created somewhat ad 
verse conditions in reaching the exits 

INVESTIGATION—PARE | 

POWERPLANTS 
Nos. 3 and 4 engines were disassembled 

Vhis model engine has two cam drive gear 
trains for each of the front and rear row 
cam kach train consists of a drive, inter 
mediate and pinion gear. ‘Teeth of the 
intermediate gears of both front cam gear 
trains of both of these engines had failed 
causing immediate and full power loss. Other 
gears in these drive trains suffered damage 
to a lesser degree These engines had ac 
cumulated a total time since new of 52:43 
hours and 31:27 hours, respectively. ‘The 
failures appear to have been due to the d 
sign, the manufacturing and the inspection 
of these gears. The specific cause of th 
teeth breakage was the faulty configuration 
and/or the surface finish of roct radii of the 
tecth. 

Phere had been similar failures, previously 
in other engines of this model. As a result 
the engine manufacturer had started, prior to 
this accident, a modification program to 
incorporate a four-pimnion cam drive for the 
original two-pinion drive. Its purpose is to 
distribute the load and thus lessen the stress 
on individual gears. 

Currently, the engine manufacturer has a 
four-part program aimed at eliminating o 
minimizing the subject tvpe of gear failure 
as follows 

1. Continuing the change to a four-pinion 
cam drive 

2. Increasing the backlash limit on all 
gears in the cam drive train from .006 in 
O10 in. to .O10 in.-.016 in. and also reduc 
ing the height of the teeth of the small cam 
drive pinion further to insure against tooth 
interference at meshing conditions 

3 Incorporating an .O80-in. 45-deg. cham 
fer on both ends of the teeth of th mn 
ring gear to improve the load distribution on 
the cam ring gear teeth 

+. Strengthening the gears of the entire 
train as much as possible within the present 
f<rging limits of the parts. This part of the 
program is the most complicated and will 
require at least six months before parts are 
available 

Operators using the subject model engine 
we currently making continuous frequent 
checks of oil sumps where evidence of gear 
failure (gear teeth or parts of teeth) may be 
found. ‘This failure was similar in nature to 
some 46 other instances of failure of the cam 
drive gears in the same model engine ex 
perienced in operation by two U. S. carriers 
md one by the aircraft manufacturer during 
test 

A study and analysis of the Type Test 
Inspection Report of the subject engine 
Wright Acronautical Division 975 C1IS80BI 
revealed that a failure of the cam gear had 
occurred during the CAA-observed 150-hour 
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type certification test along with several 
other failures of major components of a na- 
ture that would render engine operation 
unreliable. In all cases of the reported pri- 
mary failures the manufacturer furnished an 
explanation as to the cause and indicated 
corrective measures which were being initi- 
ated. Notwithstanding the various failures 
which occurred during the type certification 
test, including failure of the crankcase, the 
rear supercharger section, the clutch support 
housing, an exhaust valve spring and the 
cam ring gear, the engine received its ap- 
proval without any penalty tests as author- 
ized by CAR 13.21 (h) (2), Aug. 1, 1949 
which was effective at the time. Section | 
CAR 13.21 (h) (2) reads: 

“If any part shows evidence of fatigue 
cr impending failure or is otherwise 
not in a condition for safe operation, 
the engine will not be considered satis 
factory unless appropriate corrective 
measures are taken and proven satisfac- 
tory by suitable testing: provided, that 
the Administrator may accept other 
substantially equivalent proof.” 
The CAA certificated the engine, without 

further testing to prove the corrective meas 
ures, by accepting what it considered equiva 
lent proof in the form of identical gears 
satisfactorily run in several other but differ 
ent model engines. 

INVESTIGATION—PART HI 

HYDRAULIC SYSTEM AND 
CREW TRAINING 

It may be pertinent here to explain some 
of the facts concerning the hydraulic system 
of the Lockheed Model 1049. Each of the 
four engines has a hydraulic pump. Those | 
on Nos, 1 and 2 engines furnish jointly (or | 
individually, in the event of failure of either 
Nos. 1 or 2 engines) hydraulic pressure to 
supply boost for the aircraft's flight controls 
and for certain other purposes. This is | 
known as the primary hydraulic system. 

Pumps on Nos. 3 and 4 engines furnish 
jointly (or individually, in the event of fail 
ure of cither Nos. 3 or 4 engines) hydraulic 
pressure to effect wheel braking, nose wheel 
steering, wing flap motion, landing gear 
extension or retraction, and certain other 
purposes. This is known as the secondary 
hydraulic system. It can supplement the 
primary hydraulic system but the reverse is 
not possible 

If Nos. 3 and 4 engines are inoperative 
there is no means of obtaining nose wheel 
steering, wing flaps must be cranked down 
manually, and landing gear must be lowered 
with the hydraulic hand pump. However 
normal wheel braking can still be effected by 
pressure from two accumulators instantly 
available by merely positioning the brake 
selector valve from “Normal” to “Emer 
cencyv.”” ‘TWA’s Model 749 Lockheeds had 
two positions for the brake selector valve 
marked “Accumulator #1” and “Accurmula 
tor #2,” enabling the crew to divert pres 
sure from the hand pump to either accumu 
lator as needed simultaneously supplying 
pressure directly to the brakes commensurate 
with the demand 

Lockheed’s Airplane Operating Manual 
for the 1049 aircraft, which has CAA ap 
proval and was aboard the aircraft, includes 
the following relative to emergency use of 
brakes 
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GREAT NEW CONTINENTALS 

Here’s What They Provide: 

ITY reflecting more than 50 years’ 

engine-building experience. 

for maximum ease of installation, 

adjustment and repair. 

adapting them to modern air- 

frame design. 

...and like every Continental, they're backed by estab- 

lished parts and service facilities all over the world. 

For free bulletins with full specifications, performance curves and installation 

diagrams, address: 

[ontinental Motors [orporation 

Aircraft Fngine [ivision 

MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN 



f. BRAKES, EMERGENCY OPERA 
TION ... 

(2) The brakes may be applied in the 
following ways: 

(a) On secondary hydraulic system 
brake selector in NORM. 

(b) On secondary hydraulic system 
brake selector in FMER 

(c) With secondary hydraulic system 
inoperative, brake selector in 
EMER., pressure supplied by ac 
cumulators ...” 

[he accumulators, mentioned above, were 
noted by the crew to be fully charged 
(1,500-1,700 pounds per square inch) prior 
to landing. It was also found that they were 
nearly charged when checked a few days 
after the accident. 

The proper braking procedure, therefore 
as stated under (2) (c) above, was to have 
piaced the brake selector on “Emergency.” 
This was not done, the captain attempting 
to obtain braking pressure from the hand 
pump rather than from his fully charged 
and instantly available accumulators. These 
accumulators store enough for 10 full appli 
cations of brakes if the system is free of air 
in practice, with the system not completely 
bled, there are at least six brake applications 
available. 

Before landing at Fallon the crew went 
through the company’s cockpit check list for 
normal operation. It did not have emer 
gency braking procedures specified, although 
the manufacturer's 1049 check list on the 
engineer's table included abbreviated emer 
gency braking procedures. In the subject 

| model aircraft, the flight engineer’s station 
tet EW IDEA hy tha BA E A 4% U Pe E BA ‘ NT is several feet aft of the two pilot seats and 

at right angles to them. Thus the flight 
engineer cannot readily see either the ac 

° 25 cumulator pressure gauge or the brake se 
Can they help you improve your products , lector valve. The positioning of the brake 

selector valve is primarily a pilot function 
; . 4 On this model aircraft the flight engineer 

| yore ON STRESS, strain, vibrat ion and ot her has no specific duties in connection with us« 
— . : of the emergency braking system—during an 

characteristics can help you improve the design ensiamner ke ats epen the exphdate ante: 

and performance of your products. Brush instru- Therefore, the flight engineer would have 
: : | had no reason to believe, or wav of knowing 

ments h elp you get design and operating data that the emergency braking system was not 
eisai ; w ons ; wr ; ay ee | being utilized properly.‘ 
asily and quickly. The applications of these instru- On board the aircraft was TWA’s Oper 

ments, and many new ideas that may help solve ating Manual for Constellations, but it ap- 
; plied primarily to the two earlier models. 

your particular measurement problems, are pre- At the time of this accident TWA’s Operat- 
se > o - i ee ve , er ase ad ing Manual for the Model 1049 did not 
ented in this new booklet “Instruments for Modern saccades Miaiiaiadiiadian ‘allie tn ceemnieeilh Gale 

Measurements”. Send for your free copy today. ing under the subject condition. TWA was 
< . ’ in the process of bringing this manual up 

to date for the Model 1049. However, there 
was a Lockheed operating manual and check 

‘ , : list for the Model 1049 aboard the aircraft 
BRUSH ELECTRONICS MAN 5 They contained explicit emergency braking 

f ; procedures that if followed would have pro 
vided normal braking 

ANALYSIS—PART I 
POWER PLANTS 

Obvious!y the pertinent provision of the 
CONTENTS BRUSH ELECTRONICS COMPANY, DEPT. KK-9 CAR applicable to the subject engine gives 
a au 3405 Perkins Avenue, Cleveland 14, Ohio the Administrator full authority to judge 

ectr cai: vasurements ; Pinal oi M os 4 Epoase send free copy of “Instruments for . whether or not penalty runs and replace 
cal Measurements Modern easurement . shied pe aa ment of parts during the endurance tests urface Measurements . ; \ 

Resistance -Welding Name should be required. Tt appears that the Ad 
xcs agate . Company ministrator’s judgment in the case of the 
itrasont nergy pplications Title 

Electro-Acoustical Ad ie | } k list w , r ne aide er 
Measurements Address ots " a ; : a 

Teatile Measurements City 
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ooo @ precision industry 

To serve this great industry a manufacturer must 

maintain the best and most modern equipment 

available, operate it with skilled craftsmen, and use every 

existing method of tightening specifications 

and cutting production costs. Indiana Gear is such 

a manufacturer—a company of craftsmen producing 

fine quality transmissions and actuators for industry. 

2S 

This is the control panel room in |. G. W.'s 
ultra modern heat-treating department -- 
one of the contributing factors to Indiana 
Gear's unique ability to create hard-to- 

5 14 \ 4 

oS 

make parts to exacting specifications. | N ) A N A ( E A i 

44 7, 

INDIANA GEAR WORKS, INC; + INDIANAPOLIS 7, IMDIAMA 
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f rif f sof 
a [ j 0) | {; i ) Important News of Aviation subject engine was questionable and did not 

s aX I®) & Industrial Test Equipment lead to appropriately conservative action 
og: = since his judgment was based on the fact 
i ' | oes - that parts identical to the failed parts had 

————__ : withstood the endurance tests when in 
~ é, stalled and tested on other engines but of a 

% & & : 4 different model 
a ; i. : \s a matter of fact, engineering opinion 

is that local conditions of operation of dif 
ferent type engines, including what appear: 
to be minor design changes and/or addi 
tious, may have an unforseen effect upon the 
reliability of individual components of the 
engine. A review of the service history of 
the subject model engine definitely indicate 
that the corrective measures which wer 
initiated by the manufacturer subsequent t 
the type test were wholly inadequat 

‘ ANALYSIS—PART I 
“pln, . | HYDRAULIC SYSTEM AND CREW 

 ¢ : PRAINING 
Ve d ¥: . mI The aircraft's secondary hydraulic system 

. s . “‘—r> ymupletely lost its source cf energ Greer Stationary Hydraulic Accessories Test Stand, shown here at Lockheed’s Georgia « saptoats Perce - ssr* ie "BY with the cathering of Nos. 3 an’ 4 propeller How plant, provides a shop-type machine to fully check the performance of hydraulic sys- ' 
ver, there was 1 If g oO t tem accessories including system pump at flow rates to 20gpm, pressures to 3400psi. eats is no malfunctioning of that 

hydraulic system as such, nor was there mal 
unchoning of any component of that hy 

Why D
oes Lo

ckheed
 Aircraf

t = ="
 Se 

es * |} inism was not used 

Test with Greer Equipment? =o" yee ne hould have done, and as would have been 
proper and successful, with predecessor typ 
Lockheeds (Models 049 and 749) on which 
he was highly experienced. His experien 
on Lockheed Constellations was: On Model 

standard 049, 3,524:01 hours; on Model 749, 310:04 
hours, and on Model 1049, 104:10 hours 

Company, famous builders of His transition training for the Model 1049 
Constellations and many military air- call or write Greer’s engineering de- included four days of ground training and 
craft, choose Greer Test Equipment. partment. Men with experience you four hours of flight. ‘This flight training in 

Greer points to an unequalled record could never match are waiting to go to cluded a landing and braking with Nos 
for service to the aircraft industry. A| work on your problem. me ¢ propeners windlling end coun quently with the secondary hydraulic system 
reputation that guarantees complete operative furnishing idequate braking pre 
ag a carne that __ | sure without use of the accumulators 
reads like a‘ Os 1 6OT aviation. 

Pioneers in test equipment, Greer fo ) i ' , ‘ ! | ) } | | } ’ (\ + =. all ' was not used can rest only in the fact that 

Why does almost any aircraft builder you can name test with Greer? 

Because the entire industry knows it letterhead for free copy) will reveal 
can depend on Greer. It’s as simple as a remarkable selection of 
that. That's why Lockheed Aircraft units for a great variety of test jobs. 

the For out-of-ordinary requirements, 

The reason the emergency braking system 

has more recently aroused industry ] the company’s transition training to Model 
in that it did not em wide interest by furthering the stand- Q / 1049's was omissive 

\ TEST E UIPMENT sufficiently the difference in the ot ardization of test equipment. A study phasize 
of the Greer catalog (write on your operation of emergency brakes. This is evi 

denced by the captain's statement that he 
tried to brake the aircraft with the brake 
selector in the “normal” position whereas it 
should have been in the “emergency” posi 
tion. He demonstrated his unfamiliarity with 
the hvydravlic svstem in that he attempted 
to brake the aircraft immediately upon tonch 
down and then, and only then, did he realize 
that he had no hydraulic pressure on his 
be rke 

Phe captain’s unfamiliarity with the h 
dranlic svstem of the 1049 is further borne 
ut by his statement that immediately after 

touching down he attempted to steer the air 
cratt with the nose wheel On this model 
aircraft a loss of secondary hydraulic pressure 

Greer Dual Fuel Booster Pump Test Stands, shown on left, provide test components 
for checking run-in and performance on two fuel pumps simultaneously with flows up 
to 60,000pph and pressures to 100psi. Greer Fuel Pump and Accessories Test Stand, 
on right, checks all fuel components with flows to 300gpm and pressures to 800psi. 

Greer Hydraulics Inc. 454 Eighteenth Street, Brooklyn 15, New York 
Field Offices: 1908 West Cermak Road, Chicago, Hlinois * 25 South Main Street, Dayton, Ohio 
2832 East Grand Boulevard, Detroit, Michigan ¢ and sales representatives in all principal cities 
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results in loss of nose wheel steering 
Since the company’s own operating man 

ual for the 1049 was not complete and did 
not include emergency braking procedures 
the company should have specifically in 
structed crews to use the Lockheed operating 
manual and check list, aboard the aircraft 
which did contain the correct procedures 
Had these latter been followed, the accident 
would probably have been avoided. 

Although the company may be criticized 
for not issuing the aforementioned specific 
instructions relative to the new model air 
craft, this in itself does not relieve the cap 
tain of his responsibility of assuring himself 
that he is thoroughly familiar with the air 
craft he commands, its systems and their 
proper use, 

Of course the circumstances of this acci 
dent were extremely unusual, It was at night, 
on an airport with which the crew was not 
familiar and with two engines on the same 
ide stopped and with their propellers feath 

cred—a highly unusual contingency. Put 
ting the aircraft on the runway as short as 
Capt. Kravitz did was a creditable perform 
mice 

The Board also desires to commend both 
stewardesses for the most efhcient manner 
i whic h the VY cari d ‘ ut the Lf ibin cmc 
genev proce dures 

FINDINGS 

On the basis of all available evidence the 
Board finds that 

1. All required certificates relative to the 
company, the aircraft and the crev re 

rront and valid 
2. The CAA type-certificated the subject 

model engine following inadequate proot 
testing of a cam drive that had failed in 
the initial test run 

3 Compk te loss of power from Nos. 3 
and 4 engines forced a landing to be made 
at the Fallon Naval Auviliary Air Station 
Nev 

4. The proper braking procedure was not 
used. 

5. The carrier's transition training of the 
captain to the subject model Lockheed from 
earlier models was not adequate 

6. ‘The aircraft's emergency braking mech 
anism and its source of energy were operable. 

PROBABLE CAUSI 

The Board determined that the probable 
cause of this accident was improper use of 
the emergency braking system during the 

This land 
ing was necessitated by complete loss of 
course of an emergency landing 

power from the Nos. 3 and 4 engines du 
to the failure of their cam drive gears. 

A contributing factor was inadequacy of 
the company’s Lockheed 1049 transition 
traming program trom the former model 
aircraft concerning the difference in emer 
gency procedures. 

By the Civil Aeronautics Board 

/s/- Oswald Ryan 

/s/- Harmar D. Denny 

/s/_— Josh Lee 

/s/ Joseph P. Adams 

/s/- Chan Garnes 
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use Powkle Featune” 

INSULATING 

TUBING TURBOTUF 

AND SLEEVING 

ee ee ee ee] 

SAVE SPACE 

sulating tubing and sleevir 
table for insulation demands of Classes 

« equally 
Separate A & B inventories 

Easily the most economic commercial use . . 
and ideally s 
unnecessary -—— space and dollars saved when you use 

Easily the finest insulat ng tubing and sleeving Meets ng specifications for durable 
resistance to icy or sweltering temperatures ... made of superior materials to give long 
wear — won't crack, bend, chip, or peel under rigorous abrasion . . . excellent pliability — 
can be knotted, bent, tugged at, stamped or springs back in perfect condition . . . easier 
to handle because of its uniformity ... won't fray... not affected by oils, alcohols 

! i alkalies and weak acids high dielectric strength and long life. 

PROTECT YOUR EQUIPMENT — SAVE MONEY — GET ‘’DOUBLE FEATURE’ TURBOTUF 

TURBO 

The William @UYNDD and Co., Inc. 

Dept. A9-7, Willimantic, Conn., U.S.A., Tel. HArrison 3-1661 

TURBOTUF Insulating Tubing and Sleeving * TURBO Insulated Wires + 
Wire Markers Extruded Tubing Varnished Saturated Sleeving and 
Tubing * Cambric Cloths, Tapes, Papers « Mica 

SALES REPRESENTATIVES IN PRINCIPAL CITIES 
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SCI VILE \ ASSURES 

LOW MAINTENANCE BECAUSE 

iT PERMITS SIMPLICITY 

When operating conditions demand an elec- 
trical connector that will stand up under the most 
rugged requirements, always choose Bendix 
Scinflex Electrical Connectors. The insert mate- 
rial, an exclusive Bendix development, is one 
of our contributions to the electrical connector 
industry. The dielectric strength remains well f ELECTRICAL 
above requirements within the temperature range pa CONNECTOR 
of —67°F to +275°F. It makes possible a design ‘ 
increasing resistance to flashover and creepage. 
It withstands maximum conditions of current and 
voltage without breakdown. But that is only part 
of the story. It’s also the reason why they are 
vibration-proof and moisture-proof. So, naturally, 
it pays to specify Bendix Scinflex Connectors and 
get this extra protection. Our sales department 
will be glad to furnish complete information ELECTRICAL CONNECTORS 
on request. 

ER Serer een nmeen se nencmenen 

* Moisture-Proof * Radio Quiet « Single Piece SCINTILLA MAGNETO DIVISION of 
Inserts © Vibration-Proof «+ Light Weight « High SIDNEY, NEW YORK 
insulation Resistance © High Resistance to Fuels : aveatooe tee 
and Olls « Fungus Resistant « Easy Assembly Expert Seles: Bendix international Division, 72 Fifth Avewms, New York 11, M. 7. 
and Disassembly « Fewer Parts than any other tide. 65 yey pang Re we ae [tending emg ve 1. Wiseounte Cennedeor © No additional solder required. Avenve, Milwaukee, Wisconsin © 582 Markel Street, Sen Honsieen 4, Califerale 

The Finest 

MONEY CAN 
BUY! 

~INSERTS DESIGNED BY SPECIALISTS 

SF 

~- CAST-IN — ~ INSTALLED — 
~ CAST-IN — e P Series NAR Regular = CAST.IN - 

Series NP ' Nico-Lok Series NN Boll-Locking & Selt-Locking Series RNB Replaceable 
Self-Locking Replaceable 

DO A BETTER Jos... 

UAT Mast Mle) oMearctll Mlel mista -lalel-lo Otel tat Matst-ta-Bt Mele -Maledsl Metst hk 4-33 
Newton“ Threaded Steel Inserts and Studs. Designed by men who are 

FD orteitottt it MbcMis- Mit} (: MM ol deleltin lots Mo Ms (> (lele meo(-b oll lo MioMicl Beuleselttiotaists 
of the world's finest fasteners, Newton Regular and Self-Locking Inserts 

and Studs are built to give longer, stronger service, lower cost 
and with a minimum of installation time. No matter what your application 

problem may be, a Newton Engineer is ready to assist you 
, 

Write teday for information on the full line of Wewton 
veret testsMetele Mitel jie) (Clo gol-Me bet tat Mesele Metin let | 

Series SR Studs *Patents Pending 

Newton Inserts and Studs are speci 1321 EAST 17TH STREET Poae® nse 
fied for practically all modern aircraft 
and in missiles, rockets, gyros, radar LOS ANGELES 21 ‘Cor 
and jettisonable tanks fe mpan 

CALIFORNIA” 3 
we 



Stainless Ducts Deliver 

Compressed Air on F-102 

Solar Airc 
ing stainl 
Convair s 
Lhe ducts carry 
bled from the jct 
various auxilian 
Ducts made of alumimum have been un 
ible to take the high heats, Solar sa: 

Irend toward ompre¢ ed au 
lieu of 

aris on the 

raft Co. is now manutactur 
teel 

ty delta-wing jet, the 
hot, compre 
engine to drive the 

on the aircraft 

ducting for 1 

aevice 

, . 
pOowc! ource ill hydraul ( i 
clectrical 
Solar 

up wily 
report 1 hic 

up to 500] 
turbines which sup 

ply system power to operate bomb-bay 
doors, brakes and landing gear—among 
other functions in late model aircraft 

Solar has also manufactured ducting 
for the Boeing B-47 and Convair B 
bombers and the ¢ 

Solar Aircraft Co., 2200 Pacif 
San Diego, Calit 

cempre ed air, at 
temperature when it leave 
the engin ope! it 

150 cargo plane I 

High Vapor-Liquid Ratios 

No Bother to Booster Pump 

A submerged-type fuel booster pump 
designed to handle high vapor-liquid 
ratios at extreme altitudes ha 
troduced by Hydro-Aire, In 

(he pump has the ability to recover 
ifter electric powel failure at altitude 

high as 70,000 ft., Hvdro-Aire claim 
Also, when it ha uncovered for 
hort perl ds in the tank and exposed 

to air, it h unmediately re overed at 
iltituck > to 62.500 ft.. the ce 

report 

been in 

be cl 

inp 111 

he pump itd 
depr ( i} 
Under all 
ing the pump leave 

ondition 
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Low-Temperature Grease 

Aids High-Altitude Flight 

AI rease Will 
ratt a 
from 

meet I ! t LLITCIIN 
, ben | t Mii A Si iid 

quipme nt h 

Portable Kit Simplifies 

( vompass Corrections 

to the 

E.E. or 

PHYSICS GRADUATE 

mth an interest 
or erperience tn 

RADAR o, 

ELECTRONICS 

Hughes Research and 
Development Laboratories, one 
of the nation's large electroni 
organizations, are now creating a 
number of new openings inan 
important phase of operations 

Here is 
what one of 
these 
positions offe rs 
You 

OUR COMPANY 
located in Southern California, is presently 
engaged in the development of advanced 

electronic computers and radar devices, 
guided missiles 

THESE NEW POSITIONS 
are for men who will serve as technical ad 
visors to the companies and government 
agencies purchasing Hughes equipment 

YOU WILL BE TRAINED 
(at full pay) in our Laboratories for several 
months until you are thoroughly familiar 
with the equipment that you will later help 
the Services to understand and properly 
employ 

AFTER TRAINING 
you may (1) remain with the Laboratories 
in Southern California in an instruction of 
administrative capacity, (2) become the 
Hughes representative at a company where 
our equipment is being installed, or (3) be 
the Hughes representative at a military base 
in this country—or (single men 
only). Adequate traveling allowances are 
given, and married men keep their families 
with them at all times 

YOUR FUTURE 
in the expanding clectronics field will be 
enhanced by the all-around experience 

As the employment of commercial 
electronic systems increases, you will find 
this training in the most tech 
niques extremely valuable. 

overseas 

gained 

advanced 

How 
to 
apply 

lf you are under 35 years of age 
and have an E.E. or Physics 
legree and an interest or 
experience in radar or electronics, 

write 

o HUGHES 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
LABORATORIES 
Seventific and Engineering Staff 
Culver City, 
Los Angeles ¢ county, California 



HITTING A NEW HIGH 

IN ACCURACY! 

Sweeney 
transducers 

embody new scientific ~ 
A advancements. For the first ~ 

time response is only about the 
- _ intended axis of sensitivity. Specific- 

ally developed to meet ultimate require: 
ments of all contemporary scientific projects 

inductive Type Pres- 
sure Transducer. Mea- 
sures differential, gage 
or absolute pressures 
having a resolution 
jactor of .06 per cent 
or better. Due to low 
mass system, trans 
verse accelerations 
are practically nil 

roation 

~ 
~~ 

inductive Type Linear 
Accelerometer, Elimi 
nates erroneous re 
sponses introduced by 
components of angular 

Insensitive to 
vibrations about unin 
tended axes 
and reliable 
and light 

Rugged 
yet amali 

Accelerometer (Self- 
Generating). Small 
compact unit with out 
put voltage of approxi 
mately 2 volts plus or 
minus 5 g's. High tem 
perature characteris 
tics of 550°F if needed 
range of instrument 

to suit customers’ 
specifications 

Secisciehidsbnintictninidipmiiionniaients 

let us prove fo you 
the superiority of our 
instruments 
wire or phone ws 
today and explain 
your specific instru- 
ment problem or send 
specifications 

Write, 

Instrument Division 

SWEENEY 
ENGINEERING 
CORPORATION 
3825 Willat Avenue 
Dept. A-1 
Culver City, Calif 
Phone: TExas 0-5349 

: 

| 

Do you like 

AVIATION WEEK..? 

Want to read it 

every week? 

Subscribe today. Just fill in this order 

form and leave the rest to us. 

To—AVIATION WEEK, 

330 West 42nd St., N. Y. C. 36 

Please send me AW for the term checked 
below 

1 yr. $6” 2 yrs. $9* 

Payment enclosed 

3 yrs. $12” 

Bill me later 
(* Rates quoted are for U. S. and Possessions only) 

Name 

Home 
Address Business 

State City Zone 

Company Name 

Title or Position 

NOTE: Subscriptions are solicited only from persons hav- 
ing @& commercial or professional interest in aviation 

HIGH-eressure ° HIbl-remperature 

V fe a a ee Bo! ee 

2480 8. SAN FERNANDO BLVD. 

BURBANK, CALILORAIA 

Put White-Keat 

Gases “Jo Work 

PROPERLY DESIGNED HIGH-PRES- 
SURE AND HIGH-TEMPERATURE 
DUCT SYSTEMS WILL CONVERT 
HIGHLY COMPRESSED GASES INTO 
CONTROLLED POWER. 

STAINLESS STEEL PROD 
accent is on 

In the 
UCTS plant the 
engineering. Engineering know 
how designed, built and 
tested this duct unit that will con 
trol the pyential power in the 
hior pre : 

white 
sure and high-temper 

éture heat gases that are 
discharged from TURBO-PROP 
motors 

( 

Je 

limited number of ref 
hich the aircraft must 
nd exactly aligned 

Lhe new tem pern 
D moved 
nother, within a rough approximation 
(he plane’s movement 1 directly tran 
mitted to the pelorus dial indicator 

available at any point 

its the 

from one beat 

ind 
i fixed bearing 1s 
here it 
I he 

pcloru 

comes to rest 
plane is hooked 

ground 
track that 1 

ured to the underside of th 
fuselage along its longitudinal 
Attachment provision involve 

the installation of two Rivn 
plane The tra 

liding 
vernent of 
Vid fle xible 
haft connect 

ind a 

base on the 
be Ihr 1 36-in tem 

ly se 

urcraft 

il ind 

oru base 
itor 

hi h operate i radio 
indy ind or 

Phe radio compa 
the PEL: 

ind 
che tool 

which the air 
compared 

is reference 
information 

kout 

LIVES 
he img 
onvenient 

plane, against 
pass can be 

Che kit is supplied 
stem to facilitate 

pt rsons on 

with an intercom 
communications be 
the ground and in 
maller set, without 
radio compas also 

the lightplane 

tween 
the airplane. A 
this feature or the 
is being readied for 
market. 

Eastern 
W. 54 St., 

Air Navigation Service, 157 
New York 

ALSO ON THE MARKET 

Hypalon, new du Pont synthetic rubber, 
withstands high temperatures over long 

Was found 
exposure to 275F for two 

Material is suitable for spark 
ind other high-heat applica 
du Pont de Nemours and 

Wilmington 98, Del 

periods—in one test ervice 
able atter 
months 
plug boots 
tions.—FE. I 
Co., In 

Aircraft and engine parts get protection 
gainst corrosion and rough handling 

with Jet-Pak cushioned bag Phe 
with VPI vapor corr 

moisture harml 
need for greasing.—Jet 
Summer Ave., Newarl 

ire lined sion in 
hibitor wh 
ind eliminate 
Pak SOY 

i h r¢ nder 

Special deoxidizing atmosphere prevent 
contact with oxvgen and formation of 
hard refractory scale in extruding 
illo Nitro 
trolled amount. of 
mean ot 

opper 
mixed with con 

liquid Gasflux by 
harged 

hot 
198 

gen 1 

simple rg and di 
» to envelope 

metal as it leave one Gasflux Co 
Wavne St... Mansfic () 

through perforated ring 
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AUTOMATIC 

IVa) Aircraft 

mnt) Controls 

«++ new motor-actuated 

air valves designed for 

high temperatures and pressures 

SLIDING GATE VALVES 

For applications requiring extremely low pressure drops 
of special air flow characteristics. Sizes: 42" to 7” 
Three pound 1%" valve-actuctor osembly with high 
temperature aluminum body shown 

= 4 
el 

—e IRIS VALVES 
BUTTERFLY VALVES 

For low pressure ventilating systems. Utilize Borber- 
Colman lood limit actuators for precision closing of 
vones. Sizes range from 3” to 15". The 8” volve-octua- 
tor ossembly is shown; weight 5% pounds } 

4” butterfly air valve with load limit actuotor is Mustroted. Other 
stondord sizes: 12", 2”, 22", 3” in bolted or cdamp-on types, 
Aluminum bodies also available for lower temperature applications. 

Write for Bulletin F-60211... 

her-Colman Motor-Actuated Aur fl 
Vau request lo Dept 11422 Rock Su 

Mor ford, Iilino 



PRECISION-BUILT BEARINGS 

SPEED MODERN JET PLANES! 
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FINANCIAL 

Giannini Progresses in Avionics 

Company's story 

engineers face before they break through to profits. 

Ihe recent public sale of additional 
shares by G. M. Giannini & Co., Inc., 
spotlights an interesting account of the 
status and development of a leading 
avionics Company. 

This Pasadena, Calif., firm—based on 
engineering ingenuity and its applica- 
tion—has made a number of major con- 
tributions in the avionics field, although 
it is small in terms of financial resources. 
Its development illustrates the difficult 
pioneering effort usually required be 
fore research engineers can attain any 
measure of success. 
> Low Capitalization—Despite the re 
cent public sale of 18,316 shares of 
stock at $12.00 per share with net pro 
ceeds of around $200,000 to the com 
pany, a relatively small capitalization 
prevails. 

There are now 61,353 shares of com- 
mon outstanding, as well as 2,950 
shares of convertible preferred. Each 
share of preferred is convertible into 
12 shares of common. Also outstanding 
are options on 3,247 shares of common, 
exercisable at $1.00 per share. Giving 
effect to the complete conversion and 
the exercise of options, there will be 
100,000 shares of common outstanding 
as the sole equity capitalization. 

Management, as represented by offi 
cers and directors, adjusting for con 
versions and the exercise of options, 
however, can account for about 52,000 
shares of this broadened capitalization 
This confines the ownership interests 
to a relatively closely held group 

Gabriel M. Giannini, founder and 
president of the company, retains a 
total of 25,500 shares or more than one 
fourth of the adjusted capitalization. 
The successful development of the en 
terprise is largely the result of his 
efforts and this ownership interest may 
well represent arduous pioneering diff 
cult to measure and extending over a 
long period of time 
> Early Problems—A review of financial 
results reveals that there were a number 
of years where the survival of the enter 
prise may have been in doubt. For ex 
ample, as recently as 1949 and 1950, 
adjusted net losses for the combined 
two years came to more than $145,000 
on total sales of about $2 million for 
the period. With the company’s rela 
tively limited at the time, 
this was quite a drain 

Improvement was rapid, 

resources 

however 
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illustrates problems that research 

other income in 1951 in 
than two and one-half 

times over 1950 to almost $2.6 million, 
and left the with $263,726 
after excess profits taxes 

and Sale 
cieased more 

company 

increased harply 
$4.7 

For 1952, sales 
igain—this time to million—with 
net mcome of $265,/26 after excess 

About 95 of 1952 sales 
most of the 

con 

prohts taxes 
defense work, 

deliveries being 
tractors for missiles and planes rather 
than directly to the government 
> Current Report—Sales for Jan. | to 
June 21, reported at 2.5 
million with net income of $94,000 
Estimates indicate that for the full year, 
net imcome yround 
$200,000, the prohts 

were for 
made to prime 

1953, are 

may mount to 
influence of exce 

taxes 1 drag 
An interesting idelight 

by virtue of the company being one of 
the holders of a basic patent on atomic 
cnergy known as the Fermi patent for 
which the U.S. Government recently 

$300,000 against outstanding 
claims. G, M. Giannini & Co. holds a 
one-cighth interest in the Fermi patent 

been re 

remaining a 
pre sent 

iwarded 

:ward and this has not as yet 
flected in its 
> Automatic 
Giannini 1 
ment, manufacture, 
ponents for 

current accounts 
Control Components— 
engaged in the develop 

and sale of 
contro] 

with air 

com 
used 
raft 

iutomatu 
principally in connection 
ind guided missile 

It product for the mo 
olution of certain 
onnected with the 

Increasing clo if ind iltitud ot the 
flight of aircraft and guided missile 
and the necessity or advantages of sub 
tituting automatic controls for 

control 
Ihese product 

nt for 

t part, are 
in outgrowth ot the 

] problem technical p1 

human 

instrume 
ponent f flight 
wtomatic fir 
rocating and 
other mot 
( ib n pre 

tem 
ponent 

. maticalls 
ft | irom th 
point, and in flight testin 
> Basic Products—Basi 
clude pressure device ryroscopt 

urbe me obi 

product 

celerometer ind vane ind tempera 
ture gauge hese instruments, when 

ontrol instruments, 
ire represented as capable of acting, 
for example, to return the flight vehicle 

edetermined or desired flight 
itional in 

oupled with other ¢ 

t the p 
| th \ ch hes ine per 
nature 

When coupled to 
ha 

i telemetering sys 
radio), they the 

to a remote pomt of the 
variations in the flight 
either for control at that point or for 

rforman uch as in flight test 
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data 
ng 

Th rat 
on control devices for use m 

centers 
connec 

clopment program 

tion with highspeed, jet-powered trans 
ports, but this type of development 1s 
reported i necessarily low because 

wait the de 
using ve 

must 
primary 

the control devices 
velopment of the 
hicle 

In terms of financial resources, Gian- 
indeed small as an aviation en- 

Ageregate physical assets are 
books at around $2 

effect to the recent 
public financing, net worth is now esti 
mated at around $875,000, equiv ilent 
to $8.75 a on the adjusted capi 
talization converted 

But the accomplishments of the com 
pany in technical deve lopment includ 

ingredient of know 
substantial, and not 

reduced to 

ninhi 3 
terpris¢ 
now carried on the 

Giving million 

hare 
fully 

, , ing the pricetk 
how—are far more 
ways capable of 
imple } ilan r heet terms 

—Selig Altschul 

ATA Asks Repeal 

Of Transport Tax 

Airline . 
repeal next year the 15% 

being 

last month asked Congress to 
transportation 

travel 
World 

» discourage civilian 
cro transports during 

r Il 
D. Durand, Air Transport Assn 
irv and assistant general counsel, 
he House Ways and Means Com 

the government has collected 
on the transportation tax 

the end of World War 

over three-fourths of 
have borne no 
ic underlying 

nse interest 
xpand airlines 
“The penalty 
enacted for 

1 diametrically 
official told 

tax di riminates 
ravel, favoring taxless 

Even for foreign 
ipplies to the whole trip 

includes an intermediate 
continental U. §S., 

if thre 
t p within the 
Dur ijl | note | 



AIR TRANSPORT 

today, gone OCA CANSO AMPHIBIAN lands at lumbering camp, typical “here tomorrow 

yt 

operation, served by the Canadian carrier 

Canadian Airline Serves Migratory Camps 

® Queen Charlotte sets up new dual operation, flying 

scheduled routes and bush flights to floater towns. 

traffie and 

revenues this year will climb to record highs. 

® Carrier reorganizes its system, forecasts 

Vancouver, B. C.—Oucen Charlott 
Airlines ta dual operation m 
Woosten ida, flying scheduled ser 

md operating 
bush theht oO | wns that move 
on rafts aloy Tr isthine 

Othcral a for ist the 
mnization will boost trathe and re 

to the highest ) ik 
the carner began operations in 194 
> Zoned ‘Vrafhe—Key part of thi 1} 

ranization 4 flexible tracture ( | rl nad St 
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honars point irline ¢ hed 
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OUNCT 
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72 
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lo illustrate: OCA ff 
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SU peopl 
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DIVERSE OPERATIONS by OCA are 
Canso amphibian, used during conversion from bush operations to trunkline service 

crvi betw 
take 50 mun 
> Rugged Weather 
th winitc! ( y ind 
mountain TIAL Columbia 
lug? d count } ‘ ( opel 
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Lo 
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® Revenu 
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1} 

tvpified by carrier's DC-3 landplane (left) and 
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BOATS account 
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Airline Subsidies Face 

Major Economy Tests 

Son , , ubsidu will more 
| t! next 12 months than 

th Demo rati Ad 
( neres vrot t} 

1] 
e White Hlouse. \ 

+ Koo 

© Commerce Department 
Nhu 

® (Congress 
' lth 
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Italy Grants Routes 

To U.S.-Backed Line 
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aS ao en i BUSINESS EXECUTIVES! 

@ CHECK THESE QUESTIONS 

lf you can answer “yes” to most of them, 
TI 1 for blood i ly f, you-—-and your company —are doing a needed 

1¢ need tor blood 1s greater than ever, not on y for men job for the National Blood Program 

wounded in combat, but here at home. . . to cure disease, to meet 
HAVE YOU GIVEN YOUR EMPLOYEES TIME 

accidents and disasters, and to prepare for civil defense, OFF TO MAKE BLOOD DONATIONS? 

HAS YOUR COMPANY GIVEN ANY RECOG- 
Our quota can ONLY be met, if those who give keep on NITION TO DONORS 

DO YOU HAVE A BLOOD DONOR HONOR 
ROLL IN YOUR COMPANY 

giving ... regularly! 

/ . J » . ‘ vey a te “Ve . . You CAN give more than once . . . as often as every three months uaue vou aanaeenD 10 wane A Eee. 

with complete personal safety. The more often you give the more often MOBILE MAKE REGULAR VISIT 

you save a life. For every pint of blood you give goes to someone HAS YOUR MANAGEMENT ENDORSED THE 

; . ; ; LOCAL BLOOD DONOR PROGRAM 
who needs it desperately. 

5 HAVE YOU INFORMED EMPLOYEES OF YOUR 
MPANY’'S PLAN Of PERATION 

Remember .. . once is NOT enough. Give blood again and again! 
' . ) AS THIS INFORMATION GIVEN THROUGH p ‘d Cro / : orces O oO! \ 3lood Donor Cente 6 Call your Red Cross, Armed Forces or Community Blood I enter PLAN BULLETIN OR HOUSE MAGAZINE? 

for an appointment to give blood today. . a HAVE YOU CONDUCTED A DONOR PLEDGE 
CAMPAIGN IN YOUR MPANY 

HAVE YOU SFT UP ALIST OF VOLUNTEERS 
50 THAT Err iClENT PLAN AN BE MADE 
FOR SCHEDULING DONOR 

| Remember, as long as a single pint of blood 
may mean the difference between life and 

| death for any American . . . the need for 
blood is urgent! 

gi it agai d agai NATIONAL BLOOD PROGRAM 

. give it again ana again 

O OOOO0O000O 



dents, managing directors, general man 
agers (technical and commercial) and 
two-thirds of the directors must be 
Italian and 60% of the capital must be 
held by citizens of Italy 

Sources in Rome reported last month 
that Trans World Airlines may sell its 
40% holding in LAI (Aviation Werx 
Aug. 10, p. 58) 

I'he companies are under thu hi 
nical supervision of the Air Ministry, 
to which they must submit balanc 
sheets and certain statistical data. The 
Ministry approves the tvpes of aircraft 
purchased by LAI and Alitalia 

Both carriers are ordered to give pi 
ority to Italian sources when purchasing 
supplies 

Conditions being equal, they must 
place their insurance with — Italian 
firms. 
© Domestic Routes—Alitalia has been 
granted these domestic routes until May 
4, 1957: ‘Turin-Milan-Venice-Tnest nm " — se 
Milan-Genoa-Naples-Palermo, = Milan a : _ - 
Bari-Catania, Rome-Naples-Cagliari 
Cagliari-Milan and Rome-Trieste 

LAI is allowed these routes until Apr tie. © N wm. 
13. 10s Romeblocne, Vere Convair Collision Puzzles CAB 
Bolanzo, Rome-Bari, Rome-Palermo 
Rome-Cagliari, Rome-Naples, Palermo 1 
Catania, Rome-Milan, Milan-Venic ound | ! war 340) damaged ey immediately lost pre 
Palermo-Pantelleria Palermo Prapani I . he ! i inizat n. Ther Va ome lo Hh ino} 
Pantelleria and Rome -Reggio-Calabria 
Catania | 

Six other services will be assigned te Sot Cl last we l 1th man 1 ) 

LAI “provided that as from now until - , B onvairs landed 
Julv 20, 1954, they are not operated b , om before the pilots realized full extent of 
satisfactory regular services.” -AB ind airline industi mcial iY re Shaken up 

The six new route Rome-Genoa uid Offer no explanatio 
| | Ti¢'T i | y ] Rom Napl . Bari-L« r Rome-Flor ded airun 1p ! rds! ivating the crasl re Fred Pow . : in.) 

ence - Bologna - Milan Genoa-Porto 4tter the Nlided in flight e] hief investigator for CAB Region 
Conde-Cagliari-Palermo-Catania-Reggio > Minor Damage—U Al landed irvev Hedlund and ¢ Mh. Still 
Calabria, Rome-Alghero-Cagliari,Reggio ifely at South Bend despite tx 10-ft gon ll] of Chicago. No date ha 
Calabria-Crotone-Bari-Ancona-Venezia gash on top of the fu e behind th he t for a hearing on the accident 

N. Y. Airport Awards enet-qthere bath oleate tad token Oe reneneel Airport 

Total $256,603 Oho ioe a the heen eh ute apt Nears Completion 1kOwlll t Lilie 

. » >! 
DAMAGED UNDERSIDE of American Airlines CV-240 is checked after safe landing 

cla of both plan With 

quipment ind materials that were not 
pinned down as the comp ion Wa 

unmediatelsy 

Contracts totaling $256,603 for ide of th fuselage near the tail McGraw-Hill World New 
equipment and improvements at New Collision Sequence 
York International (Idlewild) and La vestigation indicated An international airlines tet 
Guardia Airports have been aw irded @Collision occurred lig] nil fiy ed by cities in two neigh 
three contractors by Port of New York turning into darkne br on borin ountries is nearing letion 
Authority, operator of the field hi 
e John A. Roebling’s Sons Corp., Tren. had been cl ( n 195¢ ulhous 
ton, N. J., $176,113 contract for cable land on hit ( vith le. Switzerland, to build 
to be used in expanding the electrical nvair wa : terminal to set both 
distribution system at Idlewild on VER ider the agreement the 
e Federal Electric Products Co., Cr pattern. Both w | u vould be interna 
cent Ave., Long Island City, N. Y., ft. a titud tionalize ind a walled-in highway 
$27,800 contract for switch-gear equip @ American Convair ' ye bui cting t! icld te 
ment to be used in future construction ft n 
of an electrical substation in order to UAT knit he botton provides 4 f 
meet additional hangar needs at Idk of the th } f id ti nporary i ilreads 

Fluke Esc ipe—Cr t t . ng Wi will finance the 
pe ; 

wild 
t t t neitl Te rmanen cilitie including runwat e Anthony Grace & Sons, Inc., Flush 

ing, N. Y., $32,815 contract to preserve roximately $10 million 

basic paved areas and repair minor needed for building the 
damage from area settlement at La gators be yuld el n be imported duty-free. Ex 

Guardia ind profits will be di 
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ided bet 
ing to th 
contributes, 

The field will have t 
of which will have 
Installation vill include an 
navigation radio beam, an MI 
radio beam 
and an SCS 5] with 
markers and a Jocalizer 

Although the field ha 
pleted 

cen the two countrie 
intensity of traf i 

VO TuUnWa\ 

i] 0 

out idle 

not becn com 
10 carriers are using it on flight 

to and from London 
Amsterdam, Marseill 
Ca 

Algicr 
ib] mea 

Italian Lines Form 

Air-Rail Service 

McGraw-Hill World New 

Rome—An agr 
ur-railroad service for tran portation 

of freight in small lots ha 
Italian State Railways and Stazionc 

\erea Roma Mera (SARM 
SARM is acting as the excl i 

port agent for the railroad 
vn rcratt 

lampimo ha 
ht te 

ement covering regu 

been igned 

ind 
md plane 

he Cll 
rmunal fe 

I nal rail 
tablished 

d cord 
Cal h 

, one 
radio beam facilities 

MI 
Sicrentz 

1 supplementary MF’ beam 
sierentz 

Glasgow, Zurich, 
and 

CAB ORDERS 

17-15 

GRANTED 
Pan 

fer 
American-Grace Airways leave 

ne im the x pene 
shit Se 

North Central Airlines 
rary mail rate ( r othe 

t 

; 
Seaboard & Western 

] 4 e lati rermiutti 
Airlines exci 
rit? l 

fi t from Bremen, German tr 
Caribbean-Atlantic Airlines 

milation permitti 
and mail t property property 

\ on a fla top 1 
d Mayaguez, P. R 
ki. W. Wiggins Airwavs exer 

lation permitting it ¢t 
ame as an air taxi ¢ 

West Coast Airlines 
id t ' 

perator 

! 
() 
Hloquia 

Intervention 

I 
] ( t ( 

Intervention 

cment 

if omnpany 
Central 

Admiore, 
provided 

li I 

arran 
Airlines 

Okla., duri 
that it 

ndtrip ' 
1iab 

Piedmont Aviation 
ond n-Corbin K 
p for om iv ff! 

itt 1\ 

ice at that | 
Air American 

ttlement 
time pri 

demed n 
rift ind 0 

nt pre eed ng 
Pan American 
tempor iil 

INTER COMPAS 
()] 

Eastern Air Lines-] 
if f \l i 

Capital Airlines. | \C \ 
f 

Caribbean Atlantic Airlines ( 
ie Ale | 

Pasta Fi 
Northeast Orient Airline 
ma ( \ 

‘4 torn Air Line { 

FIRST PRODUCTION COMET 2 MAKES INITIAL FLIGHT 

Weanng 
markings, 

British 
white-topped 
Rolls-Rovee 

Havilland Comet 2 is 

Airways 
first 
Avon-powered de 

Overseas Corp. 
production 

model of 
een aloft during a 

test. Plane initial flight 
This latest model of the Comet 

series to fly is powered by 6,500-Ib.-thrust 

recent made its 
Aug. 27 

engines, giving 30° more power and nearly 

76 

50°% improved stage 
than Series | Comets with Ghost engines 
An Avon-powered Series 1 Comet has been 

length performance 

flying for some time as part of the Comet 2 
BOAC 

Panair do 
development 
Comet 

has 12 
Brasil 

ordered four of this model and plans to put 

program. 
2s on order has 

them in service in September 1954 between 

Other Comet 
orders have been placed by Japan Air Lines 
LAN British Com 
monwealth ind Canadian 

stretched-out 
next year and 

Buenos Aires and London 

Airlines 
Airlines 

The later 
Comet 3 is scheduled to fly 

Venezuelan 
Pacifu 

Pacific Airlines 

the first production version is due to make 
its initial flight in 1956 
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Pan American to 
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nN der i Ke or ‘ 

pT in th reopen d Lat 
irfre ight ist 
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' pli ition 
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Ip} if 

f Sact 

Frontier Airlines 
1 of its Willist 

DIS\EUSSED 
Pan American 

t \ 

Mohawk Airlines 

PROPOSE ]) 
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for ff 
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Federated Airlines 

“4 , x pt . 

Trans Air Hawaii 
ti Sept ] 

vith Board he 
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on an aircraft communications device 
CAA 
six-month study of U. § 

specialty at CAA in 
regional offices and technical center: 

quarters and maintenance bases 
to right 
port construction 

Air India Executive 

Hits Nationalization 

MeGraw-H 

EGYPTIANS STUDY 1 

the ligvptian Civil Aivation 
are seen getting first-hand information 

officials of 
1 pt 
SIX 

from 
three- to 
achivities 

their 
civil air 

technicians as part of 

his 
Washington, ID. ¢ 

ach of the visitors will study in own 

certain 
head 

left 
study air 

AA forcign 

t S. aircraft factories and airline 
| rom 

I allat 
John Tevis, ¢ 

who Wi | Ahmad 

Philippines Relax 

Transport Pilot Rules 

\! I] 

NManila—! 

S. TECHNIQUES 

training office (,eorge S. Clark 
cal hiet, Technical A Dic Adel 

will study airport architecture; 
administrator, CAA Interna 
Misallam E-LTousamy 

maintenance and factory 
Abdelsalam, maintenance and fac 

Mahmoud Rotbath 
survey airlines flight operations 
Saady Alexan (seated), wh 
lighting and Howard Helfert 

International Region 

rational 
sistant 

who 
Koch 
Region 

tudy 
Adel 
mspecthion 

bawzi 
‘1. 3 
tional who 
will 
tion 

INS pec 

tory who 
nil 
ifcty 
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1 will study 
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Engineers — 

PICK A WINNER 

The Engineering Department which 

designed the Sabre and other head 

line-making military airplanes has 

openings for engineers expert 

enced in aircraft, recent engineer 

ing grads, or men from other fields 

with adaptable experience Long 

term military projects and twenty 

five years of continuous expansion 

underwrite your future at North 

American. Current openings in 

All Design Fields 

Thermodynamics | Aerodynamics 

System Analysis Structures 

Servo-mechanisms | Electronics 

Specialists in all major 
aircraft fields 

Liberal travel and moving allowances 

—— ew 

Write to 

North American 

Aviation. Ine. 
DEPT. 10, ENGINEERING PERSONNEL OFFICE 

LOS ANGELES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT 
LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

or 
COLUMBUS 16, OHIO 

NORTH AMERICAN HAS BUILT MORE AIRPLANES 
THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY IN THE WORLO 

78 

CAA Will Resume Comet Talks 

Civil Acronautics Administration’s jet 
transport evaluation team will go to 
England to resume talks with the British 
on U. S. certification of the de Havil 
land Comet 3 in late October or early 
November, George Haldeman, chair- 
man of the CAA team, told Aviation 
WEEK. 

Haldeman, who just returned from a 
imonth’s trip to England, said many de 
tails about the jet transport, ordered by 
Pan American World Airways, still ap- 
pear unsettled or not yet ready 
for disclosure. 

He feels it is a waste of time for an 
other CAA delegation to go to London 
until information avail 
ible than was released to him by the 
British Air Registration Board, British 
Overseas Airways Corp. and the de 
Havilland Enterprise, Ltd 
> Comet Problems—During his 
Haldeman rode as a passenger on test 
flights in a Comet | flew the 
higher-powered prototype Comet 
fitted with Rolls-Royce Avon engines 
BOAC took him on a regularly sched 

uled Comet 1 flight from London to 
Livingstone, Northern Rhodesia, and re 
turn. He also spent considerable time 
studying the airline’s maintenance 
ope rations shops neat | ondon 

Asked to spell out details of the 
Comet 3, Haldeman mentioned the 
problem of “feel-back” on the power 
boost controls, the jet’s landing gear 
arrangement and deceleration as particu 
lar items of interest. 

Generally, he said, CAA wants to 
know all the details of how the Comet 3 
would differ from its predecessors 
> Preliminary Studies—The next trip will 

to be 

there is more 

visit, 

and 

and 

HALDEMAN: A waste of time. 

take a minimum of three CAA special 
ists On powerplants, airframes and flight, 
Haldeman ind others will go if 
the need is indicated 

By the end of Or tober, the Comet 2 
is expected to have rec 
tificate of airworthiness, and British 
iuthorities can focus more directly on 
the Comet 3, he predicted 

The American delegation will spend 
ibout weeks in England. It 
studies still will be preliminary becaus¢ 
of CAA’s policy to withhold certifica 
tion approval until an aircraft actuall: 
is flying 

said, 

eived its cer 

three 

PAA Offers Flight 

Around the World 

Pan American World Airways plans 
to fly 30 passengers around the world 
next January on a luxury air cruise that 
will cost each participant $15,000 for 
the 85-day trip 

Ihe Douglas DC-6B will touch five 
during the 5,000-mi. trip 

ifter it leaves New York. Stops will in 
clude Buenos Aires, Rio de Janeiro, Li 
beria, Capetown, Kruger National Park, 
Belgian Congo and the Mountains of 
the Moon, Ethiopia, Bombay, New 
Delhi, Bangkok, Singapore, Java, Bali 
Auckland, Noumea, New Guinea, Japan 
ind Hawaii 

Ihe price of the trip includes hotel 
iccommodations, meals, ground trans 
portation, entertainment, gratuities, 
ind all shore excursions, including an 
eight-day motor safari in the Belgian 
Congo 

continents 

Most flights which are scheduled to 
be made will average less than six hours’ 
time 

Interchange Links 

Southwest, Northwest 

Interchange operations emploved by 
United Air Lines, Continental Airline 
and Braniff International Airways will 
make direct one-plane service possible 
between the Pacific Northwest and the 
Southwest by the middle of thi 
month 

"lights linking Seattle-Tacoma and 
Portland-Wichita and Tulsa via Den 
ver will commence Sept. 15 by United 
ind Continental 

United and Braniff are slated to 
begin dailv flights between the sam 
Pacific Northwest cities and Oklahoma 
City, Dallas-Fort Worth and Houston 
via Boise, Salt Lake City and Denver 
Sx pt. 27 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

SALES REPRESENTATIVE 
seaming foram lnastrument manufacturer 

ieoman with « 
— knowledge aireraft distribution. - 
mane a ong Salary commensurate with abiiity 
and experience. 

SW-8407, Aviation Week 
330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N. ¥ 

\EW YORK 730 W. tend &t 9° 
CHICAGO ON. Michioan Ave 

SAN FRANCISCO: 68 Post St, 

POSITIONS VACANT 

A CORNER OF OUR ACCESSORY OVERHAUL SHOP* 

POSITIONS WANTED 

OMMERCIAL PILOT, SMEL, Inst oo} r 

NICAL 

chan | a NEWARK ELECTRICALIEN wl Instructor ratings mechan ae 
r 12 ' Desire position th corporat wits 

cw Tingland state. Have two yeare | i 2 Accessory 
eee é, painer bed, tested and 

———— te, F work performed, CRON i. our co SKILLED PILOT in eighth year as captalr j _ CAA require 
foreign ache ed rliine wit! ‘ afe 4 ormit with factio eden mal eabice ¢ » a ‘ P » , 7 ny —_ ntl i a sme*«, f ) hou witl ys «| shop g our freque 

J a t - pigs } . 5 Are you lers Parts Radio 
Prope your nes > ena ws 

9 warenouses $ tock 

on- certified in € 
mp! letely ea! ipped 

s listing Ee 
aveilable '” 

screening 
y? ur $@ d Bulletin 

es ete 
y issue 

or receivin Access Sas 

ow { the largest * 
aa A A against one © 

Certigicate 

nrs fict Convent a t) Ca / (a) 
pable of recting and pe rming ‘ ent 
operat § ¢ ilu g dat pw .9 i ¥ sae 
t n Wee . 104 PEDDIE ST “p 

NEWARK NEW JERSEY 
HELICOPTER PILOT, available f m Oct st a 

Fixed wing « . . 
9 years flying exy 
4 ition Week 

FOR SALE 

One brand new Sciaky 100 KVA 3 phase 
Spot welder PMCO.2ST-200-36. New ma 
chine guarantee 

REGULAR AF Cole I verasit of FOR SALE 

IN ORIGINAL CRATE 

Onsrud A4C Combination Radial 
Arm Router and drill 114” reach 
5 HP, 3 phase, 250 cycle, 350 volt 

5 1 HP 2 speed, 3 
phase, 250 cycle, 305 volt drill 
motor with all standard equipment 
Inverted taper chuck on router. 
Ser. #5977 

slized in Pe 
post graduate degree 

ence In the 
ne Presents 

federal agency « 
on dollar annual budget 
*~4 with of logged i 
enuipment Desire affiliate wit! 

reraft manufacturer or acheduled air « 
w th opport inity to contribute the 
a rat Sy lar ane 

Installed in our new 
Can be 

Very ottractive 
aircraft plant, but never used 
operated for inspection 
price. Immediate delivery 

embe 
"Evtetion West an tpi tall router motor 

i Rr THE KAWNEER CO. 
t on DC-3 and D bi 1105 WN. Front St. 

as grat NILES, MICHIGAN ring graduate 

CECUTIVE PILOT 

PILOT: MULTI Eng 
hres over 20 yre « 
r’s rating Mar 

Grumman 11 
M | we air 

aby alr 
porat nor priv 

on Week 

4,000 MILLING, TOOL-DIE HOURS 

A WEEK AVAILABLE 

DUTCH MANUFACTURING CO. 
310 Depot St Scranton 9, Pa 

Phones: 4-7782 or 73810 

THE SUPER-COLD CORP. 

1020 E. 59th St. 

Los Angeles 1, Adams 3-4291 
EXECUTIVE PILOT 
eaecnadion rience les 
ackeroun: RODE ' t Dx 

t ! e Captatir 
viation Week 

FOR SALE 

DOUGLAS C-47 

P&W 1830-92 ENGINES 
ZERO TIME SINCE MAJOR O.H. 

Licensed for scheduled airline use. Large 

AIRCRAFT UPHOLSTERING 
Bingle Beats to A Complete Complete Interiors 

Service 

BAUCO 

COLLECTORS ITEM 

will sell 4 she hest offer, an original photo- 
raph « Wrigt dated September § 

1993, stand r beside the ginal Wright Atr 
plane. If ‘ ontact c Frank Kvetke 

tiene Airmotive Products Company 
’. O. Box 344, Hialeah, Florida 

26 GLEN ROAD, 
RUTHERFORD, WN.) 
Adjacent to Teterbore Airport 
RUTHERFORD 2-8928 

SALES MANAGER 
25 yeors selling to industrials and aircraft 
field. Experience in government negotiations 
Desires position in small company where sales 
development is needed. Salary open 

SA-9079, Aviation Week 
0 W. 42 St., New York 36, N. Y 

SKILLED 

PILOTS 
AVAILABLE 

No Fee to Employers 
PILOTS EMPLOYMENT AGENCY 

Teterbere (WN. 1.) Al 
Hasbrouck Heights - 6-108! 7 

cargo doors, cargo floor. Janitrol heater. 
Full radio equipment 

CALL OR WIRE 

LEEWARD AERONAUTICAL 
P. O. Box 210 Baer Field 
Fort Wayne, Indiana Phone H-2145 

Additional Position Vacant Advertising on pages 80, 8! and 83 
AVIATION WEEK, September 7, 1953 

For Sale Advertising on page 82 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

Dallas, 

Texas 

ICRA aaron OFFERS 

ENGINEERS 

and OTHER TECHNICAL PERSONNEL 

GOOD POSITIONS IN 

AERODYNAMICS CONTROLS 
ARMAMENT STRUCTURES 
LOFTING FLIGHT TEST 

ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION 
POWER PLANT INSTALLATION 

FLUTTER & VIBRATION 
ANALOGUE & DIGITAL COMPUTERS 

ENGINEERING PROCEDURES & PLANNING 

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITIES 

HOUSING READILY AVAILABLE 

ATTENTION ENGINEERING PERSONNEL 

BOX 6191, DALLAS, TEXAS 

- layes AIRCRAFT CORPORATION 

Birmingham, Alabama 

is one of the largest multi-engine aircraft modification centers in the United 
States. Here multi-engine aircraft are completely reconditioned and moditied. In addi 
tion, Hayes ts designing many prototype installations and manufacturing kits for many 
special Air Force projects. Hayes is a leader in the industrial expansion of the South, 
and is foremost in aircraft engineering 

Top-flight design positions are now open to qualified aircraft engineers for 

ELECTRONIC INSTALLATION DESIGN 
ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION DESIGN 
FUEL SYSTEM DESIGN 
STRUCTURAL LAYOUT MEN 
LOFTSMEN 
CHECKERS 
HYDRAULIC DESIGN 
TECHNICAL WRITERS and 

@ MODIFICATION ILLUSTRATORS 

@ AIRCRAFT 

ENGINEERING 

@ OVERHAUL Write to 

Executive Engineer 
Hayes Aircraft Corporation 
P.O. Box 2287 
Birmingham, Alabama 

e 

A GOOD 

CONNECTION 

That's what the jet pilot soys when he 
“plugs into” the FR refueling system and 
that's what forward-thinking engineer 
ing personnel soy when they study the 
Opportunity for growth with Flight Re 
fueling, Inc., a company expanding on 
o sound, long-range basis in the whole 
new field of in-flight refueling 

We have immediate open- 
ings with a future for: 

DESIGNERS 

CHECKERS 

PROJECT ENGINEERS 

TEST ENGINEERS 

We need engineers with experience in 
design, development or testing of me 
chanical and electrical equipment, pref 
erably in the aeronautical field We also 
need engineers with background in air 
croft fuel system component and mate 
rials development 
Your resume giving details of education 
experience, and salary requirements will 
be held in strict confidence 

Write today to 
Personne! Director 

FLIGHT 

REFUELING, Inc. 

Danbury, Conn. 

ENGINEERS! 

ADVANCED PROJECTS OPEN 

NEW CAREERS AT RYAN 

* Airframe Designers 
* Stress Analysts 
* Power Plant Engineers 
* Aerodynamicists 
* Electronic Engineers 
* Draftsmen and Loftsmen 

Replies to 
_ Director of Engineering 

will be held in strict confidence 

~@- RYAN 
AERONAUTICAL COMPANY 

San Diego 12, California 

AVIATION WEEK, September 7, 1953 



SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 
— 

ss 4 Ph mee 

OM Qld Tera HAM 

TODAY 
| 

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORPORATION, pioneer and 

leader in lighter-than-air craft, offers you a new employ- 

ment opportunity with a well-established and fast- 

growing company where ‘‘careers are planned.” 

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT engineering opportunities 

are available for capable and imaginative men and 

women in the field of airships, aircraft and aircraft 

components. 

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT projects — missiles, elec- 

tric and electronics systems, servomechanisms, new special 

devices, fiber resin laminates — all present an urgent 

need for engineers with fresh talent, aptitude and 

ambition. 

POSITIONS ARE OPEN at several levels in various fields 

with salaries based on education, ability and experience. 

Physicists Civil engineers 

Mechanical engineers Electrical engineers 

Aeronautical engineers Technical editors 

Welding engineers Technical illustrators 

AKRON, THE HOME OF GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT, is located 

in the lake region of northeastern Ohio. Cosmopolitan 

living, year-round sports and recreation, cultural and 

educational advantages make this thriving city an ideal 

spot for a pleasant home. 

YES, BUILD YOUR FUTURE — TODAY! Write, giving your 

qualifications, or requesting an application form. 

- 
C. G. Jones, Salary Personnel Department 

‘ooo 
ee G

e 

GOODYEAR AIRCRAFT CORPORATI
ON, 

1210 MASSILLON
 
RD., AKRON 15, OHIO 
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SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

$3500.00 exchange 

These engines are 00:00 time since C.A.A. 
approved overhaul and have had ACES 
C.A.A. approved outside in lubrication 

system blower to thrust plates incorporated. 
They have also been block tested in our 

modern test cells and have been prepared 
for long term storage 

C.A.A. APPROVED OVERHAULS 

@ R-1830-92 $3000.00 exchange 
@ R-985-ANI-3 $1950.00 exchange 

ALL WORK AND ENGINE SALES CARRY OUR 100 hr WARRANTY (’ 

AIR CARRIER ENGINE SERVICE Inc. ' ¥ 
C.A.A. Approved Inti. Airport Branch ~ 

‘e 
Cc Repair Station No. 3604 P.O. Box 236, Miami 48, Florida %, 

Cable “ACENGSER” 

, 
‘ %, < x ° Encint % 

INSTRUMENTS 

Authorized Factory Sales 

for 

and Service 

* Eclipse—Pioneer 

* Kollsman 

*U. S. Gauge 

C.A.A. Approved Repair Station 
#3564 

Contractors to U. S. Air Force 

Our stock of instruments is one of the 
largest in the East. 

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

CALL © WIRE © WRITE 

INSTRUMENT ASSOCIATES 
Telephone: Great Neck 4-1147 

351 Great Neck Road, Great Neck, N. Y. 
Telegraph: WUX Great Neck, N. Y. 

PBY5A Specialists 

Complete Overhaul & Maintenance 

of All Types of Aircraft 

WE HAVE SEVERAL PBY5A AIRCRAFT FOR SALE 
DISTRIBUTORS FOR BENDIX & LEAR RADIO 

DEALER FOR COLLINS RADIO 

Southern California Aircraft Corp. 
Bex 433 Ph: Ontario 6-387! Ontario, Calif. 

Lambert Field 
St. Lowis, Mo 

gq TErryhill 5-1511 
HAS IN STOCK 

ARC 15D Omni, R-15 Receiver 
F.11 Isolation Amplifier 

Bendix MN53 Marker Receivers 
Collins 17L VHF 180 Ch. Trans 

17M VHF 360 Ch. Trans 
51R VHF 280 Ch. Reve 
51R VHF Omni, RMI 
560 Flight System 
51Z 3-light marker 
51V UHF 20 Ch. Glide Slope 
18S MHF 20 Ch. Tr -Reve 

Lear LVTR-36 VHF 36 Ch. Tr.-Revr 
ADF-12, ADF-14, L-2 Auto 

Pilot 
Sperry A-12 Autopilot 

C-2 Gyrosyn Compass 
H-5 Gyre Horizon 

Douglas DC-.3, C-47 Parts 
Beechcraft DI8S, 35 Parts 
Goodrich Hayes Brakes—C-47—DC-3 

Deicer Boots—D18S, DC-3 
Tires—DC-3, DI8S, Lodestar 

Pratt & Whitney R985, R1830 Parts 
Continental E185 Parts 
Wright R1820 Ports 
Coll TErryhill 5-1511 for Airex Service 

BEECHCRAFT Di88-HYDROMATICS 
To trade for Lodestar, or DC3 with P & W's, pre- 
ferably without interior. 
BEECHCRAFT Ci88—C45 NOSE 
Fully equipped; excellent condition; low engine 
time SMOH. 

THE NORMAN LARSON CO. 
Lockheed Air Terminal 

BURBANK, CALIFORNIA 

TWIN BEECHCRAFTS 
Ci8S and DI8S Transports—Excellent 

DIESEL ENGINES * GENERATOR SETS ®_° 
10 TO 2000 KW * AC & DC * GUARANTEED Condition fully equipped trom $25,000 

“We Own What We Offer” LODESTAR EXECUTIVES 

SCHOONMAKER CO., INL Ready’ to go. complete’ from $55,000 
MURCM We Invite Inquir For Any Types 

WINGS, INC., AMBLER, PA. 
NEW YORK / f 

Plants: SAUSALITO (5. F.) CAL., JERSEY CITY, WJ. 

HYDRO-WYPE SCRAPER RINGS 
AN-6231-A 

Write for complete catalog to: ATSCO 
Dept. W_ 4217 North Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio 

FOR SALE 

PBY5SA CARGO VERSION 
Recovered and Relicensed Low time engines 

Wire or Write 
W. CLAYTON LEMON, Woodrum Field 
Phone 7733 or 25859 Roanoke, Virginia 

R rt-Werner, Inc. 
Lombert Field, St. Louis, Mo 
Executive Aircraft 

- 

¢ > DC-3 Lodestar DI8S 
Conversion-Maintenance-Parts 
Complete Services & Sales 

For Sale 

DC-4's—C-47’s—Lodestars 
Conveir 240—Constellation 

WESTAIR, Inc. 
White Plains, N. Y. 
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ARO, INC. 

OPERATING & MAINTAINING 

THE ARNOLD ENGINEERING 

DEVELOPMENT CENTER 

SEEKS... 

ENGINEERS 

RECENT GRADUATES OR 
EXPERIENCED MEN 

PERMANENT EXCEPTIONAL 

CAREERS OPPORTUNITIES 
AWAIT YOU AT ARO, INC. 

CHALLENGING ASSIGNMENTS AND 
UNLIMITED FUTURE 

FOR ENGINEERS 

MECHANICAL 

ELECTRICAL 

AERONAUTICAL 

ELECTRONIC 

Unusual Career Opportunities For 

SENIOR DEVELOPMENT ENGINEERS 

AND RESEARCH SCIENTISTS 

TECHNICIANS 
EXPERIENCED IN THE WORKING AND OP- 
ERATING SECTIONS OF THE AERONAUTICAL 
TESTING LABORATORIES, OR RELATED 
TESTING PROGRAMS 

INVESTIGATE 

NOW 

Aro'’s Liberal Employe Benefits and Opportunities 
For Advancement and Professional Grewth 

Write Today— 

MR. EARLE DU RARD 

ARO, INC. 

P. O. Box 162 Tullahoma, Tennessee 

Aviation 

Sales Executive 

An established aircraft instrument and 
accessory manufacturer seeks a merchan- 
dising expert to market a new flight in- 
strument of wide application in the airline 
executive transport and military markets. 
The man we are thinking of should be of 
high caliber with a thorough knowledge 
of aviation national distribution and mili- 
tary procurement. He should be able to 
point to a successful record in a similar 
line. Answer fully including salary re- 
quirements. Replies held strictly confi- 
dential. 

SW-8408, Aviation Week 
330 W. 42 St., New York 36, N.Y 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

THE CONVAIR CHALLENGE TO 

ENGINEERS OF EXCEPTIONAL ABILITY 

Beyond the obvious fact that Convair 
in San Diego offers you a way of liv 
ing judged by most as the nation’s 
finest from the standpoint of weather, 
beauty and interesting surroundings, 
the Convair Engineering Department 
offers you challenges found in few 
places 

It is, we believe, an “engineers” 
engineering department— interesting, 
energetic, explorative with the 
diversity that means security for cap- 
able personnel 

1s proof, consider this: Convair devel 
oped and flew the world’s first turbo 
prop airplane, first delta- wing air 
plane, first delta- wing seaplane 
engineered and built the world’s big- 
gest transport, the world’s safest high- 
performance commercial aircraft 

Or this: Convair's B-36 is the world’s 
largest operational bomber, Convair's 
B-24 Liberator was World War II's 
most used heavy bomber, Convair's 
XPSY-1 holds the world’s endurance 
record for turbo-prop aircraft 

Or this: Convair has been awarded 
the nation's first production missile 
contract and the first production con- 
tract for supersonic interceptors 

Convair has the greatest 
diversity of aircraft engineering pro- 
jects in the country, including high- 
performance fighters, heavy bombers, 

Currently 

large flying boats, transports, trainers, 
seaplane fighters and guided missiles 

Currently... Convair has a completely 
integrated electronic development 
section engaged in advanced develop- 
ment and design on missile guidance, 
avionic projects and radar systems 

Would you like to join us ? We earnestly 
need engineers of proven ability 
men who want to make full use of 
their time, their minds, their skills 
and abilities solving the complex 
problems confronting us in these 
projects. If you are such a man, write 
us and we'll send you a free booklet 
ibout us, plus other interesting mate 
rial to help you make the decision. 

Write: H. T. BROOKS, Engineering Personnel 

Department 200 

CONVAIR- 

3302 PACIFIC HIWAY 

Wy (oaidtiful Som Dieoo 
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SHORTLINES 

e9 © Air France profits during 1952 dou- 
bled those of the year previous pri 
marily because of the popu 
larity of tourist 

Prowing 
CrvVicc, 

© Bonanza Air Lines has appointed 
Mrs. Florence Murphy as Arizona sales 

entative, claims she is the only 
vornan agent in U.S. air transport with 
an entire state a 

re pre 

her territor 

P British Overseas Airwavs Corp. has 
with all 

in the Eastern Hemi phere 
igned interchange agreement 

Alf CAarTrict 

© California Central Airlines ha 
two 
chargmg pa 

ct up 
low-fare service, 

engers $11.70 each on 
eat 1D tourist flights between 

Los Angel Burbank and $13.50 
on 44-passenger Martin 2-0-2 trips 

new classe ot 

and 

© Canadian Pacific Airlines will replace 
its 1 Montreal 
md Ou he en Island 
vith a DC-4 

crvice between 
Sagenayv and Sev 

& Continental Air Lines received S450 
O00 for each of its Convair 240s, last 
of which was sold recently to Canadian 
Pacific Airline The carner replaced 
it {0s with 340s, pay 
ine %540,3 

even Convan 
S for cach new tran port 

© International Civil 
zation and Iceland have 
greement that allows financing of a 

construction of a trans 
Rjupnahead, and in 

Aviation Organi- 
igned a new 

loan for new 
mitter building at 

long-range aids to 
into the 

corporation of Loran 
navigation CrV ice existing 
rercoment 

P KLM Royal Dutch Airlines is ship 
ping fish in pla bi ks in order to 

ve weight and of flying live 
fish around the world Company 
vill begin flving Super Constellation 

to South Africa Oct 

expense 

on rout 

National 
i Douglas DC-4 

par Cree ind 

Airlines has con 
ind i Hiller 

parts 
$1.3 

» Korean 
tracted for 
copter pli 
The contract, for approximately 

made with Air Carrier 
Service Corp., Washineton, D. ¢ Phe 
DC-4 is KNA’s first four-engine 
id} heduled to be put 

yy the midd] f Oet bh 

j millon Wil 

plane 
mito rvice 

Airlines will move 
installation in 

ronaut Administration 
Anchorage Alaska) Inter 

Airport Sept. | Vhe airline 
| Irn nicl rf \l B t An 

© Northwest Orient 
1 eM 537 

Civil A 
lynil pul 

(Ot) 
cw 

ding if 
| national 

‘ ‘ 
CPA Comet 2s 

loronto—Canadian Pacific Air 
lines is expected to take up its 
option on four de Havilland Comet 
2 jet transports in 1954 for tran 
Pacific flights on it 
Svdnevy, Australia, route 

A Comet 1A crashed earlier this 
year at Karachi, India, during a 
delivery flight to CPA at Honolulu, 
ind the airline allowed its second 
jet transport to be sold to British 
Overseas Airways Corp 

With its Comet 2s, Canadian 
Pacific will be able to seat 44 pas 
sengers, compared to 36 in the 1A, 
and increase range to 2,000 mi 

Originally CPA planned to oper 
ite DC-6s from Vancouver to 
Honolulu and fly Comets from 
there to Svdney via the Fiji Island 

Comet 2 speed is estimated at 
900 mph 

Vancouver 

I 

> Oakland (Calif.) Municipal 
has a new radio telephone 

Airport 
tem for 

communication aircraft in flight 
considerably extending its range Che 
new station has been installed atop Mt 

uses 10 
main frequencies 

with 

Pamalpais The equipment 
three 
virline 132.3 me. for 

t 1H for thre UJ S Nu 

radio channel 
120.3 me. for 

Navy and 5 
bore 

Northern Airlines 
mcrease im am cargo ton 

© Pacific 
LO’ 
during Jul 

report 
mile 

compared to a vear ago 
md a increase Im passengers Cat 

uirline 
334. S8]58 

ried for the Tht period The 
9 S45 pa 
ir cargo 

carried enger ind 
tons of 

© Sacramento Municipal 
construction of an 

Airport wi 
be expanded by 

building Coit 
350.000 for work 

idmmunuistration counci 
has carmarked r. 
the terminal 

> Scaboard & Western Airlines carried 
17.348 Ib. of commercial cargo from 
lrankfurt, Germany, to New York last 
week. a flight claimed by the carrier a 

1 new trans-Atlantic record fo 
bound DC-4 airfreight 

> United Air Lines will repla 
with Convair 340s Se pt 

National \irpor 
t 

mgton s 
pany will in ll th 
filin A) 
New 

thy 
tl 

is looking 
Stratocruise! 

th DC-7 
lu 

AVIATION CALENDAR 

Sept. 7-13—1953 SBAC Coronation \ 
Flying Display, Farnboro kngland 

Sept. 7-17—Fourth International Aeron: 
al Conference, 

and TAS, London 
Sept. 8-9—Second half of Airmail Pi 

National Convention, Chevenne, WW 
Sept. 9-11-1953 

gineering, University of Califor 
] 

e 1 ‘ , port mie ig 

onference on nuclear e1 

Sept. 9 15—Joint mM 
Meteorologi il Society 
Meteorological Soci 
Toronto, ‘Toronto 

Sept. 10 11—Second 
of the American S« 
Iran portation Univ 
ittsburgh 

Sept. 14-16—National Flying Farmer 
195 W ichita 

annual Canadian 
For Day RCAF’ base vill be ope 
to limited inspection by th publ 

Sept. 19—Canadian National Air Show 
ored by Toronto Flying Club, Te 

Sept. 20—Naval Air Reserve Day 
f powered fligl 

1953 convention 
Sept. 19—Seventh 

omme! 
rating 50th anniversan 
Niagara Falls (N.Y Niun ipal Airy 

Sept. 2 ihad Gant ighth Nat ial =Instrin 
Exhibit, Instrument Societv of Amer 
Sherman Hotel, Chicago 

Sept. 22-25—1953 meeting of Aircraft Sy 
Plug and Ignition Conference, Champior 
Spark Plug Co | rl d ) 

ting, Nati 
trom Conferen Hotel Sher 

Cage 
Sept 29-Oct. 1—An 

trical Engineer 
necting Danicl 5 
fon \ \ i 

Sept 29-Oct 3-SAl Nat 
Aircraft I ’ 

Production t 

Sept. 28-30—Ninth annual 
hh 
C) 

2—A 
( I nce An 

trical Fngincers, Ber 
Seattle 

Sept. 30-Oct. 2—Ser 
on testing in winat 

rsitv, Lafayette, Ind 
Oct. 1-3—Air Reserve A 

tion. Augebilt Hotel 
Oct 5-9—Ceneral 

national Air Tr 
Oct. 9-23—Nat 

Fxposition, ¢ 
tri tion \ 
Hotel, air tran 
Hilton 

Oct. 10—Fngland-Chr 
land wr Ta 

Oct. 13-15—Air Transp 
In 1M ning md \la 

) Saxonv Hotel 
Oct 14-15—Ann a) air 

Sc pt 30-Oct 
nfer 

‘ } Fog 
York Der 
Hotel, Svra 

Oct. 14-16—An 
i 

1 

Oct. 15-16—Airet 

Ti 
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ACME ELECTRIC cone’ 
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Agen "7 

envnnan AIRCRAFT ene. 
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Ager 
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Ager nN 
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Ager ! at 
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CORP 

JACK & HEINTZ, INC 
Ager h & ha it 

KOLLSMAN INSTRUMENT CORP 
Ager I t W & é 

LEAR ‘ INC 
eer K & t 

LOCKNEES AIRCRAFT CORP 
Come & 1 

LYCOMING DIVISION—AVCO MANUFACTURING 
CORP 

Agen i & 1 
MONADNOCK MILLS, UNITED CARR FASTENER 

CORP 
\get HI H i 4 \ 

MONSANTO CHEMICAL co 
\eer djardt 

NEWTON INSERT CO 
\eer Mack-Whartor 

NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION CO 
Neer Hatter Ka ' A 

PASTUSHIN INDUSTRIES INC 
\eer Lyon W 

OF BAUER POLYKEN INDUSTRIAL TAPE DEPT 
& BLACK 

i ! 

THIS 

is 1953 

SCINTILLA MAGNETO Div. BENDIX AVIATION 
\er Mac Mar J «a 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 
SPAY = ESS co 

STAINLESS oreet PROpUCTS 
‘a & ba 

STANDARD ap og oD erect co 

proouc rs ENG STEEL co 

SUNSTRAND eg hg TOOL co 
tow 

SsUurEnION oe co ise 

SWEENEY ENGINEERING core 

vic KERS ARMSTRONG co 

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC CORP 
I & > A 

WYMAN GORDON CO J “Ww « 

SEARCHLIGHT SECTION 

t 
EMPLOYMENT 

Positions Vacant 
Positions Wanted 
Employment Agencies 

SPECIAL SERVICES 
Contract Work 
Rebuilding 
Repairing 

PLANES-EQUIPMENT 
Used or Surplus New 
For Sate 

WANTED 
Equipment 

ee ee 

HAVE YOU 

MOVED? 

If you've moved recently or 

are planning to change, let 

us know now, so copies of 

AVIATION WEEK will con- 

tinue to reach you promptly. 

Use this handy coupon or a 

postcard. 

Please change the address of 

my AVIATION WEEK sub- 

scription. 

Name 

OLD address 

City, State 

NEW address 

City, State 

New company connection 

New title or position 

MAIL TO: AVIATION WEEK, 
Subscription Service, 
330 West 42nd Street, 
New York 36, N. Y 

Ahhh tlittllillrilltillitlltaliuslltassilltasllinillinullle 
Ce ee ee ee eee ee ee eae eee ee ee SS ae aware 
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MAKING 

TRANSFORMERS 

IS OUR 

BUSINESS 
a 

© For more than 35 years Acme 

Electric transformers have 

become components of all types 

of electrical and electronic 

equipment. The vast technical 

experience accumulated during 

this time is now available to 

west coast manufacturers 

through our Los Angeles branch. 

ACME ELECTRIC CORPORATION 
MAIN PLANT: 859 Water Street * 

1375 W. Jefferson Bivd. * West Coast Engineering Laboratories: 
In Canada: ACME ELECTRIC CORP. LTD. 

Cuba, N. Y. 
Calif. 

* Toronto, Ont, 
Los Angeles, 

* 50 North Line Rd. 



LETTERS 

Fuel Gages Again 

staff here at Simmonds 
interest and some 

amusement th eral letters which you 

Phe engineering 
has tollowed with mu 

bias p iblished 
fuci 

li VICW of th 
have been 

' 

concerning amcralt 
page 

tatements that 
you 

oufli ting 
made, | think 

aoin th POMOW ME Tad 
the atta 

may be 
sul jiiter t » aS 

manzed ith ( Hipdali pu di i 
tion 

A. Sunmonds Acrocessorie 5, Inc. pioneered 
in 1946 tlic hist 
fucl page 
United Stat 
imistallatiou 

ipacitance aircratt 
made im the 

} on a COMMeErcial basis— 
made on Douglas DC-4s 

and conveited C545 

mistallations 

Poday, when much aircraft equipment 
of that vint ipe 
retured, most of thes 

has been obsoleted o1 
onginal, 1lOW 2 

even- year Old ipacitance j : gage m 
stallation till rendermy accurate, 
trouble tre CT VICE as witness the 

ipital Airlines 
his, plus the fact that Summonds gages 

wecks tor 

testimony of ¢ 

have been specihed im recent 
two top secret U. S. Aw borce fighters, as 
well as for the new Vickers Viscounts which 

1 by ‘lrans-‘Canada Au 
sufficient evi 

the t mucal leader lup of this 
p no tuc . 
Because of the large 

ail being pul bdo 
Lines, 1s, | fl subimiut, more than 
dence ot 
ty 

number of airline 
mid mulitary personne: who have seen and 

yitroversial ma 
terial as publish in your “Letters” col 

appreciated af you could 
give equal publicity to the Statements 

RKusseLt NEWCOMB 
Sunmonds Aeroce 
l'arrytown, N. Y. 

On Custer, No Bias 

aviation magazine, 
isual interest 

commented to us on the 

uns, it would be 
above 

ones In 

In reading my favorite 
1 noted with more 
Mr. Anderton's article Custer Chan 
nel Wing im your June 15 issue Please 
let it be understood that | do not own any 
tock in Mr. Custer’s Company and im fact, 
Mr. Custer know me if he fell 
over mie 

Mi Anderton's article 
an antagonism toward 

on the 

wouldn't 

appears to be 
trongly flavored with 
Mr. Custer’s development, or at least an 
effort to discredit it 
Custer 
claims or bec 

Perhaps it stems from 
scemingly fantastic performance 

ause Mr, Custer (as I have 
not a tramed technical expert. If 

under 
he id Is 
the reason be the former, it might be 
standable, but auf the latter, it 

Let engineers 
would be 

never be a 
hortsightedness but rather 

il boys so adroitly 
urtain 

untorgiy ible 
cused of such 
! it to the medi leave who 

between the so 
authority,’ 

maintain the ion 
called “layman 
although history 
confound them 

Mr. Anderton excerpts from a 
recently issued NACA report on windtunnel 
tests of a Custer Channel Wing test vehicle 
The report sets forth some good points and 
some bad points, but Mr. Anderton has 

and medical 
im frequently be cited to 

quot 

rougit forth ill the 
Mpiidsi on the pool 

It would ippear that the t vehicle 
j 

bad with particular 
ontroi Characteristics. 

Was d 
meriiciital a laptation 

tandard well- 
dine manner 

a itogiro rotor to an 
that Mr. 

ontro] probi i, 

muiparatively Crude CX] 
of Chann to i portion ot a 
KNOWL airplane im mu h the 
that Cierva attached hi 

vio fuselage It 
or the 

the windtunne! test was needed 
teristics, I 
Ole carly 

nay v6 
iwalt 

hara 
windtunnel tests of 

Ictermune sucu Control 
t that 

heli opte! mod would reveal some rathez 
and just wait until 

onvertiplane field! In any 
ct zive Mir. Custer the benefit of 

the doubt 
bor half a century we 

tantially one principle of flight with precious 
in the 

ontrol provicims, 
mito the 

have followed sub 

few really mayor advancement acro 
nautical art. It's true, we have moved fast 

probably taste! 
than any other art, and there is much of 

hould be justly proud. Some of 
least in the last 

and 

in the short span of 50 years 

which we 
our progress, HhOwcvel at 
few years, has been at termhc expense 
at a fantastic mcrease im complexity and, 

reached the 
om pucate d 

almost 
how 

what 9s worse, we have 
point ot bragging about 
we have made thing lo mcrease com 

wid call it progr is debatabl 
is Mr. Custer 

Most of the 
naturally 

Channel 
provement oll 

trom the efforts ot Olle have 
gn engincers and research organizations 
cldom frow the individual so-called 

ud” inventor, although the poss: 
there and his eftorts must 

not be discounted. 1 do not wish to imply 
that Mr. Custer is yust another “back-yard” 
mventor, but I doubt that he has had any 
laborate research facilities or large staff of > 

$s always 

us Command 
nay that have moved so fast 

that we iyved somewhat 
ind it would probably 

thinking 
reviewing 

mi thi have sti 
from basi prin iples 
be helpful if we di basi 
We would do we rt by 
the chapter on’ gas press in any ele 
mentary phy book trom 
there Regardle ot 
pound or labels w ittach n 

taking it 
what theor ve pro 

urfoul still 
ause of a 

ur pressure Db upper 
of the airfoil. Regardless 

of how it is done, if we in produ e | 

upport m aircraft m the air be 
litferential of 

urta 

, ' tween the 
and lower 

air pressure on the upper surface of an 
urfoil than we have on the lower surface, 
ve obtain a vertical resultant force which 
ve call lift. Mr. Custer’s me ] may ix 

} Hanne) ypen to debate and his idea may 
, ’ never amount to much, but the principk 

is sound I pel onally am not con 
that 

} thre it nospher th 
pulling or pushin i wing 

timate 
in obtaming lift 

According to pr release Mr. ( 
now has his Baumann Brigadier conversion 
vith channels attached, and if the airplane 
ichieves the performance claimed, it will 
in truth be fantasti If, on the other hand 
the airplane does not take off at 15 mph 
but requires 30 mph., in my book he will 
! that should warrant have achieved which 

something better than ridicule. 1 prefer to 
wait and see, Yours very truly 

R. G 
I do disclaim antagonism. Any 

ment which was a criticism of Custer’s ait 
craft in the article appeared in the NACA 
report. The earlier story [Dec. 17, 1951 
which I wrote expressed doubt, and said 
that I wasn’t convinced by the demonstra 
tion. I did, and I wasn’t. But the NACA 
tests should answer the claims made by 
Custer. We started the article by pr 
senting his claims, and then the NACA 
tests as applied to each claim. We did thi 
for clarity, so that a reader would be abl 
to assess each point as he went along. There 
is no quarrel with the basic principle under 
lying Custer’s channel wing. Bernoulli 
theorem still applies, and pressure differ 
ences, regardless of how produced, will result 
in a lift. The only quarrel seems to revolve 
around whether this configuration is morc 
eficient than others. One line which I! 
might well have quoted from the NACA 
report is “The test conditions of propeller 
operation, blade angle and propeller-channel 
configuration carefully controlled to 
satisfy the conditions prescribed by the de 
signer for the experimental flight configura 
tion.” For the moment, then, I'll report the 
NACA test results. I'll also wish Mr. Custer 
ill kinds of success in developing the con 
figuration, because flying could use the kind 

DAA 

were 

of performance he’s shooting for i 

Underground Plant 

I have received a tear-sheet of th 
entitled, ‘How Plessey 
Bomb which appeared in yo 
issue and which described 

ictivities of our client, The 
Ilford, Essex 

like to draw 
tatement contained in on 

The decision to utilize this se 
tion of the London underground tem 
was taken not because the company’ pl int 
had been bombed out, but rather as a 
means of obviating any interference with 
the production of essential wartime equip 
ment, should this contingency occur 

In common with many org 
during this difficult period, our client had 

their manufacturing activities to 
works throughout the yuntry 

however, that such dispersa 

‘lant Escaped 

One 
vartime 
Co. Ltd 

I would 
i mi 

your 

entence 

inizations 

lispersed 
ubsidiary 

It was realized, 
ould only minimize the risk of interruy 

by aerial warfare 
In view of the vital nature 

of the work in hand, mean 
found entirely to eliminate th 

The tunnel described in 
which approximately five miles were 
lay very to the parent organization 
and was for much of its length 50 ft 
below the earth’s surface 

Its adaption into this 
despite immense engineering difhicu ’ 

yet another example of Britain’ 
for improvisation 

utilized, 
close 

vides 

Gorpon C. MarTIN 
Roles & Parker, Ltd 
Rapier House 
Turnmill St., London 
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HUEEORD 

MODEL 60 

CAPACITY: 350 TONS 
PHOTO COURTESY NORTH AMERICAN Ay 

World's Largest Stretch-Wrap Forming Machine 

Goes to work for North American Aviation Inc., Columbus, Ohio 

The Model 60 is Hufford’s largest stretch-wra te Ol emendous strength enables form 
forming machine to date, exceeding the capacity of 1 of sheet thicknesses as great as & inch! 

all existing stretch-wrap forming machines in the he Model 60 opens another chapter in stretch 

world today “i orming history, almost doubling the capac ily 

With its 703,720 pounds of “pull” it is now form largest Hufford press heretofore built. It i 
ing stabilizer fairings, panels and fuselage skin parts ufford’s answer to unusual requirements of the 

for the new FJ-2 FURY. New dies will utilize its present in preparation for the commonplace of the 
huge capacity on sheets measuring 6 feet wide by iture! 
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ONLY ONE-MAN INTERCEPTOR in operation today, North American 
F-86D is powered by G-E engine which requires minimum pilot attention. 

AUTOMATIC CONTROL of the variable area nozzle (illus- 
trated above) regulates exhaust velocity and temperature. 

aes: a eae a eee ae _ 
MOST POWERFUL of J47 family, afterburner version gives 
F-86D Sabre Jet extra power to climb quickly for interception. 

Easy-to-operate G-E Jet Engine 

Lets Pilot Concentrate on Interception 

Electronic “Brain” Permits Complete Engine Control with Single Lever 

INSTANT BURSTS OF POWER plus simplicity of opera 
tion make G.E.’s J47 with afterburner an outstanding 
powerplant for high-altitude interception. Powering the 
North American F-86D, America’s first one-man rocket 
armed interceptor, the afterburner version of the ]47 is 

ontrols. For any 
throttle setting, the controls maintain optimum engine 
performance under varying flight conditions. This allows 
the pilot to focus his attention on his main job 
ing out enemy aircraft! 
“SENSORS” FEED INFORMATION pertaining to engin 

and temperature, air temperature, 

equipped with automatic electronic 

See k . 

fuel-flow, 
The 

pressure 
other variables into an electronic ‘“brain.”’ 

DP 

and 

brain compares power needs with engine performance 
Adjustments, if necessary, are then made automatically 
as the “brain’’ controls fuel-flow and variable area 
nozzle on the afterburner. 
AUTOMATIC ENGINE CONTROL is supplemented by 
other features such as anti-icing provisions which are 
essential to high-altitude interception. These engineer 
ing accomplishments have been factored into the J47 
by G.E.’s design, development, and 
organization 
that “Progress is General Electric’s nost important 
product.”’ Section 230-13, General Electric Company, 

manufacturing 
an organization that is actively proving 

Schenectady 5, N. Y. 
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